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ABSTR.ACT

In proteins, backbone amide hydrogen exchange rates can

feveal important information about protein structure and dynamics'

In order to assess the possible effects of detergent on the hydrogen

exchange rates of detergent-solubilised proteins a series of model

aliphatic amides were synthesized and their amide proton exchange

rates in water and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) micelles were

measured. Hydrogen exchange waS measured using steady-state

saturation transfer proton nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

spectroscopy. The extent of interaction of the model compounds with

SDS was determined by measuring the longitudinal relaxation times,

chemical shifts, and temperature coefficients of the amide protons.

The sensitivity of the amide proton chemical shift to hydrogen

bonding was found to be a particularly useful indicator of the extent

of interaction of the amides with the hydrophobic core of the micelle.

It was found that one of the molecules did not interact significantly

with the micelle, three of the molecules were located primarily at the

surface of the micelle, and one molecule interacted strongly with the

hydrophobic micellar core. Depending on the hydrophobicity of the

model compound, it was found that detergent has two major effects

on the rates of hydrogen exchange. First, an electrostatic effect due

to the negatively charged sulfate groups of SDS causes a decrease of

the local pH at the micellar surface. This effect is important for

water-soluble amides that are located primarily at the micellar

surface in SDS solution and results in a shift to higher pH of the

minimum rate of exchange. Second, a hydrophobic effect of the core



of the micelle causes a depression of the rates of exchange by at least

24-fold. This effect is similar in magnitude to the slowing of

exchange by hydrogen bonding reported by Perrin et al., J . A m .

Chem. Soc. 1990 I12, 3122-3125. The solvent-exclusion effect is

likely to be an important factor in the slowing of exchange in the

solvent-excluded interior of water-soluble proteins as well as in the

exchange of detergent-solubilised peptides and proteins.

The lsN relaxation rates of the ø-aminoisobutyric acid (Aib)-

rich peptide alamethicin dissolved in methanol at 2l oC and 5 oC, and

dissolved in SDS at 27 oC, were measured using inverse-detected

one- and two-dimensional 1g-15¡ NMR spectroscopy. Measurements

of 1sN longitudinal (RN(N.)) and transverse (RN(N,,))) relaxation rates

and the ttU)t5N nuclear Overhauser enhancement (nOe) at lI.7 Tesla

were used to calculate (quasi) spectral density values at 0, 50, and

450 MHz for the peptide in methanol and in SDS. Spectral density

mapping at 0, 50, 450, 500, and 550 MHz was done using additional

measurements of the 1g-15¡¡ longitudinal two-spin order, Rn'i(2H)N.),

two-spin antiphase coherence, R^.r(2H)N.,y), and the proton

longitudinal relaxation rate, R"(H)), for the peptide dissolved in

methanol only. The spectral density of motions was also modeled

using the three-parameter Lipari-Szabo function. The overall

rotational correlation times were determined to be 1.1, 2.5, and 5.7

ns for alamethicin in methanol at 27 oC and 5 oC, and in SDS at 27 "C,

respectively. From the rotational correlation time determined in SDS

the number of detergent molecules associated with the peptide was

estimated to be about 30. The average order parameter was about

0.7 and the internal correlation times wefe about 70 ps for the



nl

majority of backbone amide lsN sites of alamethicin in methanol and

in SDS. The relaxation data, spectral densities, and order parameters

suggest that the peptide N-H vectors of alamethicin are not as highly

constrained aS the "core" regions of folded globular proteins '

However, the peptide backbone is clearly not as mobile as the most

unconstrained regions of folded proteins, such as those found in the

"frayed" C- and N-termini of Some proteins, of in random coil

peptides. The data also suggest slightly increased dynamics in the

middle of alamethicin dissolved in methanol and at both ends of the

peptide in methanol and in SDS. The implications of the results with

respect to rhe sterically hindered Aib residues and the biological

activities of the peptide are discussed.
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INTR.ODUCTION

L. L Protein dynamics .

Understanding biological processes at the molecular level

requires not only a knowledge of the molecular structures at atomic

resolution but a description of the time-dependent changes in

molecular conformation. The properties of proteins which partly

determine the rates and amplitudes of internal motions include:

covalent structures, ubiquitous non-covalent van der Waals

interactions, electrostatic forces such as salt bridges, dipole

interactions, hydrogen bonds, and solvent-solute interactions

(Creighton, 1992). The internal motions of proteins span a range of

amplitudes from 0.01-100 Å., and have rates from 101s- 10-3 s-ì

(McCammon &. Harvey, 1987; Brooks et al., 1988). Experimental

approaches to the elucidation of protein dynamics include the

following: vibrational spectroscopy with a timescale of femtoseconds

to picoseconds (p 466-480; Cantor &. Schimmel, 1980); fluorescence

depolarization studies, which probe picosecond to nanosecond

dynamics; nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy which can

access a range of timescales from picoseconds to months; Mössbauer

resonance spectroscopy which provides information on dynamics

with timescales of about 1-100 nanoseconds, and X-ray diffraction

techniques, which give magnitudes of atomic fluctuations but not

timescales (Section II, p 283-607; Methods in Enzymology, I3I ,

1986). Experimental approaches to the study of protein dynamics

can also be complemented with theoretical investigations (Brooks et



aI., 1988; McCammon &. Harvey, 1987). In general, small amplitude,

subnanosecond atomic motions aÍe relatively well understood

whereas the descriptions of slow motions ate less well determined

(Kuntz, 1984; Brooks et al., 1988).

The objective of this thesis was to study membrane protein

dynamics using two approaches. First, amide proton hydrogen

exchange kinetics of model hydrophobic secondary amides were

measured in water and in a membrane-mimetic environment

(detergent) using saturation-transfer proton NMR. Second, the

backbone dynamics of a uniformly lsN-labelled hydrophobic peptide

alamethicin dissolved in detergent and methanol were determined

from relaxation measurements using inverse-detected one- and two-

dimensional NMR spectroscopy.

PART A
CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.2 Hydrogen exchange kinetics of model amides.

The proton exchange of backbone amides in proteins has been

of interest since it was first recognized that exchange rates reveal

structural and dynamic information about proteins (Linderstrøm-

Lang, 1955; Hvidt et aI., 1959; Linderstrgm-Lang et al., 1959). The

cooperative formation of ø-helical and p-sheet secondary structure in

proteins gives rise to amide protons which are highly protected from



exchange with solvent (Rohl et aI., 1992). Generally, hydrogen

exchange in folded proteins is considered to depend on structural

fluctuations that expose buried and/or hydrogen-bonded amide

protons, allowing for their exchange with solvent (Englander &-

Kallenbach, 1984).

Prior to the late 1970's, low-field 1H-NMR and infrared

spectroscopies, and tritium tÍacer experiments were used to obtain

amide proton exchange rates in small amides, peptides, and proteins

(Englander, 1963; Englander &. Poulsen, 1969; Molday &" Kallen,

tg72). Ultraviolet spectrophotometry was added to the list of

experimental approaches for the determination of amide proton

exchange rates in 1919 (Englander et al., 1979). Except in the case of

a molecule with a single amide proton these methods are unable to

measure the rates of exchange of individual amides. However, in the

late 1970's, stable high field NMR spectrometers afforded enough

resolution to follow the exchange of several amide protons in BPTI

(bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor, 58 residues) (Karplus et ol.,

1973; Hilton & Woodward, 1978; Wüthrich & Wagner, 1979). During

the early 1980's the introduction of two-dimensional (2D) 1H- 1H

correlation spectroscopy increased the resolution of proton spectra

significantly (Ernst et aL, 1987; Cutnell, 1982; Wüthrich, 1986)' For

example, the measurement of proton exchange rates for almost all

individual amides in BPTI was possible (Wagner et al., 1984). For

proteins greater in size than about 100 residues, or peptides

dissolved in detergent, the resolving power of two-dimensional

proton NMR methods was not sufficient. It was recognized early on

that heteronuclear approaches utilizing t3C, 15N, and 2H to study



proteins could be potentially useful (Browne et al., 1973). However,

the low natural abundance and sensitivity of these nuclei made the

use of isotopic enrichment and specialized pulse techniques

necessary (LeMaster, 1994, and references therein).

Isotopic labeling of proteins and multidimensional multinuclear

NMR has yielded a wealth of detailed hydrogen exchange

information. High resolution maps of hydrogen exchange rates have

uncovered dynamic processes such as fraying at the end of the N-

terminal helix in cytochrome c by 2D proton NMR (Wand et al.,

1986) and fraying of the SDS-solubilised M13 coat protein helix as

determined by 13C NMR spectroscopy (Henry et crl., 1987). The

interactions between helices in a homodimeric coiled coil motif (GNC4

leucine zipper) give rise to a periodicity in hydrogen exchange rates

extending over six helical turns, as determined by 2D proton NMR

(Goodman &. Kim, 1991). The periodicity in exchange rates is

compatible with a tertiary interaction between helices in a coiled coil

in which hydrophobic side-chain "knobs" aÍe packed into "holes".

Two-dimensional 1H-15N 2D NMR spectroscopy was employed to

study the rJunLZ leucine zipper dimer, which is larger than GNC4

(Junius et al., 1995). The periodicity in hydrogen exchange rates

observed for GNC4 were also observed for rJunLZ. The energetics

and dynamics of the molecular recognition of a peptide ligand by

calmodulin were studied by hydrogen exchange measurements of the

backbone amides of the peptide with I g - I s ¡¡ NMR spectroscopy

(Ehrhardt et aI., 1995). The amide hydrogen exchange behavior of

denatured hen egg-white lysozyme was determined by 2D lH-NMR



(Buck et al., 1994). It was found that the majority of backbone

amides exchange at rates characteristic of random coil peptides.

A powerful tool in the characterization of protein folding

intermediates is pulse-labelled hydrogen exchange measurement

(Roder et aI., 1988; Roder, 1989; Varley et aI., 1993; Englander, 1993;

Bai et aI., 1995; Jones &" Matthews, 1995). The protein, initially in

DzO-denaturant, is rapidly dituted and allowed to fold for a variable

time period, after which it is exposed to a pulse of HzO. The number

of amide sites protonated and the extent of protonation depend upon

the timescale of the folding process for various regions of the

polypeptide. For example, two sets of amide protons for E. coli

dihydrofolate reductase were shown to be protected from hydrogen

exchange within the first 6 ms after initiation of folding (Jones &"

Matthews, 1995). One set of amides correspond to a continuous non-

polar strip which connects six of eight strands in the p - s h e e t

structure of the folded protein. The other region is a non-polar

cluster on the opposite face of the sheet which joins three strands of

the sheet and two ø -helices. These results suggested that the

tertiatry structure of the protein is correctly formed within 6 ms.

Hydrogen exchange measurements have also found their way into

protein solution structure determination where slowly exchanging

amide protons are constrained to be hydrogen bonded in distance

geometry and molecular dynamics programs (Blake et al., 1992; Clore

et aI., 1993).

In proteins, secondary and tertiary structure and the physico-

chemical environment of the amide site lead to complicated amide

proton exchange behavior which cannot be explained in a simple
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fashion. For this reason, research efforts have focused on simple

model systems in order to rationalize the hydrogen exchange rates of

proteins. The physical and chemical variables that influence

exchange rates in the absence of protein structure have been

investigated by measuring the hydrogen exchange kinetics of several

small molecules (Englander &. Kallenbach, 1984). For example' the

pH and temperature dependence of the hydrogen exchange rates of

secondary amides such as N-methylacetamide in aqueous solvent

were measured in order to gain an understanding of hydrogen

exchange in unfolded peptides and proteins (Klotz &. Frank, 1965;

Englander & Poulsen, 1969). Substituent and inductive effects on

exchange were measured for Secondary amides such aS acyl-

substituted amides and N-methylacetamides with various degrees of

halogen substitution (Molday &. Kallen, 1972). The inductive effects

of nearest neighbor peptide bonds and the side chains of all twenty

amino acids were also measured in blocked amino acids (Bai et al.,

lgg3; Motday et aL, 1972). In order to model the apolar

environment of the interior of a protein, the exchange rates of model

amides were measured in a dioxane-water mixed solvent (Klotz &"

Frank, 1965; Leichtling &. Klotz, 1966); it was suggested that the rate

of exchange in this apolar environment was decreased due to an

increase in pK*. However, a solvent-dependent decrease in the rate

of base-c atalyzed exchange in 957o-5Vo DMSO/DzO has been attributed

to a large increase in the pK, value of the amide NH group' whereas

the pK* effect seemed less important (Zhang, Y-2., et al., 1995).

Electrostatic interactions were studied by comparing the rates of

exchange of homopolymers such as neutral poly(DL-alanine) and



positively charged poly(Dl-lysine) (Kim &. Baldwin, 1982). On the

basis of the observed exchange rates, it was concluded that the

charged lysine groups condense hydroxyl ions and raise the pH at the

surface of the polymer. The effect of intramolecular hydrogen

bonding was studied on a specially-designed diamide (Perrin et al.,

1990). The molecule contained two primary amide groups

constrained to a conformation that allows for the formation of an

intramolecular hydrogen bond. Since the amide groups are primary,

there aÍe also two chemically equivalent amide protons which are

not hydrogen bonded, and thus provide a reference. It was found

that catalysis of exchange by base was retarded 30-fold and catalysis

by acid was relatively unaffected for the particular protons being

studied.

To study the effect of a helical secondary structure, hydrogen

exchange was measured in peptides of uniform sequence with high

alanine content using one-dimensional lH-NMR (Rohl et al., 1992).

Proton magnetic resonance studies of short peptides with uniform

sequences are hampered by poor resolution in the amide region due

to a. lack of chemical shift dispersion and the uniformity of the

sequence. Subsequent studies of alanine-based peptides labelled

site-specifically with 1sN utilized 1D l sN-edited proton NMR to

measure residue specific exchange rates (Rohl &. Baldwin, 1994). In

addition, the resonance overlap problems of short unstructured

homo-peptides (Rohl et a1.., 1992) were overcome by measurement of

the exchange rates of a short, 1l-residue peptide with a covalent

linkage between residues I and 6 (Zhou et aI., 1994)' The covalent

linkase leads to stable helical structure which is characterized by



chemical shift dispersion in the amide proton region (Wüthrich,

1986). Nine of eleven backbone amide proton resonances were

distinguishable. Proton NMR hydrogen exchange studies of these

covalently modified small stabilized peptides can provide useful

insights into a-helical stabilizing interactions (Zhou et al., I994). For

example, the exchange rates of the eleven residue peptide were

slowed beginning at residues three and four and reached a maximum

slowing factor at residue six. The C-terminal portion of the peptide

showed fraying behavior, suggesting sequential opening of hydrogen

bonds at the C-terminus.

Hydrophobic peptides and the hydrophobic portions of

membrane proteins may be solubilised in methanol in order to

investigate their structure and dynamics (Dempsey et aI., I99l;

Rebuffat et al., 1991; Yee &. O'Neil, 1992). A number of backbone

amide hydrogen exchange studies of melittin dissolved in methanol

have been reported (Dempsey, 1988; Dempsey et al., 1991, Dempsey,

1992). The measured exchange rates indicate the presence of stable

helical structure for the C-terminus of melittin, a less stable N-

terminal helix, and a flexible region near the centre of the peptide.

The hydrogen exchange rates of the individual amides of melittin

bound to phospholipid bilayers have also been measured using

recently developed exchange trapping/high resolution proton

magnetic resonance techniques (Dempsey &. Butler, 1992; Dempsey,

I994). These studies have suggested the presence of hydrogen

bonds in melittin inferred from the rates of amide proton exchange.

The helical periodicity of the exchange rates suggests that the



hydrophobic f ace of the melittin hetix is directed towards the

membrane interior.

SDS (sodium dodecyl sulfate) has long been used to solubilise

peptides and proteins in order to facilitate their study by NMR in a

membrane-mimetic environment (Gierasch, et aI., 1982; SneI et al.,

1991; Henry &" Sykes, 1992). However, the long correlation times of

detergent-peptide complexes leads to broad resonance lines, limiting

the application of lD IH-NMR to measuring the decay of the entire

amide proton envelope (O'Neil &. Sykes, 1988; Zhang, Y-P., et aI.,

1995) or the exchange rates of a small number of resolved

resonances (O'Neil &. Sykes, 1989b). Isotopic labeling has permitted

the measurement of individual exchange rates in the detergent-

solubilised 50 residue filamentous coliphage M13 coat protein (Henry

&" Sykes, 1990a). Using thc l3C-NMR isotope shifts of the amide

carbonyls (Henry et aI., 1987), fast residue-specific exchange rates

(2-125 r- t ) of 12 residues of the coat protein were determined.

Rapid exchange was shown to occur in the N- and C-terminal regions

of the coat protein. Residue-specific slow exchange rates ((l-2) x

I 0-4 s- 
I ) for the hydrophobic core of M 13 were determined using

lsN-NMR spectroscopy of selectively-labelled backbone amide

nitrogens (Henry &. Sykes, 1990b). The exchange rates of amides

within the hydrophobic core were found to be retarded 106-fotd

compared to poly-D,L-alanine, a homopolymer which is believed to

be unstructured in solution (Englander & Poulsen, 1969).

During the initial studies of amide proton exchange of SDS-

solubilised M13 coat protein, it became clear that the effect of the

micellar environment must be fully taken into account if exchange
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rates of a protein in detergent solution are to be interpreted

unambiguously (O'Neil &. Sykes, 1988). Comparison of the amide

hydrogen exchange kinetics of a positively charged hydrophobic

tripeptide dissolved in water and SDS suggested that an accumulation

of hydronium ions at the surface of the anionic micelle gives rise to

an elevation of the pH of minimum exchange for the peptide

dissolved in detergent (O'Neil &. Sykes, 1989a). Further studies with

detergent-solubilised peptides revealed the possible existence of a

small hydrophobic effect on the rates of exchange (O'Neil 8L Sykes,

1989b). To systematically investigate the hydrophobic effect of a

detergent micelle, we have synthesized a series of model secondary

amides of varying hydrophobicity in order to probe the SDS micelle

(Spyracopoulos &" O'Neil, 1994). The results presented in this thesis

have enabled us to correlate the measured rates of exchange with

the extent and nature of interaction of the amides with SDS.
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2,1 Hydrogen exchange chemistrY.

The exchange of an amide proton with aqueous solvent is

reversible event which may be represented as (Englander

Kallenbach, 1984):

o- ,Ho k. o. ,rH*"\-*(" * Häo5"\--l + HAoHw

^./ 
\ s' k, 

^,/ 
\ p' t2.t.tl

where k¡ (k r) is the forward (reverse) rate constant' The steps

occurring in the proton transfer are given by the following scheme

(Eigen, 1964; Englander & Kallenbach, 1984):

K,.c
A-H....8 

- 
fi.'.. ¡-g

a

&

A-H
+

B

'ì *'

JT
ko. I

"l
H-B

't-

A l2.r.2l

where kn is the diffusion-timited rate of collision and formation of

the encounter complex, AH indicates the proton donor' and B

indicates a potential proton acceptor. The equilibrium constant for

the encounter complex is given bY:
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K" - 16(&rl 12.1.31

12.r.4l

12.r.sl

12.r.61

with

LpK-pKs-pK¡

where pKe indicates the negative logarithim of the dissociation

constant of the pfoton donor and PKs is the negative logarithim of

the dissociation constant of the proton acceptor. The fraction of

complex in which the proton on A has been transferred to B is given

by:

K" lO¡pr

ir.Ð=1104'E

The chemical exchange fate for transfer of a proton from donor to

acceptor is given by the product of the rate of diffusion and the

fraction of successful proton transfers:

1040K

0*çlI
ku=k, t

L(

I
_l
)t

In the limit that all collisions lead to a successful proton transfer, the

fraction of complex in the forward direction is equal to one, and

k ex=k D. The diffusion limit is about (2x1010) *[catalyst] s- I

(Englander &. Kallenbach, 1984). The exchange of amide protons in

aqueous solvent is dominated almost entirely by H+ and OH-
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catalysts (Englander & Kallenbach, 1984). Therefore, we may write

the chemical exchange rate as (see section 3.2.4):

t\ = k", - t*[ott-]+ ¿H[H.] 12.t.7l

In equation l2.l.7l,,tH and &oH refer to specific acid and base

catalysis, respectively. Figure 2.1.1 shows a plot of Equation [2. 1.7]

as a function of pH. The V-shape is due to the catalysis of exchange

by both acid and base. The values of ,ts and,t6¡¡ used in Figure 2.1.1

are given below.

107

105

1000

k
.10

(s'')

0.1

0.001

pH

Figure 2.1,1. The rate of amide proton hydrogen exchange cataly3ed by hydr^oxide and

hydronium ions. The estimates fòr À6s and ksue2xI06 M-l s-l and 2x102 M-l s-1,

respectively (see text).

At the rate of minimum exchange, ,tn[H+]-&o¡rIOH-] and equation

[2. ].7] is ¡ewritten as:



t4

krn = 2krxlo-PH t2.1.81

where frmin indicates the minimum rate of exchange. Using equation

t2.1.81 in equation [2.1.7] and solving for the pH gives:

pH,. -ir*--;t"r[*] 12.r.e)

Initial estimates for the rates of acid- and base-catalyzed exchange

for amide groups in water may be obtained using equation 12.l.6l

with kp= 2x1010 s-l. For base catalysis, the PK o of the acceptor

hydroxide ion is about 14 and the pKo of the donor amide moiety is

18 (Molday &. Kallen, 1972; Englander & Kallenbach, 1984), thus

koø=Zxl06 M-1s-1. For acid catalyzed exchange, the amide acceptor

pK is about -8, and the pKo of the hydronium ion donor is 0 (Molday

&" Kallen, lg72), thus equation l2.l.6l gives ¡"=2x102 M-ls-1. The

measured kOs values for N-methylacetamide and N-methyl-

formamide are 4.lg+0.30x106 ¡u1-1r-1, and 3.39+0.30x 107 M-is- 1

respectively. The experimental ku values are 3.60+0.15 x 192 Ìq-lt-1,

and 1.13+0.08x192 ¡u1-1t-1, respectively (Molday &. Kallen, 1972)'

These values may be compared to the measured values of fr¡¡ and ft6 s

Table 4.2.4 (Part A, Results) for the model amides.

The mechanism of base-catalyzed exchange is straightforward

(see Perrin & Lollo, 1984):

o\-*/ *o 
+ oH-

R,/ \ p,

o

-

\_.

^F*\R 
+ HooH



OHw
\-. ,- uwnuw + 

"\-*/ " 
+ oHw-

^ 
f*\ *, 

* HwoH* : 
^,/ 

\ p, t2.l.rol

There are two

the catalysis of

N-protonation

mechanisms

exchange by

mechanism:

which have been

acid, the older of

proposed to describe

the two models is the

15

,/^*
N* 

-ta\*

rrW

\/"\-N' + Ho*
,/\g/ \R'

However, the amide nitrogen is about 10/-fold less basic than the

carbonyl oxygen, and the imidic acid mechanism has been proposed

as an alternative (see for example, Perrin et aL, 1984):

L¡
"\-*/' 

.u ¡1+ =-
R/ \R

Alkyl-bearing secondary amides exchange by a combination of imidic

acid and N-protonation mechanisms (Perrin et aI., 1984). However,

in non-polar solvents, the imidic acid mechanism can dominate

[2.1.1 1]

H

/ r-.1Ã/""r/\/-
/-tr

R,/ \ R¡¡ \nrñ

H

o
\ + r.-r+

-ñl
,/ \R'

[2.r.r2]
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because it proceeds via a neutral transition state (Perrin et al', 1984;

Perrin & Lollo, 1984).
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CHAPTER 3

MEITIODS

Hydrogen Exchange Kinetics of Model Amides

3.'/., Materials.

SDS, DSS, 3-carboxy-PROXYL, and 5-amino-1-pentanol were

purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO, USA).

Perdeuteriated acetic acid was purchased from MSD Isotopes (Pointe

Claire, Dorval, PQ, Canada). DzO, 2-ethylhexanoyl chloride, isovaleryl

chloride, tert-octylamine, hexylamine, and butylamine were

purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co. (Milwaukee, WI, USA).

Isopropylamine was purchased from Eastman Kodak Co. (Rochester,

NY, USA).

3.2 Methods.

3.2.1 Synthesis of amides.

The aliphatic amides shown in Figure 3.2.1 (amides 3-6) were

synthesized by the dropwise addition of 0.015 moles (-2 ml) of the

appropriate acid chloride to an ice-cold solution of pyridine (I2 ml)

containing 0.015 moles of the primary amide (see Figure 3.2.2). The

mixture waS allowed to approach ambient temperature under

stirring for approximately 15 minutes. The reaction mixture was

diluted with approximately 15 ml of water and the solvent was

evaporated on a rotary evapolator. The remaining material waS
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extracted twice with 10 ml of a 50:50 petroleum ether/water

solvent. The ether fraction was then washed with approximately 5

ml of aqueous l\Vo HCI followed by washing with 5 ml of aqueous

lOVo NaOH to remove any excess acid or amine. After separation of

the aqueous and organic layers, the ether fraction waS dried with

anhydrous magnesium sulfate and the solvent evaporated under

vacuum after filtration to yield a yellow liquid (amide 6 was a waxy

yellow solid).

Due to the solubility of amide 2 in water, the above procedure

was slightly modified. The pyridine solvent was evaporated under

vacuum following the completion of the acid chloride-amine reaction.
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Figure 3.2.1. Srrucrures of the atiphatic amides. N-(5-sulfogl.y)P.eltyl)pentanamide
(1)-; N-isopropyl-3-methylbutanamirie (2); N-butylpentallmide (3); N-hexylpentanamide

i¿li¡f-f t,i,3Stetrametliylbutyl)-3-methylbutanámide (5);N-(1,1,3,3-tetramethylbutyl)-
2-ethylhexanamide (6).
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R'

">-a
R'H

ü

Figure 3,2.2. General scheme for synthesis of the model aliphatic amides shown in
Figure 3.2.L

Anhydrous benzene was prepared by refluxing over CaH2 fot 7 hours

and distitled over flame-dried molecular sieves. Triethylamine was

dried by refluxing ovef calcium hydride for 7 hours followed by

distillation over potassium hydroxide. Trimethylsilane was refluxed

over CaH2 for 12 hours then distilled over flame-dried molecular

sieves. The synthesis of amide 1 was initiated by the addition of 1 g

of S-amino-1-pentanol to 30 ml anhydrous benzene which contained

3 mole equivalents (3.8 ml) of chlorotrimethylsilane and 1.5 mole

equivalents of triethylamine (10 ml) under stirring and a nitrogen

atmosphere to produce N-(5-(trimethylsilyl)pentyl)pentanamide (see

Figure 3.2.3). After completion of the reaction, a white solid

((CH¡CH2)3NH+Cl-) was removed by filtration through a sintered glass

filter. Pyridine was added to the reaction mixture which was then

evaporated under vacuum to yield a yellow liquid. The product was

redissolved in 10 ml of pyridine and 0.02 moles (1.1 ml) of valeryl

chloride were added. Following filtration of the pyridine salt through

a sintered glass filter, the solvent was evaporated under vacuum.

Desilylation was achieved by adding 30 ml of aqueou s l)Vo HCI to the

product. The mixture was then extracted three times with 10 ml of
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ethyl acetate and the pooied fractions were washed with a saturated

sodium bicarbonate solution to neutralize the organic layer. The

organic layer was dried with anhydrous magnesium sulfate, filtered'

and the solvent evaporated under vacuum to produce N - ( 5 -

(hydroxypentyl)pentanamide. The final product was synthesized by

addition of an ice-cold solution of chlorosulfonic acid (1'1 ml in 5 ml

of dichloromethane) to a solution of I g N-(5-

(hydroxypentyl)pentanamide in 100 ml of dichloromethane. The

mixtu¡e was allowed to reach room temperature under stirring and

100 ml of 3Vo aqueous NaOH was added. The solvent was evaporated

and 100 ml of water was added. A white precipitate formed after

standing for approximately two hours. The solvent was evaporated'

25 ml of acetone was added and the white precipitate was filtered.

The acetone was removed under vacuum, leaving a light yellow solid

(see Figure 3.2.4).
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Figure 3,2.3. Reaction scheme for the synthesis of N-(5-hydroxypentyl)pentanamide.
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Figure 3.2.4. Reaction scheme for the synthesis of N-(5-(sulfooxy)pentyl)pentanamide

(amide 1).

3.2.2 Purffication of amides.

Amide s 2 - 6 were purified using silica gel flash

chromatography. Ethylacetate/hexanes ratios for the elution of

amides were determined by thin layer chromatography. A column

CI

Io:1- o_ 
,-.,

o
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with a bore of 2 cm was packed to a height of 30-50 cm with 20-43

llm silica gel. Approximately 100-400 mg of amide \ilere dissolved

in dichloromethane and loaded onto the column' Gentle air pressure

was apptied and 35-40 fractions of about L5-20 ml each were

collected manually. The solvent was evaporated under wafin air in a

fumehood and the fractions wefe redissolved in dichloromethane and

pooled together. Table 3.2.1 lists the ethylacetate/hexanes ratio for

the mobile phase solvent.

Table 3.2.1. Mobile phase solvents for silica gel flash chromatography of amides 2-6d'

Amide h ex ane s/e th yl ac etate

2 50: 50

3 65 :35

4 60:40

75 25

6 90: 10

a(see Figure 3.2.I).

Samples of purified amides were prepared for NMR spectroscopy by

dissolving approximately 100 mg of amide in CDCI3 and filtering the

solution through a disposable pipette containing a cotton plug into a

5 mm NMR tube. The pipette filter was prepared by flushing with

CCI¿ to remove loose cotton fibres. Proton and proton-decoupled

carbon-l3 NMR spectra were acquired at 7 Tesla (300 MHz lH; 75

MHz 13C). The 7 Tesla 1H and {tH}t3C NMR spectra aÍe shown in

Appendix A.
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Amide L was purified by reverse phase flash chromatography

through a column of I cm bore, packed with approximately 11 cm of

C1s silica gel using 70:30 HzO-methanol for elution'

3.2.3 Analysis of 13 C chemical shifts of the model amides

The 13C chemical shifts (ð) of the aliphatic amides were

predicted using the Grant-Paul additivity equation (Breitmaier &'

Voelter, 1987):

õo = õ¡,6rt¡*22*

ôr,*nr =B+ZA,rr*IS,

t3.2.tl

13.2.21

with

where

B is the 13C chemical shift of methane (-2'3 PPm);

n kt is the number of carbon atoms in position I with

respect to carbon atom k.;

A, is the additive shift parameter of carbon atom l;

Se is the parameter which accounts for branching effects;

Z ¡t, is the shift increment for a substituent in position i

relative to carbon k.
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The parameters A r and S k afe given in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 of

Breitmaier & Voelter (1987). For the carbon chain attached to the

carbonyl carbon, we used the increments, ZiO, for the primary amide

group -CONH,, (see Table 4.78, Breitmaier & Voelter, 1987). For the

carbon chains attached to the amide nitrogen, the increments for the

-NHR group were used (see Table 4.78, Breitmaier & Voelter, 1987).

These increments were adjusted by adding an additional increment

which reproduced the chemical shifts of amide 3. The chemical

shifts of the carbons a and þ to the amide nitrogen of molecules 2,

and 4-6 were estimated using the -NHR a and þ increments of Table

4.jB (Breitmaier 8L Voelter, 1987) and the additional shifts which

reproduced the experimental data of amide 3.

3.2.4 Saturation ffansfer n'teasurements of amide

exchange.

proton h)'drogen

The steady-state hydrogen exchange kinetics of the model

amides were determined by the method of HzO saturation transfer

(Forsen & Hoffman, 1963, 1964; Gadian, 1982; Freeman, 1987). The

phenomenological Bloch equations (Abragam, 196l; Slichter' 1990)

for the motion of a classical magnetic moment in a magnetic field can

be used to analyze the saturation transfer method. The alignment of

the amide proton spins within a homogeneous magnetic field gives

rise to a net magnetic moment in the sample. V/hen the sample is

placed into the magnet, the spins of the protons are not aligned' The

spins will approach the value of the equilibrium magnetization
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where øI.("") is the value of the z-component of amide proton

magnetization at thermal equilibrium and tutT" Q) is the instantaneous

z-component of amide proton magnetization. Integration of equation

13.2.3) gives:

exponentially with a rate constant, RH(H)). The

of the amide proton z-magnetizatíon is given by:

+ =l*:" (*) - Ml.(r)] x n"@) ¡

tøl" u) -4(-)-

time rate of change

t3.2.31

13.2.41

exchange rate constant and

for the protons of water.

time rate of change for the

t-exp[-R"(H))x4

At equilibrium, dM"n f at=O and Ul. Q)=M.t.(-). Under conditions of

proton exchange between bulk water and the amide protons, we

have:

kI
¿'n* ç=è Mi"

Lñ_l

where kl (À-t) is the forward (reverse)

Ml* is the longitudinal magnetization

Saturation of Mf;* gives M:" = 0; the

amide proton z-magnetization is:

+ =lr:" (*) - Ml" (r)] x n" (H) ) - k,l¡øi. (ù - M:- l 13.2.s)
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At Steady-State, dM'* f at = o, and mT" (t)= M|" (ss) where .s'' indicates

steady- state, thus

[ti. (-) - M:" (ss)] x R,(H) ) = r,lMl" (rr)- Mi- l

and

Finally, the fractional amide proton z-magnetization is written as:

f=

['. 
"år)

13.2.71

^ øT- (ss)
f =---5-" Mi@)

Mf.(ss) =l*:"(*)-Ml.(*tP ß.2.61

where

The pH dependence of the hydrogen exchange rate was given earlier

(Part A, Theory, equation l2.l.7l), thus,

ku = ko"Iflwí-nK-' + k"16{-ru) 13 '2'81

The pulse Sequence for the measurement of the hydrogen

exchange kinetics of the model amides is shown in Figure 3.2.5.

Observable amide proton transverse magnetization is created after

the presaturation pulse by a high power 90o pulse as shown in Figure

3.2.5.
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Figure 3.2.5. Pulse sequence for the measurement of the steady-state amide proton-
hydrogen exchange kinetiõs of the model amides (see Figure 3.2.1). Selective saturation of

the water resonance gives dM!" f d, = 0, the steady-state condition. The solid vertical bar
following the saturation pulse is a high-power 90o pulse. For kr=O in equation 3.2.8, the

z-magrLetization for an amide proton will not be attenuated andftl. For fasterrates of
exchange, the saturation of the water resonance will be transferred to the amide proton,
giving/< 1 (see Figure 3.2.6). Following the saturation pulse, the 90o high power pulse
creates amide proton observable.x-magnetization, whose magnitude will be dependent upon

r.

0.8

RH(H))-1 s-r RH(H))=4 s-r

20 30 40

k1 1s-t¡
Figure 3.2.6. The dependence of fractional amide proton z-magnetization on exchange
rate with aqueous solvent. The ordinate axis indicates the fractional z-magnetization of the
amide proton and the abscissa indicates the rate of exchange with aqueous solvent. The
fractional amide z-magnetization is shown for two diffèrent amide proton relaxation rates.

Note that uT" U)= M.tn (ss).

The amide hydrogen exchange kinetics were determined by

performing pH titrations using 1.5 ml solutions containing 5 mM

amide, 82 mM acetic acid-d¿,, 30 mM phosphate and DSS as the

chemical shift reference in 90Vo H2Oll}Vo DzO. The pH titrations for

^ M!" (t)
1 = 

-::-' ¡ø!" (*)
0.6

0.4

0.2

10
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the amides dissolved in SDS contained 50 mM detergent. The pH of

the solutions was adjusted using ¡il aliquots of concentrated aqueous

NaOH and HCl. Proton spectra were acquired with a Bruker 4M300

NMR spectrometer at 27 oC. The water resonance was preirradiated

for 2 S, the acquisition time was 2 s, the observe pulse was a

composite pulse consisting of four 90o pulses with widths of 5.4 ps.

Spectra were processed with 0.3 Hz line broadening and were the

average of 64 scans. The tongitudinal relaxation rates Ãr(H)) of the

amide protons in water and SDS solutions were measured at their

respective pH's of minimum exchange with the standard inversion

recovery experiment incorporating presaturation of the water

resonance (see Part A, Results section, Table 4.2.3). The R"(U))'s

were determined with 12 delays and I28 scans per acquisition.

The amide proton peak heights were measured for the various

pH values, normalized to the most intense peak in the titration and

fit to equation 13.2.71 along with their respective R"(H)) values. Non-

linear least squares fitting was done using the program Passage@ to

extract the parameters /c" and k6" (see equation 13.2.1) and Part A,

Results section, Table 4.2.4).

3.2.5 Measurernent of the distribution coefficient of antide 2 in SDS.

The distribution coefficient of amide 2 between the aqueous

phase and the micellar phase in a solution of SDS was determined by

measuring the I H longitudinal relaxation of a set of chemically

equivalent protons of the solubilizate in micellar solution in the

absence and presence of the paramagnetic salt 3-carboxy-PROXYL
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(Gao et aL, 1989). The salt is negatively charged to ensure that it is

repelled by the negatively charged sulfate groups of SDS '

Solubilizate molecules in the micellar phase will not experience

relaxation rate enhancement due to the paramagnetic ion, whereas

the amount of relaxation rate enhancement in the aqueous phase is

used to determine the mole fraction of solubilizate in the micellar

pha se.

CHs

CHs

CHs

cHs

o

Figure 3.2.7. The paramagnetic molecule 3-carboxy-PROXYL.

In the absence of paramagnetic ion, the

relaxation rate of solubilizate is given by

R.H(obs) = pR! (mic)+ (t - p)nl'(aq)

observed longitudinal

13.2.e)

where p is the mole fraction of solubilízate in the micellar phase, (l

p) is the mole fraction of solubilizate in the aqueous phase, R.H(mic) is

the longitudinal relaxation rate of the solubilizate protons in the

micellar phase, and ni(uq) is the longitudinal relaxation rate of

solubilizate protons in the aqueous phase. In the presence of the
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paramagnetic ion, the observed

solubilizate is:

Subtracting t3.2.91 from

fraction of solubilizate in

loneitudinal relaxation rate of

RI(obs)o = pnf (mic)+ (t - p)Ri(uq)' 13.2.101

t3.2.101 and rearranging

the micellar phase:

vields the mole

. I n." (ous)P - Rl (obs) 
|P=t-Lffil 13.2.rrl

The method relies on the assumption that the observed Ri of

solubilizate in SDS solution is a weighted average due to rapid

exchange between the micellar and aqueous phases. It is essential

that the paramagnetic ion used to enhance the relaxation rates in

water does not associate with the solubilizate or the micelle. Proton

R."'r for the low frequency methyl resonance of amide 2 were

measured in 5 mm NMR tubes with the standard inversion-recovery

sequence on a Bruker 4M300 NMR spectrometer at 27 oC with a

pfoton selective probe. The Rl't were determined with 12 delays

and duplicate measurements; spectra were acquired without

spinning. The Ri values were determined using the standard Bruker

software. The 90o pulse width was 5.3 ps, the acquisition time was 2

s, and 64 scans were acquired. Solutions contained 44 mM amide 2

in DzO. The concentration of SDS was 270 mM, and the concentration

of 3-carboxy-pRoxYl was 2 mM. The 1¡¡ chemical shift reference
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was DSS. Solutions

pH above 7 to ensure

containing the paramagnetic ion

that 3-carboxy-PROXYL bore a

were adjusted to

negative charge.
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P.A.RT A

CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

Hydrogen Exchange Kinetics of Model Amides

4.1. IH-13C NMR characterization of the amides ín deuterochloroform.

The IH-NMR and {lH}l3C-NMR spectra of amides 1-6 dissolved

in deuterochloroform at 7 Tesla and 27 oC aÍe shown in Appendix A'

The 300-MHz 1H-NVIR spectra show characteristic proton chemical

shifts for methyl (0.9 ppm), methylene (1.3 ppm) and methine (1.5

ppm) groups (Morrison &. Boyd, 1987; Silverstein et oI., 1991).

Protons attached to carbons adjacent to the amide nitrogen (protons

q, to the amide nitrogen) show chemical shifts of about 3 to 4 ppm.

The expected shifts for methyl, methylene and methine protons q' to

the amide nitrogen are 3.0, 3.3, and 3.8 ppm, respectively (see Chart

4.1,p. 208, Silverstein et al., 1991). Protons attached to carbons p to

the amide nitrogen are shifted to higher frequency relative to

tetramethylsilane (TMS) as expected: 1.1, 1.5, and 2.0 ppm for CH¡,

CHz and CH protons, respectively (see Chart A.2, p. 210; Silverstein et

aI., 1991). Protons attached to carbons ø to the carbonyl carbon also

disptay chemical shifts to higher frequency relative to TMS; the

expected values are 2.0, 2.2, and 2.4 ppm for CHr, CHr and CH protons

(see charr 4.1, p. 208; Silverstein et aI., 1991). The amide proton

resonances in CDCI3 are in the range of 5 to 6 ppm. Three-bond

couplings to adjacent protons for amide resonances of molecules 2-4
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were not observed due to broader linewidths compared to carbon-

attached proton resonances. The coupling between the amide proton

and the ø - carbon attached protons are observed in the a - C H

resonances but not in the NH resonances (see Silverstein et aI., 1991,

pp.185 -186).

The predicted t3c chemical shifts for amides 2-6 are shown in

Tables 4.t.1-4.1.5.

Table 4.1.1. 13C chemical shifts for amide 2 predicted with the Grant-Paul additivity

relationship (see equations 13.2.1 -3.2.21)'

E

l

=/o\.

A

I

N-/t\o

I

I¡t In

Carbon Experimental Chemical Shift Predicted Chemical Shift

A -methyl 11Q ))42-. t )
2r.4

B-methine 4t.2 41,.2

C-methylene 46.4 45.r

D -methine 26.2 23.9

E -methvl 22.9,22.4 2r.2

c arbonyl r1 r.5 -r7 0
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Table 4.1.2. 13C chemical shifts for amide 3 predicted with the Grant-Paul additivity

relationship (see equations 13.2.1 -3.2.21)'

tl
* 
-o- 

t-- 
=,2\ N./o-"- 

t\o

I
.t

Carbon Exoeriniental Chemical Shift Predicted Chemical Shift

A-methvl 13.60, 13.55 13.2

B -methvlene 19.9 20.8

C-methvlene 3r.6 3r.6

D-methvlene 3 9.0 3 9.0

E-methvlene 36.3 35.7

F-methvlene 27 .8 21 .8

G-methvlene 22.3 22.3

H-methvl 13.60, 13.s5 r3.2

c arbon yl 113 .2 -170 ppm
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Table 4.1.3. 13C chemical shifts for amide 4 predicted with the Grant-Paul additivity

relationship (see equations 13.2.1-3.2'21).

tl

' \,,-* -.u,2\ * 
/'-, - 

o\"/' \o

I
I

Carbon Experimental Chemical Shift

(ppm)

Predicted Chemical Shift

(ppm)

A-methyl 13.9, r3.7 t4.r

B-methylene 22.5,22.4 22.6

C-methvlene 31.4 3r.7

D-methylene 26.5 27 .7

E-methylene 29.6 29.4

F-methvlene 39.4 39.4

G-methvlene 36.5 3s.1

I-methylene 27 .9 27.8

H-methylene 22.3

J-methyl 13.9, r3.7 13.2

carbonyl 17 3.0 -17 0
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Table 4.1.4. 13C chemicat shifrs for amide 5 predicted with the Grant-Paul additivity

relationship (see equations 13.2.I-3.2.21). *A*tpalameters for the Tposition were not

included.

H

I/:

u/ \r

(-CA\/l
*/':r'zD\n
I

l

1,,

Carbon Experimental Chemical Shift

(ppm)

Predicted Chemic al Shift

(ppm)

A-methyl 3r.3 29.3

B-methylene 51.4 54.2

C-methyl* 29.t 21 .0

40-D* 31.4 26.2

4 0-E* 54.7 48.4

F-methvlene 46.9 45 .1

G-methine 25.7 23.9

H-methvl 22.3 2r.5

c arbon yl tll.3 -r10
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Table 4.1,.5. 13C chemical shifts for amide 6 predicted with the Grant-Paul additivity

relationship (see equations 13.2.1-3.2.21). *Ar¿ parameters for the Tposition were not

included.

,/*\.,/'-,
I

H-"

..CA\ll
*/t-r-o\o
I

I

tH

Carbon Exoerimental Chemical Shift

(ppm)

Predicted Chemical Shift

(ppm)

A-methyl 3r.3 29.3

B-methvlene 5r.4 54.2

C-methvlx 29.1 27.0

40-D* not resolved 26.2

4 0-E* 54.7 48.4

F-methvlene 5 0.5 47 .2

G-methvlene 32.5 32.6

H-me th yl r2.1 11.1

I-meth v len e 29 .8t26.0 29.7

J-methvlene 29 .8 t26.0 29.5

K-methvlene 22.7 22.1

L-methvl r3.9 r4.l

c arb on vl 17 4.7 - 170
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4.2 I H-NMR characterization

sDs.

4.2.1 Amide proton chemical

of amides 1-6 sol.ubilised in HrO and

shifts and linewidths.

Figure 4.2.t shows rhe amide proron region of 300 MHz 'H-

NMR spectra of amides L-6 dissolved in buffered 90:10 H'O/D2O

solutions and in similar solutions with the addition of 50 mM SDS at

27 oC (see Part A, Methods section 3.2.4). The amide proton

resonances of amides l-4 aÍe similar in HrO, characterized by a

broad peak 15-20 Hz wide at half the peak height and centered at

about 7.9 ppm from DSS. Amides 5 and 6 are not sufficiently soluble

in water to acquire NMR spectra. The chemical shifts of the amide

protons of 5 and 6 in water are assumed to be similar to amides 2-4

(see below and Table 4.2.1).

The addition of 50 mM SDS has only a small effect on the amide

proton resonance of amide 1. The amide proton resonances of

amides 2-6 undergo dramatic changes with the addition of 50 mM

SDS. The amide proton resonances shift to lower frequency by an

amount proportional to their van der Waals surface area (see Table

4.2.I). The amide proton linewidths also narrow to about 4 Hz,

allowing the three-bond coupling to the adjacent protons in amides

2-4 to be observed (see Table 4.2.I).
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HzO SÐS

7.5 ' 7.0 6.5 6.57.07.5

6.57.07.5 7.5 7.0 6.5

7.5 7.0 6.5

6.57.07.57.5 7.0 6.5

5

6

7.5 7.0 6.5

ppm 7.5 7.0 6.5

Figure 4.2.1. NH regions of 300-MHz rH-NMR spectra of the aliphatic amides at 27
"C. All spectra were recorded at the pH of minimum exchange. Amide concentrations
were approximately 5 mM. HrO indicates spectra acquired in90VoHrO-I}Vo DrO, 82 mM
acetic acid-d',30 mM phosphate; SDS indicates the addition of 50 mM detergent. The
chemical shift reference was DSS. All spectra are the average ol' 64 scans and were
processed with 0.3 Hz line-broadening (see Pa¡t A, Methods, Figure 3.2.I).

I
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Table 4.2.L. Summary of the chemical shifts and linewidths of the aliphatic amide

protons in water and SDS shown in Figure 4.2.f .

Amide flppm) Aõ

(ppm)

tinewidth

Aur,,

(Hz)

AAvr,, Molecular

Weight

Van derWaals

+
Surface Area

cm2mol-l

I
Hzo

SDS

7.93

'7.90
0.03

15.61

15.47
0.14 266

t
Hzo

SDS

7.89

7.66
0.23

20.33

4.21
16.r2 143 10.97

3

Hzo

SDS

'1.91

7.42
0.49

18.25

5. tv
t4.46 t51 t2.34

4

Hzo

SDS

7.90

7.26
0.64

16.82

ll a'',
12.60 r85 13.69

Hzo

SDS

(7.90)T

6.60
1.30

ND

3.40

2t3 18.1 1

6

Hzo

SDS

+
(7.90)'

6.28
t.62

ND

5.',77

255 22.t6

oChemical shifts are referenced internally to DSS. AAvr,, = Avr,r(waLer) - Avr,r(SDS)'
*Calculated using values tabulated by Bondi G96Ð; these estimaæs do not include the a¡ea

of the -CONH- group. Tsince the differences in structure between amides 2-6 are small,

itt"u*iO"protoñ chdmical shifts of amides 5 and 6 in water are estinated to be simila¡ to

those of amides 1-4 (see Part A, Methods, section 3'2.4).

4.2.2 Temperature dependence of amide proton chemical shifts.

The hydrogen-bonding state of the amide protons of amides 1-

6 in water and SDS was determined by measurements of the

sensitivity of the amide proton chemical shifts to temperature (see

Table 4.2.2). In water, the amide proton temperature coefficients aÍe

similar, with a value of -10 to -12 ppb K-i. In SDS, the temperature
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coefficients of amides 1. - 5 range from -g to -12 ppb ç- t .

Interestingly, molecule 6 has an anomalously high temperature

coefficient relative to the other amides (-1a.6 ppb K-1).

Tabte 4.2.2. Temperature coefficients of the atiphatic amides dissolved in water and

SDSO.

Amrde Temperature Coefficient
(oob K-t)

I
Hzo

SDS

-9.910.1

-9.910.1

t
Hzo

SDS

-r2.0t0.2

- I 1.6+0.3

3

Hzo

SDS

- 10.3t0.1

-9.6+0.2

4

Hzo

SDS

- 10.210.1

-8.9r0.1
Hzo

SDS

ND

-t2.2!0.3

6

Hzo

SDS

ND

-r4.610.3

osamples were prepared similarly to those used for pH titrations of amide proton intensity

(see Part A, Methods, section 3.2.4). 300 MHz 'H-NMR spectra at the pH of minimum
òxchange were acquired in the teniperature range 2?-52 "C in 5 o steps. Chemical shifts

wete reTerenced to internal DSS. fhe chemical shifts of the amide prot()ns were plotted as

a function of temperature. A least-squares fit to the equaúon of a straight line was used to

calculate the slopè. The errors are the standard deviations of the fits.

4.2.3 Amide proton longitudinal relaxation for amides 1-6.

The amide proton longitudinal relaxation times for amides 1-6

dissolved in buffered 90:10 HzOlD2C and in a similar solution with

the addition of 50 mM SDS are given in Table 4.2.3 (Figure 4.2.2).

For amides 1-4 in water, the i/Rf's span a range of 0'7-1 s, with the
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shorter llR: values corresponding to the larger molecules. Except

for amide 1,, all of the IIR: values decrease in SDS solution. Shorter

| | Rl values in SDS solution were observed for the larger molecules

similar to the observations in water. The amide ploton of ó has the

shortest value. The proton relaxation times for the a- and þ-

methylenes of SDS in the presence of the amides were found to range

from 0.6-0.7 s; the terminal ø-methyl group | | Rl is 1.2 s. The sDS

relaxation times in the absence of amide were found to be 0.6-0'8 s

for the ø- and þ-CHz and 1.3 s for the ø-methyl.

Table 4.2.3. Amide proton longitudinal relaxation times (L I Rl)"'

Amroe , r nH
ll fi,

I Hro 0.6910.04

SDS 0.6610.03

) Hro 1.04t0.01

SDS 0.6910.M

3 HrO 0.9810.02

SDS 0.66t0.0ó

4 Hro 0.7110.02

SDS 0.4610.02

3 Hro ND

SDS 0.31t0.01

6 Hro ND

SDS 0.2010.01

o300 MHz 1H-1.ür4R spectra at the pH of minimum exchange were acquired at27 "C.
Samples were prepareã similarly tó those used for the pH titrations of amide proton

intensity (see Part A, Methods, section 3.2.4). The errors in th9 ! | li values aIe the

standa¡d deviations of duplicate or Lriplicate measurements. HrO indicaæs meast}Iements

carried out in buffered 90qo lHzOl t\%DzO; SDS indicates measurements carried out in a

similar fashion but with the addition of 50 mM SDS (see also Figure 4.2.2).
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R.H o'8

(s)
0.6

0.4

o.2

0
3

Amide

Figure 4.2.2. Amide proton lon-citudinal relaxation times ( I I Rl or 11). See Table

4.t3. Note that there is an apparent decrease (increase) in the longitudinal lelaxation time
(rate) with increasing molecúlar weight in water. Solubilization of amides 2-4 in SDS
causes a decrease inÍhe relaxation time relaúve to that in water. Amide 6 has the shonest
relaxation time in detergent.

4.2.4 Amide proton hydrogen exchange kinetics of amides 1-6

dissolved in water and SDS.

The amide proton hydrogen exchange kinetics of molecules t-6

were measured by saturation transfer 1H-NMR Spectroscopy, as

described in Part A, Methods, section 3.2.4. Figures 4.2.3-4.2.5 and

Table 4.2.4 summarize the hydrogen exchange kinetics of the model

amides. For amides | -4 in water, the hydrogen exchange

parameters kll, koH,kmin, and PH-in are similar. The hydrogen

exchange kinetics of amides 5 and 6 were not measurable by I H -

NMR because of their low solubility in water. However, due to the
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similarity in structure of amides 5 and 6 with amides L-4, we

assume that their rates of hydrogen exchange in aqueous solvent afe

similar to amides | -4 . Therefore, the hydrogen exchange

parameters given in Table 4.2.4 for amides 5 and 6 aÍe the average

of amides 1-4.

In contrast to the situation in watef , there aÍe marked

differences in the hydrogen exchange properties of the different

amides in SDS (See Figures 4.2.3-4.2.5). Figure 4.2.3 D shows the

hydrogen exchange curves for amide 4 in water and SDS solutions'

The acid and base-catalyzed limbs of the pH titration in SDS are

shifted to higher pH compared to the titrations in water'

Solubilization in SDS causes a 42-fold increase in k,-' and a 32-fold

decrease in fto", resulting in an increase of the PH.. bY 1.56. Since

the changes in kn and ko, are about equal in magnitude but opposite

in direction, there is little change in k.,n. Detergent also enhances the
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Figure 4.2.3. The pH dependence of the aqide plotgn llte_nsly due.to-saturation
uaäsfer for the aliphaïc amides (A) 1, (B) 2, (C) 3, (D) 4, (E) 5, (F) 6 in bulfered HrO
(solid ci¡cles and solid curves) and with the addition of 50 mM SDS (open circles and

dashed curves). The solid and dashed lines through the points are nonlinear least squares

firs of the data using equation [3.2.7] and the data given in Table 4.2.4. The solid curves
in E and F a¡e calculaæd using the average values of k" and ko" of amides l-4 in water.

The dashed curve in F is a least-squares fit of the data combined with the assumption that
amide intensity is reduced to half at pH 12.
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Table 4.2.4. Summary of the hydrogen exchange kinetics
transfer for the aliphatic amides at27 oC.

measured by saturation

m
I

d

SOIYENL kH

(lr4-t su)"
kIo
ki

t.
^oH

(M'r 5-r¡u

¡.D ,

^oH 
D

iw-
Kou

Æ*o

(s-t )"
k3," o

7-til
Ámin

PH-t' ÂPH^no

I Hro" 830r5 I
1.3

(2.2!0.2)x106
3.0

.009
1.2

5.29
-0.19

SDS' 1060198 (6.710.7)x106 .011 5. l0

., Hp 8501140
tt.7

(2.110.3)xl0Ó
l.l

.008
3.9

5.30
0.52

SDS (1.010.1)x1tr (2.4!0.2)x106 .031 s.82

3 Hro 605+66
24.8

(2.0t0.2)x100
0.3

.007
2.7

5.24
0.91

SDS (1.5t0.2)xlff (5.910.8)x10s .019 6.21

4 HrO 480140
4t.7

(3.510.3)xl0ó
0.03

.008
l.l

5.07
r.56

SDS (2.010.2)xltr (1.1t0.1)x105 .009 6.63

Hro [689]e
{29.1 }h

Í2.2 x lQale
(1.6x1ù3)h

[.oos1e
¡o ?5 th

r5 ?518
Lr.-¿J

{2.r31"

SDS (2.010.3)x l0n 3600r600 ,002 7.38

6 HrO [68s]g
{7.0Jn

[2.2 x IQo]e

{3xl0a}h
[.008]c

{0.04}n

r5 ?5ls
¡a ¡r th
Í¿.Lr l

SDS 48001900 <1/11 3x 10-a' 7.46'

The pH dependence of amide proton intensity due to saturation transfer (Figure 4.2.3) was

fit to equati on 13.2.71(Parr A, Methods) and the I I fi values given in Table 4.2.3 using a

nonlinear least-squarês fitting procedure in order to determine the second-order rate

constants koll and k". oD indicates detergenü.W, water. "Th. {'" -u_n-d PI:ll,Yu*,ts 
were

calculated ùsing equations t2. i.8l and 12.1.91 (Part A, Theory), respectlvely' I he errors

are the standafd deviations of the fits. dÂpH* - pH^"(SDS) - pH*"(water)' "H,O

indicates measurements carried out in buffered 90Vo HrOl ljVo D2O (see Part A, Methods,

section 3.2.4): 
fSDS indicates measurements canied out in a similar solution but with the

addition of 50 mM SDS. sNumbers in square brackets ar,e the averages of the exchange

parameters for amides l-4 inwater (see section 4.2.4). "Numbers in curly^brackets are

values calculated using ne experimentally-measured exchange parameters for.amide 5 or 6

in SDS and the averages of thè exchange parameters of amides 1-4 in water. 'The value of

{Jd"*tdJ O in *áíet was calculated-bi assuming 50 Vo exchange at pH 12. This value

wäs tfren used to calculate the k* and pH*".
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acid-catalyzed exchange of amide 3 and suppresses its base-

catalyzed exchange. But as Figure 4.2.3 C shows, the effect on the

acid-catalyzed limb is greater than the effect on the base-catalyzed

limb; thus the rate of acid catalysis is enhanced 25-fold and the rate

of base catalysis is decreased only 3-fold, so that 
^pH*iu 

iS 0.91 . The

apparent 7.5-fold difference in the changes of È" and fto" causes an

apparent enhancement of ko,io by 2.7 -fold.

Although the acid and base-catalyzed limbs shift to higher pH

for both amides 3 and 4, it sltould be noted that frn and kon for amide

3 are affected to a smaller extent than for amide 4 in SDS. Similarly,

the rates of acid and base catalysis of amide 2 in detergent are not

affected to the same extent as for amide 3. Figure 4.2.3 B shows that

the base-catalyzed limb of amide 2 apparently does not shift upon

detergent solubilization though the acid-catalyzed limb is shifted to

higher pH. Since kn is enhanced l2-fold relative to the rate in water,

and fto" remains unchanged, k,io is elevated 3.9-fold (see Table 4.2.4

and Figure 4.2.3 B). Amide 2 shows the largest ko o,,n lk* 
^,n 

and the

smallest ÂpH,," since detergent solubilization affects k,i to a greater

extent than ko^ and this differential effect is the largest for amide 2

compared to amides 3 and 4. The hydrogen exchange properties of

amide L are the least affected by SDS. Both È,' and fro, in SDS solution

are enhanced relative to the rates in water, but the enhancement is

small, ko^^lkn^io -1, and the titration curves for amide I in water and

SDS afe nearly superimposed (see Figure 4.2.3 A and Figures 4.2.4,

4.2.5). Whereas the effect of detergent on amides 2 and 3 is to

enhance k^ to a greater extent than ko,, is depressed, the opposite

effect is observed for amides 5 and 6 (see Figure 4.2.3 E and F)'
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Table 4.2.4 shows that the detergent depresses the fto,, of amide 5 by

about 500-fold and enhances the kH by only about 3Q-fold. The pH*,"

is thereby elevated by 2.13 units and the À.io is depressed by 0.25-

fold. The greatest effect of detergent is on amide 6. Figure 4.2.3 F

shows that the acid-catalyzed limb is moved from its expected

position in water to slightly higher pH in SDS. The k'u for amide 6 in

SDS solution is enhanced only 7-fold. On the other hand, the base-

catalyzed limb is shifted to higher pH by at least 2 pH units. There is

some uncertainty in the position of the mid-point of the base-

catalyzed limb. This is because the SDS:amide complex precipitates

from solution at about pH 12. At approximately pH 11.8, 75 Vo of the

amide intensity is stilt present and it is not certain if the observed

diminution is due to precipitation or saturation transfer. From the

pH titration in Figure 4.2.3 F, we have calculated an upper limit for

the ko" of amide 5, by assurning 50Vo exchange at pH 12, and included

it in Table 4.2.4. From this value, it is possible to estimate a

minimum depression of ko, by detergent of 3000-fold, a minimum

elevation of pH.,o of 2.2 and a minimum depression of ko,,,, by 0.04-

fold.
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Figure 4.2.4. Second-order rate constants-for acid-catalyzed amide P{otol exchange

1seé Table 4.2.4). The acid-catalyzed rate of exchange is similar for amides '1.-4 in water
(the values for amides 5 and 6 are the average of amides 1-4, see text). In SDS solution,
the rate of acid catalysis is greatly enhanced for amides 2-5. The rate of exchange is

enhanced 7-fold for amide 6 and does not change for amide 1.
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Figure 4.2.5. Second-order rate constants for base-catalyzed amide Piotoll exchange
(seã Table 4.2.4). The base-catalyzed rate of exchange is simila¡ for amides 1-4 in water
(the values for amides 5 and 6-are the average of amides 1-4, see text). There is a

depression of base-catalyzed exchange in SDS which is apparently dependent upon
inireasing amide hydrophobicity. The rate of base-catalyzed exchangg lol amide 6 has

been estiñrated frorii thð amide þroton intensity at pH 12 (see Figure 4.2.3,Table 4.2.4
and texÐ.

107
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4,2.5 Dependence of amide proton chemical shift on ¡tH'

During the pH titrations of amide intensity (see section 4.2'4)' a

dependence upon pH of the amide proton chemical shifts in SDS

solution was observed (Figure 4.2.6). This effect was not observed in

aqueous solution. For all of the amides except 1, the chemical shift of

the amide proton moves to higher frequency as the pH is lowered'

The effect is most evident for the amide protons of 5 and 6, which

have measurable intensity at a pH less than 2 in SDS solution, unlike

the other amides. The effect appears to increase in the order | < 2 <

3<4 <5<6 (seeFigure 4.2.6).

7.5
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Figure 4.2.6. The pH dependence of the amide proton chemical shifts for the aliphatic
aniides in SDS. fne cne'niical shifts were measured from spectra acquired during pH

iirations of the amide inænsity (see Part A, Methods, section 3.2.a a1d Figure 4..2.1). The
greatest chemical shift chariges occur at low pH for amides 5 and 6, which have

measurable amide intensity at pH < 2.
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4.2,6 Distribution Cofficient of Amide 2 in SD!.

To quantify the interaction between amide 2 and SDS, the

time-averaged mole fraction of 2 in SDS micelles was measured by

an NMR paramagnetic method (Gao et al., 1989). ni(uq) for the low

frequency methyl protons of 2 in water is 0'73310.004 s-1 and is

increased to I.26fO.O3 s-t (nl(aq)') by addition of the paramagnetic

salt 3-carboxy-PROXYL. In the presence of SDS micelles, the low

frequency merhyl proton Rf (obs) is | .26+0.OZ s- I and this is

increased to 1.43+0.03 s-1 (nf(oUs)') by the addition of 3-carboxy-

PROXYL (see Tabte 4.2.5). From equation 13.2.91, the distribution

coefficient of amide 2 is calculated as 0.6710.08 indicating that it is

accessible to aqueous solvent about 33 Va of the time.

Table 4.2.5. Experimental relaxation rates for the determination of the mole fraction of

amide 2 in SDS micelles (see Pa¡t A, Methods, section 3.2.5)o.

oA p-value of 0.67t0.08 was calculated by substitution of the experimental means into

equation 13.2.111 (Part A, Methods).

ni(uq) Rl(uq)' RH(obs) Rf (obs)P

Experimental Measurements 0.735 r.233 1.250 1.458

0.730 t.219 r.272 1.410

Means and Standard

Deviations

0.733+0.004 1.26+0.03 r.26+0.02 1.43+0.03
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PART A
CHAPTBR 5

DISCUSSION

Hydrogen Exchange Kinetics of Model Amides

5.1 Micellar structure and dynamics: influence on amide hydrogen

exchange kinetics.

On the basis of the currently accepted model of aqueous

micelles, it is likely that thlee distinct micellar regions are capable of

influencing amide hydrogen exchange (Fendler, 1982; Tanford,

I97 3) . These regions aÍe the diffuse Guoy-Chapman layer

surrounding the micelle, the surface and Stern layer, and the

hydrophobic core (see Figure 5.1.1). In order to interpret the effect

of SDS on amide hydrogen exchange rates, the extent and nature of

interaction of solubitised molecules with the different regions of the

micelle must be measured.

5.1.1 Amíde proton Iongitudinal relaxation rates.

Except for amide L, all the aliphatic amide protons exhibit

faster rates of amide proton relaxation, Rr(H.), in SDS than in water

(see Part A, Results, Table 4.2.3 and Figure 4.2.2). However, the

relaxation mechanisms in the two states are likely to be different.

Since the amide protons are bound to a quadrupolar nucleus (14N )

their relaxation in water will have contributions from
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scalar relaxation of the second kind as well as from dipolar

relaxation. If the correlation time of the molecule is lengthened by

binding to a micelle, the lH and 14N nuclei will become decoupled

due to the longer R"(H.) of nitrogen, thereby removing any

contributions to the proton relaxation by scalar relaxation. Thus, it is

likely that the contribution to Ão(H.) by scalar relaxation is removed

by solubilization in SDS micelìes and that the Rr(H.) is faster in

amides Z-6 because of more efficient dipolar relaxation in SDS

compared to that in aqueous solution. The enhancement of the

amide proton relaxation rates in detergent solution suggests an

interaction of the amides with micelles which results in a lengthening

of their rotational correlation times. This assumption is consistent

with the generally accepted view of micellar structure in which a

spherical aggregate of about 100 detergent monomers can persist in

solution for timescales on the order of milliseconds (Lessner et al',

1981), which would be expected to have a slow tumbling rate

compared to small molecules in water. The R"(H.) for amide 6 in SDS

solution is the fastest of all the amides employed in this work. This

suggests a stronger association of this molecule with SDS micelles'

which results in a greater lengthening of the rotational correlation

time for 6 relative to the other amide protons in detergent solution.

On the other hand, the longitudinal relaxation rate of amide I does

not differ between aqueous and SDS solutions which suggests little or

no interaction of this molecule with the detergent micelles. The

effect of SDS on amide Rr(H.) suggests a ranking of the molecules in

terms of their affinity with the micelle 1 << 2 < 3 < 4 < 5 < 6. The

longitudinal relaxation rates of the proton resonances of SDS are
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approximately the same in the presence and absence of amide

suggesting that none of the amides, including 6, cause a large change

in micellar structure.

5.1.2 Arnide proton chemical shifts and linewidths.

A more sensitive indicator of the extent of interaction of the

various amides with the detergent micelle is the chemical shift

differences between the amide protons in water and detergent

solutions. The resonance frequencies of the aliphatic amide protons

shift to lower frequency in SDS solution, the magnitude of the

changes dependent on the size, and presumably the hydrophobicity'

of the amide (see Part A, Results, Figure 4.2.1 and Table 4.2.I).

These chemical shift changes are reminiscent of the shifts to lower

frequency of the hydroxyl proton of ethyl alcohol upon dilution with

carbon tetrachloride, first observed by Arnold and Packard ( 1951).

The effect is likely due to the dilution of hydrogen-bonding

interactions which deshield the exchangeable hydroxyl proton. This

suggests that the differences in chemical shift changes among the

amides depend upon the relative affinities of the amides for the

micellar core. If the amide is very hydrophobic it will be primarily

associated with the micellar core, diminishing hydrogen bonding with

water and moving the amide chemical shift to lower frequency. On

this basis, it would appear that the hydrophobicities of the model

aliphatic amides, and their affinity for the micellar core, increase in

the order 1<< 2<3<4< 5 <6 (see Table 4.2.I). For example, the

amide proton chemical shift of molecule 1 does not differ between
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aqueous and detergent solutions, indicating that because of its

negative charge, this amide does not interact with SDS. Amide 6 is

the most insoluble of the molecules in water. In addition, the

resonance frequency of its amide proton in SDS solution is the lowest

of all the amides. This suggests that amide 6 interacts only weakly

with water and has a strong affinity for the non-polar core of the

micelle. In fact, this was suggested above by the R"(H.)

measurements (Part A, Results, Table 4.2.3). Thus, amide proton

chemical shifts are apparently a highly sensitive indicator of the

accessibility to water of the detergent-solubilised molecules.

Interestingly, most of the amide proton resonances in

detergent ale narf ower than in aqueous solution (Figure 4.2.1 and

Table 4.2.1). In water, scalar coupling of the amide protons to 14N

results in line broadening of the amide resonance due to quadrupolar

relaxation of the nitrogen (Pople, 1958; Abragam, 1961). This was

confirmed by the 300 MHz proton NMR spectrum of amide 2 in 90:10

HZO/DZO at 5 oC, in which the amide proton resonance becomes

sharper and the coupling to the methine proton is resolved (spectra

are shown Appendix A). In SDS, provided that the association of

amide with detergent is intimate, the rotational correlation time of

the amide molecules may be significantly lengthened. In this case

14N relaxation is enhanced, effectively decoupling the tg from their

attached 14N thereby sharpening the amide proton resonances in SDS

(see Figure 4.2.1). The amide proton linewidth of molecule I is

nearly the same in aqueous and detergent solutions, indicating that it

does not interact with SDS.
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5.1.3 Temperature coefficients of amide proton chemical shifts.

The temperature dependence of hydrogen-bonded proton

resonances has been attributed to an energy Separation between

hydrogen bonded and non-hydrogen bonded states on the order of

kT (Liddel, 1951; Pople et al., 1959). In the limit of fast exchange

between the two states a single peak is observed, whose resonance

frequency is a weighted average of the resonance frequencies of the

two states. A change in temperature will alter the populations of the

hydrogen bonded and non-bonded states, giving rise to changes in

the chemical shift of the resonance of interest.

The measured temperature coefficients for the model amides

are given in Table 4.2.2. The temperature coefficients for most of the

amides in water and SDS solution fall in the range of -9 to -12

ppb K-t. In proteins and peptides temperature coefficients in this

range are usually taken as evidence that backbone amides are not

intramolecularly hydroge n -bonded b ut i nterac t with water

(Deslauriers et aI., 1980). This interpretation suggests that none of

the model amides experiences significant intramolecular hydrogen

bonding either in water or SDS solutions. However, the chemical shift

of amide 6 in SDS is more sensitive to temperature than any of the

other amides. On the basis of the chemical shift and Rr(H.) of the

amide proton of 6 in detergent solution, it was argued that this

amide interacts strongly with the micellar core and is less

extensively hydrogen bonded to water than the other model amides.

The large, negative temperature coefficient for 6 may suggest that it
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participates in hydrogen bonding that is weak in comparison with

the other amides employed in this work.

5.1.4 The distribution coefficient for amide 2 in SDS micelles'

A quantitative measure of amide interaction with SDS micelles

was obtained for molecule 2. The distribution coefficient of

0.67+0.08 may be compared to the values of 0.37+0 '07 and

0.67+0.05 reported for 1-propanol and benzyl alcohol, respectively,

in SDS solution (Gao et al., 1989). The distribution coefficient for

amide 2 indicates that this amide spends an appreciable amount of

time in both the micellar phase (67Vo) and in bulk water (33Vo). It

was not possible to measure the distribution coefficients for amides

3,4,5 and 6 in SDS due to their low solubilities in water' However'

the very low solubilities of amides 5 and 6 in water suggests that

their distribution coefficients af e near 1, whereas, the higher

solubilities of 3 and 4 suggests rhat their distribution coefficients are

between O.j and l. This conclusion is in broad agreement with the

amide proton Ro(H.) and chemical shift data which suggest a

progressive transfer of amide from the bulk solvent to the detergent

micelle as amide hydrophobicity increases from L to 6.
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5.1.5 Steady-state measurements of amide

exchange rates in water and SDS solutions.

pr0ton hydrogen

The second-order rate constants

catalysis, kH and korn respectively, for

specific acid and base

water-soluble amides in

aqueous solution aÍe within the range expected for small secondary

amides. The rates of acid catalysis for amides '/.. to 4 in aqueous

solution are elevated relative to the values of 113 M-t s-l and 360 M-

I s-l for N-methylformamide and N-methylacetamide respectively, at

25 oC, ionic strength 0.1 M reported by Molday and Kallen (1972)

(see Part A, Theory, section 2.1). Generally, electron-donating groups

cause an increase in the rate of catalysis by acid by stabilizing the

acid-catalyzed transition state which bears a positive charge in the

N -protonation mechanism. It has been suggested that the N -

protonation mechanism for acid-catalysis in water is favored for

secondary amides which bear electron-donating alkyl substituents

(Perrin et al., 1984). The acid-catalyzed rates of exchange for amides

l, 2, 3, and 4 in water aÍe similar within the errors of the fits (see

Part A, Results, Table 4.2.4). This is not surprising since substituent

effects are expected to be small due to the similarity of the alkyl

groups for these amides. The electron-withdrawing effect of the

sulfate group of amide 1 does not appear to depress the rate

constant for acid catalysis of exchange in aqueous solution relative to

the kH values of amides 2, 3, and 4. The sulfate group is seven

bonds away from the amide group in this molecule, so it is likely that

it does not have a large inductive effect on the measured k".

for

the
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The second-order rate constants for specific base catalysis aÍe

equivalent within error for the secondary amides in aqueous

solution. The electron-donating effect of the alkyl substituents

serves to decrease kO" relative to the values of 3.39 x IOi tø-l s-l and

4.lg x 106 M -l s-l for N-methylformamide and N-methylacetamide

respectively, at 25 oC, ionic strength 0.1 M (Molday &- Kallen, 1972),

by destabilizing the base-catalyzed transition state, which bears a

negative charge (Perrin & Lollo, 1984). The sulfate group of amide 1

does not appear to significantly affect the measured frO" in water' In

accordance with the results for acid catalysis, the differences in

substituent effects on ft O n are small for the various amides in

aqueous solution. On this basis, it is reasonable to use the averages

of the rate constants of amides 1--4 to estimate the kH and ÈO" of

amides 5 and 6 in water (Part A, Results, Table 4.2.4).

The effect of aqueous micelles on organic reaction rates has

been studied in some depth (Bunton &. Savelli, 1986). The

electrostatic attraction of hydronium ions leads to the prediction that

solubilization in the vicinity of the anionic micellar surface will

enhance a reaction involving hydronium ions and conversely,

depress any reaction involving hydroxide ions. The net effect will be

an elevated PH.in, but no change in the krr,,n and has been observed

previously (O'Neil EL Sykes, 1989a,b). Interaction of the amides with

SDS elevates the PH*in of the amides, the extent of which appears to

depend on thei¡ hydrophobicity, which in turn is reflected in the

amide proton chemical shifts and Ro(H.) in SDS. Thus, the order of

theÂpH*,nis1<<2 <3< 4<5 <6(Part A, Results, Table 4.2.4).

Among amides 2 to 4 another minor effect is also observed. The
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È*in is enhanced slightly as the affinity of the amide for water is

increased in the order 4 < 3 < 2. This effect is very small for amide

L. In fact, solubilization in SDS does not have a large effect on the

rates of catalysis by acid and base for amide L, indicating that this

amide does not interact with SDS micelles. This is in accord with the

observations that the chemical shift, Ã"(H.), and temperature

coefficient of this amide aÍe also unaffected by detergent

solubilization.

The hydrophobic core of a detergent micelle might also be

expected to restrict the access of charged catalysts and water to

nonpolar solubilizates. In the hydrophobic core of the micelle, it is

also possible that PK * is increased and formation of the charged

hydrogen exchange intermediates is unfavorable. Both phenomena

would have the effect of depressing k* kor and k*,n. The Èo" and

k*in values of amides 5 and 6 afe significantly depressed, suggesting

that they interact strongly with the hydrophobic core of the micelle.

However, the kH values of amides 5 and 6 are enhanced. This can be

explained by a combination of two micellar effects on the exchange

rates: First, k H is elevated and k O r is depressed due to the

electrostatic effect of the micellar surface. This raises the PH*in and

leaves the k.in unchanged. Second, k" and kO" are both depressed

by solvent exclusion in the hydrophobic core of the micelle. The net

effect is a small change in kH, since the two effects partially cancel

each other out, and a large depression of the k o H . Thus, an

electrostatic effect and solvent exclusion effect are most likely

operating together for amides 5 and 6. This points out that the

measured exchange parameters aÍe weighted averages of exchange
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occurring in different environments. Furthermore, this observation

can only be explained if consideration is given to the dynamics of

solubilization by a detergent micelle. For simplicity, exchange is

considered to occur from bulk solvent (k*), the micellar surface (kt),

and the micellar core (kt), and any minor effects that monomeric

detergent or the diffuse Guoy-Chapman layer might have on

exchange can be ignored. Then the observed rates of exchange

catalyzed by acid (kH) and base (/.&) in detergent can then be

expressed in terms of their rates in each environment and the

fraction (f) of time spent there:

kl,n = .f*/,I* +.ftki,* +,ftk!,*

k|u * = .f*kJ",n +,ftkå,r,* +.ftk|r,,*

ts.1.l l

ls.r.2l

In equations t5.1 .11 and 15 .I .2), each of the exchange rates are

normalized to their rates in water, for example, kå,* = tRlti. The

results shown in Table 4.2.4 (Part A, Results) and earlier calculations

(O'Neil &. Sykes, 1989a and references therein) suggest that the pH at

the surface of an SDS micelle is about 2 units lower than that in the

butk solvent, which yield estimates of ki.N =100 and Àå",N = 0'01' The

data also indicate that the interior of a micelle can significantly

reduce the concentrations of charged catalysts, suggesting estimates

of kf.* = kå",* = 1x 10{. Substitution of these values into equations

t5.1.11 and t5.1.21 illustrares how partitioning of the amides between

bulk solvent and the surface and core of the micelle could affect the

measured exchange parameters. The results, shown in Table 5'l'l
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and Figure 5.1.2, duplicate the enhancement of PHmln for all amides

as well as the depression of À*in for amides 5 and 6. They also

illustrate why k*in is elevated for amides 2 and 3. The micelle

enhances kH more than it depresses kOn because acid-catalyzed

exchange occurs PredominantlY when the amide is at the micellar

surface, whereas base-catalyzed exchange occurs mainly in bulk

solvent f or molecules in rapid exchange between the three

environments. Figure 5.1.2 shows the fractional amide populations

in the various micellar regions as a function of the hydrophobic

surface area of the amide alkyl side chains'

Tabte 5.1.1. Amide hydrogen exchange rate enhancements for various distributions of

the model amides among the micellar regions'

Amide ^wJ ,f' Í' r.DÃH,N k3".*

2 0.1 0.15 0.15 15 (11.7)1 0.7 (1.1)

3 0.3 0.24 u.4Õ 24 (24.6) 0.31 (0.3)

4 U.UJ 0.42 0.5 42 (4r.1) 0.03 (0.03)

U.OUI n'rL 0.7I 29 Qg.r 0.004 (.002)

6 0.0001 0.0ó 0.94 6 (t) 0.0007 (.0003)

TThe norm alized rates in parentheses are the experimentally observed rates (see Table

4.2.4). The normalized hydrogen exchange rates ( ki,N and kjr,* ) were back-calculated

using equations [5.1.1] unã tS.i.Zl and the fracúons shown in the table. The values of the

itärfi*,î irporteä in me tà¡rè are ihose which minimize the sum o{ Fe squared differences

ürt*ãr" trrð riprt*ä"tr[lóuierved rares and those calculated with equations [5.1.1] and

15.1.21. -f*, .ft, and -ft indicate the fractional population of amide in bulk watel, the

iurfacé of ttre micelle, and the core of the micelle, respectively.
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numbers on the graPh.

Figure 5.1 .3 indicates how sequestering of the hydrophobic

amides in the micellar core can depress the tate of base-catalyzed

amide exchange. The most hydrophobic molecule (amide 6 ) is

correlated with the slowest rate of base-catalyzed exchange and

greatest fraction in the micellar core, and the water-soluble amide 2

is correlated with the fastest rate of exchange and the highest

fraction in bulk water. Thus, the model of amide partitioning

suggested in Figure 5.1.2 is compatible with the observed rates of

exchange and amide hydrophobicities.
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Figure 5.1.3. Conelation of base-catalyze.d amide p.roton.ltyOlggqlt ?]:l?-ng-e 
with

iraËùònaf amide population in bulk water arid the core region.of the micelle and alþI gjo}p

itïOiopnóUic suifaïe área. The negatively charged-sulfate -groups of SDS and the

ilid;"õilùrc .óiã of the mice[e cause a deprêssion ór tne rate of base-catalyzed exchange

;å;;;;åf ió ih;i in *ut.t (-2.2 x 190 ¡4-î s-t;. In order for base-c.atalysis to dominate

hvdroeen exchange, an amide would have to be located predominantly in the bulk solvent

õ;.-;11ii,iá ,i:- iút arides are de.sigqale9 bv. the .bold numbers on the graph. Tht
ìiuliiõnuf popútationi are tisteO in Tablõ5.1.1 and the hydrophobic surfacg *919 Se^given
ñÞutt À,'Résults, fãUi. 4.2.1. The lines through tne þoints are meant as a guide for the

eye.

The compatibility of the micellar model shown in Figure 5.1.1 with

the observed rates of acid-catalyzed hydrogen exchange and the

suggestion that acid-catalysis is enhanced at the surface of the

micelle is indicated in Figure 5.I.4. Acid-catalyzed amide hydrogen

exchange is enhanced with increasing hydrophobicity and fraction of

amide at the micellar surface (amides 2-4) (see Figure 5.1'4)' The

rate of acid-catalyzed exchange reaches a plateau at amides 4 and 5

and finally decreases for the more hydrophobic amide 6 which has a

greater fractional population in the micellar core rather than at the

surface (see Figure 5.1.4).
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the average rate of exchange for amides l-4 in water (688 tr¡t-t 5-1; Pafl A, Results, Table
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*õuí*ã giuen in Part A, Results, Table 4.2.1. The lines through the points are meant as a
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Sykes, 1989a), but seems less likely in this case'

is amide 2 since its paramagnetic distribution

The partitioning of the amides illustrated in Table 5.1.1 and Figure

5.L.2 is in qualitative agreement with the measured effects of SDS on

the chemical shifts, Rr(H.), and the temperature coefficients of the

amide protons, but it is not unique in explaining the exchange

parameters. For example, localization of amide 4 entirely at the

surface of the micelle would enhance kH and depress ftO" equally

without affecting fr-in (see Part A, Results, Table 4.2.1)' This

explanation is reasonable for cationic peptides bound to the micellar

surface (O'Neil &.

Another example
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coefficient in water (0.33) is difficult to reconcile with the exchange

data (,f* =0.7). If we constrain .f* to 0.33, then ft =0.I2 and .ft =0.55

could approximate the exchange of amide 2. However, it is difficult

to See how the water-soluble amide could spend more time in the

core of the micelle than at the surface (Marqusee &. Dill, 1986). It

should be pointed out though that the conditions in which the two

measurements were carried out aÍe significantly different (compare

Part A, Methods sections 3 .2.3 and 3 .2.4). Furthermore, the two

methods may probe different time-averaged environments of the

same micellar system. There is also a discrepancy between the

predicted and measured enhancement of ftOs for amide 2 (see Part

A, Discussion, Table 5.1.1). This difference may be related to the

three-fold enhancement of Ào" observed for amide 1in SDS,

although it does not appear to interact with micellar detergent. Since

amide 2 is quite water soluble, it is reasonable to expect to observe a

similar effect on it. Finally, we have not attempted to account for the

possibility that k3" could be depressed to a greater extent than tf in

the core of the micelle, which would be the case if catalysis of

exchange proceeded via the imidic acid mechanism involving a

neutral transition state (Perrin &. Lollo, 1984).

The qualitative agreement between the partitioning of the

amides in SDS indicated in Table 5.1.1 and the chemical shift data is

shown in Table 5.1.2. As discussed in section 5.1.2, the observed

chemical shift in SDS ( ð,iÌ') will be a weighted average of the

chemical shift in water, at the surface of the micelle, and in the core

of the micelle:
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ô,ìfl' = /;(ô")+ /;(4)+ fi(4) ts.1.3l

where the chemical shifts in water, and at the surface and core of the

micelle are given by ð,, ô,, and ð", respectively, and fi' f;' and f;

indicate the fractional amide populations in water, the surface and

core of the micelle, respectively. The chemical shifts of the amide

protons in water are about 7.9 ppm (see Part A, Results, Table 4'2'I)'

We have assumed that the amides aÍ. the surface of the micelle are

hydrogen bonded to water and estimate the chemical shifts of the

amide protons to be 7.9 ppm at the surface. The amide proton

chemical shift in the micellar core has been assumed to be similar to

the chemical shift in CDCI3 (5.6 ppm). Howevet, a value of 5'85 ppm

for the amide proton chemical shift in the micellar core gave better

agreement between the fractional amide populations determined by

hydrogen exchange measurementS and chemical shifts.

Table 5.1.2. ComParison
micellar regions determined
rates.

of various distributions of the model amides among the

from amide proton chernical shifts and hydrogen exchange

Amide fi r; f: f"
JHX

as
Itx .l HX Lf"

^f'
ôi3'i

, 0.58 0.30 0.12 u./ 0.15 .01 5 -0.r2 0.15 -0.03 7.66

3 0.18 0.s8 0.23 0.3 0.24 0.46 -0.r2 0.3s -o )7 7.42

4 0.1 1 0.58 0.31 0.03 0.42 0.55 0.08 0.03 -0.24 7.26

0 0.37 0.63 0 0.29 0.71 0 0.08 -0.08 6.60

6 0 0.21 0.79 0 0.06 0.94 0 0.15 -0.15 6.28

TThe chemical shifts predicæd calculated from equation [5.1.3] with the fractions listed in

tfräiãÙi. r. equal to üte experimental shifrs. The-differences between the two methods a¡e

givenby Â/' = ft - ffowhereA=w (water),s (surface) orc (core). The values of the

iractions determined ito* t¡e chemical shift data and reported in the table are those which

minimize the sum oi ttt. squared dillerences between the-experimentally clbserved rates and

those calculated with equation t5.1.31.
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5.1,6 pH dependence of amide proton chemical shift'

We have assumed that there are no significant changes in

amide-detergent interactions during the pH titrations of amide

proton intensity. In water, over the pH range of 3- I I , the amide

proton chemical shifts of molecules L to 4 do not change' However, a

significant change in chemical shift of the amide protons of 5 and 6'

and smaller changes in the shifts of amides 2'4, occur below pH 3

(see Part A, Results, Figure 4.2.6). The PKu of the sulfate groups of

SDS is about 2. Thus, as the sulfate groups of SDS become protonated

below pH 3, a change in the time-averaged micellar Structure occurs'

The shift to higher frequency of the amide resonances suggests that

the amides become more exposed to water as the pH is lowered' The

possibility exists that the acid-catalyzed exchange, particularly of

amides 5 and 6 (see Part A, Results, Figure 4.2.3 E and F), occurs

from a different time-averaged environment than that which exists

at pH's above 3. This possibility would lead to an underestimation of

the depression of ks by the micellar core' On the other hand' there is

no change in the chemical shifts of amides 5 and 6 (Figure 4'2'6)

until 50 Vo of acid-catalyzed exchange (Figure 4.2-3 E and F) has

occurred at approximately pH 3. This suggests that the change in the

time-averaged environment below pH 3 for amides 5 and ó does not

significantly altet kt.
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5..i,.7 conclusions and suggestions for future research.

The results for amide 5 show for the first time that solvent

exclusion by the hydrophobic interior of a detergent micelle can slow

amide hydrogen exchange by at least Zl-fold. clearly' a possible

slowing of backbone amide hydrogen exchange due to detergent

must be kept in mind when interpreting hydrogen exchange

measurements of peptides and proteins solubilised with SDS '

However, the results also have implications for the interpretation of

protein hydrogen exchange data. In proteins, hydrogen exchange is

generally considered to depend on structural fluctuations that expose

hydrogen-bonded and/or buried amide protons to solvent catalysts'

The effect of a hydrogen-bond has been quantified by Perrin et al"

(1990) who showed that an intramolecular hydrogen-bond can

depress kou about 3O-fold but that the effect on /ct is small' Herein'

we have quantified the solvent-exclusion effect of a detergent

micelle on hydrogen exchange and found it to be similar in

magnitude to the hydrogen-bonding effect. However, by comparison

a micelle is a much less stable entity than a folded protein which

suggests that the retardation of exchange by solvent exclusion is

tikely to be even greater in magnitude in the "interior" of globular

proteins than in the core of a detergent micelle. For example' several

very slowly exchanging amides not involved in intramolecular

hydrogen bonding have been observed to be deeply buried in the

interior of an antibody V¡ domain (Constantine et al., 1993)'
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Future work.

The model amides may prove useful as probes of membrane

mimetic environments such as mono- and dimyristoylphosphatidyl-

choline micelles and lipid bilayers environments such as small

unilamellar vesicles.

Possible stefic effects for the model amides can be investigated

by a comparison of the acid and base catalyzed rates of exchange in

methanol.
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PART B

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Backbone Dynamics of an Alamethicin in Methanol and SDS

t.| NMR relaxation rate analYsts.

NMR relaxation rate analysis is a powerful method for the

investigation of motional processes in proteins on the millisecond to

picosecond timescales (wagner, 1993). It was recognized 25 years

ago that the greater spectral dispersion of 1 3 C and I s N relati ve to

proton spectra could potentially offer greater insights into protein

dynamics via the measurement of nuclear relaxation (Allerhand et

al., 1971; Gust et al., L975; Hawkes et aL, 1915). However, due to the

low sensitivity of these nuclei the times required for their direct

observation are prohibitively Iong. Furthermore, the resolution in

heteronuclear spectra of proteins and peptides is limited despite

greater resolution relative to proton spectra. Specifically' groups of

13C resonances such as the a-, aliphatic, aromatic, and carbonyl

carbons can be resolved and bulk relaxation rates for the groups may

be measured, atbeit not in a residue-specific fashion (Allerhand et al',

L97l; Norton et aI., t977).

Heteronuclear relaxation studies of proteins prior to the late

1980's utilized one-dimensional NMR studies with isotopically

enriched samples or natural abundance samples with high volumes
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(for examples see Henry et al., 1981; Dellwo & wand, 1989)' The key

methodological advances which alleviated the sensitivity and

resolution problems of heteronuclear studies occurred in the late

1970's. These advances included the introduction of polarization

transfer experiments such as INEPT (insensitive nuclei enhanced by

polarization transfer) (Morris &" Freeman , 197 9), and the

OverBodenhausen experiments which employ inverse detection

schemes (Bodenhausen &. Ruben, 1919; Sklenár et al', 1987; for a

review of detection of insensitive nuclei, see Bax et aI', 1989)' In the

early 1980's the use of INEPT to measure relaxation rates was

limited to one dimension with the dispersion of the heteronucleus

limiting the resolution (Marion et a.|., 1982; Kowalewski &" Morris'

Ig82). The extension of the OverBodenhausen class of experiments

to a second dimension greatly extended the resolution and allowed

for residue-specific measurements of backbone l s N and 13 C

relaxation (Nirmala &. wagner, 1988, 1989; Kay et aI., 1989). The

availabitity of isotopically-enriched proteins has helped to overcome

the sensitivity problems associated with heteronuclei (LeMaster'

lgg4). The initial studies carried out in the late 1980's have been

followed by an explosion of measurements of heteronuclear

relaxation of labetled proteins, due in part to the commercial

availability of high field multidimensional multinuclear NMR

spectrometers with inverse detection capabilities (for example' see

Part B, Discussion, Table 5.1.1).

prior to the early 1980's heteronuclear relaxation data were

analyzed using specific motional models to formulate expressio¡s for

the spectral densities of random motion s in macromolecules
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(Woessner, I962a,b; Wallach, 1961; Wittebort & Szabo, l9l8; London

&. Avitable, I9l8; Levy et al., 1981). For the last ten years the

analysis of nuclear relaxation data of macromolecules has been

accomplished almost exclusively with the model-independent

formalism of Lipari &. Szabo (Lipari &. Szabo, l982a,b). Recently

introduced alternatives to the Lipari-S zabo approach which have

demonstrated great promise are spectral density mapping (Peng 8L

Wagner, l992a,b) and quasi-spectral density mapping (Farrow et aI.,

1995a; Ishima &. Nagayama, 1995).

The analysis of heteronuclear relaxation data has yielded a

wealth of insight into the internal dynamics of proteins (Redfield e t

aI., 1992; Berglund et aI., 1992; Farrow et a1.., 1994; Shaw et al.,

1995). In general, experiments have shown that NMR relaxation of

backbone 139 un¿ ls¡ atoms in folded globular proteins is dominated

by overall molecular reorientation with a smaller component due to

internal motion on a time scale shorter than that required for overall

molecular diffusion (Wagner, 1993). Thus, the folding of long

polypeptide chains into stable globular conformations restricts

atomic motion in the backbone to low-amplitude diffusion (London,

1989). Many other interesting variations have also been observed

attesting to the power of the methodology and the variety of motions

that can occur in proteins. For example, intermediate and large

amplitude motions have been detected in the loop regions of several

proteins (Redfield et aI., L992; Kördel et al., 1992), in less structured

regions of proteins (Peng &" Wagner, l992a,b), throughout the

backbone of a folded protein (Powers et al., 1992), and in an

unfolded protein (Farrow et aI., 1995a). In addition, measurements
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of methine, methylene, and methyl 13C relaxation have revealed the

dynamics of side-chain atoms in several proteins (Palmer et al.,

1991; Nicholson et aI., 1992; Kushlan & LeMaster, 1993).

1.2 Measurement of membrane protein dynamics by NMR relaxation.

The measuf ement of membrane protein heteronuclear

relaxation has proceeded at a slower pace than for aqueous proteins

and peptides. The dynamics of a single 13c-labelled tryptophan side

chain at position 19 in melittin and positions 9, 11, and I7 in melittin

analogues, and o¡ 136a enriched glycine incorporated into position 12

in all of the peptides dissolved in DrO, DMSO-d6lD2o-, D2O/CD3OD, and

bound to monomyristoylphosphatidylcholine micelles, have been

investigated (Weaver et aI., 1989; Weaver et aI., 1992). Relaxation

rate measurements of two 19 residue tricholongin Aib-containing (a-

aminoisobutyric acid) peptaibols (p-e-p.tide-aib-alcohol) led to the

suggestion that the backbones of these peptides are rigid on the

nanosecond to picosecond timescale on the basis uniform &(C.)

values (longitudinal relaxation rates) (Rebuffat et al., 1991).

However, &(C.) values are less sensitive to internal motions than the

{lHo}l3Cø nOe. Therefore, without the benefit of heteronuclear nOe

measurements, a detailed interpretation of the &(C.) values with

respect to internal dynamics is not possible. Measurements of the

dynamics of the methyl carbons of the l}-ttCl-labelled alanine in

M13 coat protein solubilised in SDS and sodium deoxycholate

micelles have been reported (Henry et aI., 1986). The relaxation data

for the alanine residues indicate that internal motions in the
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hydrophobic core of the coat protein aÍe highly restricted but the

ends of the helix experience dynamic fraying in SDS and sodium

deoxycholate.

1.3 Alamethicín structure and dynamics.

Peptides consisting of fewer than 20 amino acids aÍe usually

flexible in solution and large-amplitude internal motions about single

bonds prevent the formation of stable secondary or tertiary

structures (Neuhaus &. Williamson, 1989). Exceptions to this

generalization include the many alanine-based peptides designed by

Baldwin and colleagues (Scholtz et al., 1991), and others (Shalongo et

aI., 1994), and the Aib-based peptides found in the fungal antibiotics

called peptaibols (Cafiso, 1994). The second a-methyl group in the

Aib residue adds a steric restraint to motion about the Q and y angles

which strongly constrains the residues to the right or left-handed

helical conformation (Burgess &. Leach, 1973; Paterson et aI., 1981;

Toniolo et al., 1993). This observation has led to the suggestion that

these residues might be useful in the design of stable helical

segments in artificial proteins (Karle & Balaram, 1990; Marshall et al.,

1990; Degrado & Lear, 1990). In the most well-studied

peptaibol, alamethicin, the crystal structure as determined by X-ray

diffraction shows that the molecule is mostly ø-helical with a bend at

proline 14 (Fox & Richards, i982). Dispersion of lH, l3C, and 15N

NMR chemical shifts suggest that the peptide, or at least parts of it,

exist in a stable helical conformation in methanol (Esposito et al.,

1987; Yee et aI., 1995a) and in aqueous detergent solutions (Franklin
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et al., I994; Yee, 1995, PhD Thesis). Homonuclear rH coupling

constants, nOes (nuclear Overhauser effect), and rOes (rotating frame

Overhauser effect) also suggest that the peptide is partially helical

however, the lack of ø-CH resonances at the eight Aib residues and

the severe overlap of the ø-methyls of the Aibs reduce the number

of measurable NMR parameters (Esposito et aI., 1987; Yee & O'Neil,

1992). This lack of data inevitably results in poorly constrained NMR

solution structures and the temptation to interpret them aS

indicating a highly dynamic conformation in solution. For example,

residues 4-9 and 12-16 for the peptide dissolved in SDS have been

described as largely helical, with the C-terminal half of alamethicin

more flexible than the N-terminal half (Franklin et al., 1994). For the

peptide dissolved in methanol, it has been suggested that the

molecule is largely helical from residues 1- l0 and residues I 3- I I
(Yee et aI., 1995a). A comparison of the NMR-derived solution

structures indicates that the molecule is more flexible in SDS than in

methanol. Furthermore, the flexible hinge near the centre of the

peptide occurs at different residues for the molecule dissolved in SDS

compared to the peptide dissolved in methanol.

Molecular dynamics and mechanics calculations have been used

to investigate the preference of Aib residues for the 3lo helix and the

a-helix (Basu et aI., I994; Huston &' Marshall , l'994) and to

investigate the dynamics of alamethicin peptides on the femtosecond

to picosecond timescales (Fraternalli, 1990). Results for the helical

preference of Aib peptides indicate that short peptides (less than 10

residues) prefer the 3 r O conformation, whereas longer peptides

prefer the u conformation. The pico- to femtosecond molecular
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number

studied

dynamics calculations suggest that alamethicin is a rigid helical rod

from residues 1-9, residues 10 and 11 form a flexible hinge' and the

C-terminal half of the molecule from residues 12-20 is flexible'

The backbone dvnamics of seven non-Aib ø-carbons and a

the side-chains of alamethicin dissolved in methanol were

l3C-NMR relaxarion measurements (&(C.) and { 
1H 

} 
l3C

nOe's at two fields) (Kelsh et aI., 1992). It was suggested that

picosecond internal motions of the backbone of alamethicin dissolved

in methanol aÍe highly restricted. Alamethicin is well suited to

relaxation rate analysis as it can be labelled with lsN (Yee &" o'Neil,

IggZ) and 13C 1Y.. et aI., 1995b). To investigate the dynamics of

alamethicin at both the L-amino acids and the Aib residues we have

measured residue-specific lsN relaxation data for uniformly labelled

alamethicin dissolved in methanol and in aqueous sodium dodecyl

sulfate (SDS) solution. The results have been analyzed by the model-

free approach of Lipari &. Szabo (1982a,b) and by the spectral

density mapping method of Peng &' Wagner (1992a,b)'

of

by
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PART B

CH^A,PTER

THEORY

2.1.1 Semi-classical relaxation theory'

The theoretical foundation for the description of relaxation

phenomena of NMR in tiquids is well established (Bloembergen'

1961; Abragam, 1961; Ernst et aI., 1987; Goldman' 1988; Slichter'

1990). The theory of relaxation in NMR has four descriptions: each

with different levels of physical complexity (Chapter 8, Abragam,

1961; p 49-55, Ernst et al. 1987). These are the phenomenological

Bloch equations in which relaxation is simply included as a first-

order rate process that returns magnetization to the equilibrium

position; second-of der perturbation theory, in which longitudinal

relaxation rates can be calculated taking into account the transition

probabilities between distinct spin eigenstates that are induced by

coupling nuclei to the lattice; semi-classical relaxation theory in

which the lattice is assumed to contain an enormous number of

degrees of freedom, and hence a quasi-continuous distribution of

Iattice states; and finally, nuclear relaxation can be calculated using a

full quantum mechanical description of the lattice, which is the most

fundamental description. For NMR in liquids, the semi-classical

approach is the most useful, and it can be shown to be a limiting case

within the quantum mechanical description of the lattice. The semi-

classical description of relaxation leads to the prediction that the spin

,
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system approaches infinite temperature due to relaxation, that is, all

the spins states become equally populated. This is a consequence of

the fact that the classical treatment of the lattice gives transition

probabilities that afe the same for energy exchange to and from the

lattice. A quantum mechanical formulation for a description of the

lattice avoids this difficulty. On the other hand, one need only

replace the density matrix with the difference density matrix to

ensure that relaxation does not lead to saturation of the energy

levels. This assumption can be justified using the quantum

mechanical treatment (see Abragam, 1961).

For the semi-classical description of NMR relaxation, w€ specify

quantum states for the spin system, not the lattice. In the following

discussion, the quantum States refer to the nuclear spin States. The

Hamiltonian which describes a molecule in an external magnetic field

is extremely complex, but for our purposes we shall only be

concerned with the coupling of the nuclear spin with the electronic

orbital angular momentum, the magnetic (Zeeman) energy of the

nuclear spin, the internuclear coupling between spins, and the

coupling of the spins to a lattice which is described classically.

The operator form for the master equation in the interaction

Dirac representation of the evolution of the density matrix subject

a random perturbation is given by (Abragam, 1961):

or

to

' ¡.t2do l,ì
- 

-l - 
|dt \h) ït t, @(f) )tt o (t), AtÐ l, At-') ) t2.r.r)
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where lr{af') is the spectral density at frequency @ and usually

contains the random (non-spin) parts of the perturbation

Hamiltonian (see equation t2.1.111 and section 2.3), o is the density

matrix, the At' are the spin operators of the perturbation

Hamiltonian, q indicates Am, the change in the total e-component of

the interacting spins, and m is given by the sum of the quantum

numbers of i interacting spins: m=Ij m.¡. We also assume that there

aÍe no indirect interactions between the spins, and that the main

Hamiltonian is given by Ho=-ltTþol,-hyrBoS, where I, and { are the

spin angular momentum operators for spins 1 and S, respectively.

The number of operators for each q is indicated by p, see equations

t2.I.9l and 12.lJl). The evolution of the operator O (a physical

variable) in the interaction representation is given by (Goldman,

198 8 ):

fi<a> 
=r,(#n)= (;)' 1 ¡rt(tt" ç¡, ef)1, Al-,'le)t n{a';' ) t2.r.2l

' q'p

where Tr indicates the trace operation (sum

elements). Applying the commutation relationship:

T r(AlB,Cl) = Tr([A,B] C)

to L2.l.2l yields

of the diagonal

12.1.3)

fi<a>=[;l ,Q\)r nGÐY))ï>r, (" rr ¡¡ efÐ,¡,+l- n ) 12.r.4)
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Equation 12.l.4l was formulated on the assumption that the lattice

can be treated classically. For this reason, we must replace o(t) by

o(t) - oo in order to ensure that the spin system relaxes to the

thermal equilibrium populations and not to a distribution where all

states are equally populated. The equilibrium density matrix oo is

given by:

12,1,5)

where Ho=-hy,Bol,-hyrBoS, (the Zeeman interaction of the spins 1 and

S with the applied magnetic field), k is the Boltzmann constant, and T

is temperature. Thus equation l2.l.4l is rewritten as:

ft<a>=(;)' l), tt(( 
"(r) 

- oo )tA'î,lA'; ", Qll)t n\r';' ) 12.r.6)

The trace operation gives observables so we have:

fi<o>=(;)' ,lA;-n, ,¡a", Ð ,ØJ) r) 12.r.7l

The goal of this section is to show how the rate of decay of

longitudinal and transverse magnetization for dipolar relaxation of a

15N nucleus bound to a proton can be calculated. The calculation of

the heteronuclear nOe and the effect of chemical shift anisotropy

(CSA) on the relaxation rates shall also be shown. The dipolar

,at) - (ta(,ùf,>t,<'*'{(i4"

n("^ol-%1\. 'L kr _J
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Hamiltonian is given by (p 27 -34, Bloembergen, 1961; Solomon,

1955):

t2.1.81

12.r.9)

Hts = l, *T,T:h' x (A + B+ C+ D+ E+ F)rJ 4n rt

4 = 1.S,(1 - 3cos2 0)

p =(-tl4)U*S- + /-s.Xl- 3cos2 9¡

ç = (-312)(/*5. + /.S.)sin 0cos1e-'þ

p = (-31 2)(1-E + /.S- ) sin 0 cos )e*'a

B = (4la)l* s* sin2 0e-2io

p =(-314)t-s- sin2 0e*2',0

where 1and,S refer to spin 1 (insensitive or interesting, lsN) and spin

S (sensitive; lH), 
T¡ and ys are the gyromagnetic ratios of spin / and.S,

respectively, where þo is the permeability constant of free space (4r

x 10-7 kg * s-2 A-2¡, r is the internuclear separation, Ir is Planck's

constant divided by Ztt (1.05 x 10-34 J s), g is the polar angle and @ is

the azimuthal angle of the internuclear vector relative to the

laboratory z-axis (see Figure 2.2, Slichter, 1990). This form of the

Hamiltonian clarifies how the terms connect certain states, e.g. the

flip-flop or zeÍo quantum term is B , and the terms E and F aÍe

simultaneous two-spin flips or double quantum terms (flip-flip, flop-

flop terms). The geometric dependence of the internuclear

separation is expressed in spherical polar coordinates. Molecular

reorientation randomizes the geometric parts of the dipolar

Hamiltonian and does not affect the spin operators. Equations such

as t2.1.81 and l2.l.9l may be conveniently expressed as
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where Hr(t) indicates a time-dependent perturbation Hamiltonian

and the p(e) aÍe the random geometric parts of the Hamiltonian

describing the orientation of the internuclear vector and the ¿Q) are

the spin operators. Also, p{o) - pGe)' and ¡{ø) - ¿{-t)Ì (Note that the

asterisk indicates complex conjugate, and the dagger indicates

adjoint. Hermitian operators are self-adjoint, that is AJ = (Aj,)"). Using

equation [2.1.10] for equations t2.1.81 and 12.1.9), we can express the

dipolar Hamiltonian as:

¡(o) 1- 3cos2 gr'=--T-

HJt)=: pre)ç¡¡¡<e)

q

AQt - (rl2)4(rrsr)

[2. r . l0]

[2.1 .1 1]F(l) =
sin gcos ge*'o

r-

¿{o) - El{-zlz¡r,s, + (t¡ o)(t.s- + 1-s. ))]

A(1) = 1lt,S' *i-S.]

-/r\ sin2 eeotþf,-'---T

(a\l tt \
where É = -l: ll + ly,yrlt. The Hamiltonians of NMR have been- \2/\4tt)'''"
summarized by Smith et al. (1992a,b). The notation used for the

dipolar Hamiltonian in equation [2.1.11] differs from that of Smith et

aI. (1992a,b) but follows that used by Abragam (1961). The

equation of motion for the longitudinal magnetization of spin / can be

calculated by taking O to be I, and evaluating the double

commutators of equation 12.I.71. The sum over p gives three A's for

e=0 (the zero quantum terms of the dipolar Hamiltonian). Every

operator commutes with itself and operators in different spaces
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commute, thus for Q- 1,, the double commutator corresponding to the

zeÍo quantum term Afo) is:

[AIo),[Alo), Q]l = u,s,J1.s., {ìì = o

The single quantum term is given by:

From Í2.L61, we have:

lA:",lAl",Qll = U-E,U*s ,1.11

= U-S.,(¡-1,S. - 1./*Sr)]

= tr-s.,(-!/.s. - f ¡.s.)l

= U-8,-/.El

= -rf s: + l.l- sl

= -(+- t)': . (å. t)':

= -ls: + 1.sl * *sj + /.s;
2' <i 

2

(taÍ",[aÍ-'), ¡.]l) = tr{zt.si' o(r)}

=2(/.)ry l2'r'rzl
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and similarly

lz.L.l2l must

for

be

oo. The factor

multiptied by E'

E was excluded for claritY, so

(the double commutator gives

12.t.r3l

Also, the operators / and S can be written in

commute. We also note that the reduced trace is

rr{sf} =
S(S+1X2S+l)

3(2S + 1)N-'
12.r.r4l

(two for two-spins-l12). A single

not obtained since '4' commutes

s with Q=0, p=2 Provide some

s(s + 1)
=-

J

where N is the number of sPins

quantum term for the S sPins is

with 1,. The zero-quantum A'

interesting results:

products of pairs of A's; see equations L2'L7l and [2.1.11]):

(t€e{" ßa-1), /. ll) = z E' (¿ ) P

which agrees with the single quantum term given by Abragam (p

2g5, 1961; expression for (¿j)'l if the Hermitian conjugate of Al" is

added to tz.I.l3) (recall the sum over the index q in l2.I.1l). In

arriving at 12.I.l2), the following operator relations have been used

(p 74-75, Goldman, (1988)):

fI,

IJ'

I'+
2

1

2

rt. =!r'2
IJ- =-!¡',2

f[=!+t.2-
ff =!- t

2

any order since they

given by:
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u*s-,u-s-,1,]]

= [rs-,(I-l.s. - /./-s.)]
11

=lI* S- ,(;1-S' + :1-S*)l

= 1*/-S-S* - /-1*S*S-

= 1-1r" *It,- /-s- -1- !s. * !t,* I,s, t2. t. t5l
4 2"r' 2', 'z"z 4 2',' 2

=lr_5,

40, becomes squared after evaluation of the double commutator so a

factor of ('lZe must be included:

lÉ40, ,lÉ,40,,1.11 = fiu, - s,) l2.l .16l

The Hermitian conjugate of A;o' gives rise to a term equal to 12.l.16l

so we multiply L\.I.16l by two, factor out /(1+t)=S(S+l)=(314) and

divide by two (see l2.l.7l), to get the same result as Abragam (p 295,

equation 88, 1961).

For the double quantum term A,(2), we have:

u-s-,u*s*,/.]]

= [1*^S*,(1-1.S- - 1.1-S-)]

1t
= U*S*,(i/-S- +:/-S-)l

¿¿
= [/*S*,1-'S-]

= /*1-S*S- - /-1*S-S*

= (;. r)[+ - s.) - [å 
- tXå. *)



= (;. t)(; *',) - (å - tXå - o)

= ! * Lt, 
* 

T,, 
* r,s, - 1. Tt, 

* 
T.,, 

-
12.r.r7l

t2.1.181

by 2 (see

result as

Hermitian

- ¡r)

I,S,

=1.+S.

including the appropriate factors:

F2

ÉA? JËAÍ2),r,fl= ï(¡. * E)

Taking the Hermitian conjugate term into account, dividing

Í2.I.71), and factoring out /(1+1)=S(S+1)=(3/4)' the same

Abragam (1961) (p 295, equation 88) is obtained.

Substitution of Í2.1.131, 12.I.16l, [2.1.18] and their

] t"'tø, )l' 
]({'r'l

1u,.,-,,,

=G)' (H| t'30^"'. 
"f 

i','"' 
,':

l+! 
IÐ {a,

.(;l (#)' ^fi^rtn^ r rr. 
"f f:,,:'l+]t"'j{a'

= -Rí((/.)-

conjugates into 12.1'7l Yields:

*v,t

Equation Í2.Ll9l can be rewritten

magnetization more aPParent:

u t-\
=U,)dt' -'

-ør)+

+ alr)

12.t.r9l

,- ar)

+ or)

to make the decay rate of the z-

90

¡,)- nI'((s.)- so) 12.r.201
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-{ = (h)' y', y}n' s çs* r{} .r"' (r,), -ar, ) + } r "' rr,¡ 
+ 1 r Q) 

ço,, * t ) 
) 
t, . | .z rl

with

^," 
= (#)' úút,(,. t{-}r(o)(co, - @,) +}t"' {a,* r,l]

An identical equation for spin 5 is found if 1 is changed to S and vice

versa in l2.I.2Ol and l2.l.2ll. Equation 12.1.201 is Solomon's equation

for the motion of the macroscopic magnetic moment of one of a pair

of unlike spins (Solomon, 1955). If one chooses to use normalized or

reduced spectral densities (Kay et aI., 1989), note that when the

squ¿ìres of the F's of the dipolar Hamiltonian are averaged over the

surface of a sphere, and these values factored out of the spectral

densities, the correct ratio for the spectral densities of Ã/'are

obtained (see equations 2.2.5):

(i)(å)r.',(å)(;),"',(å)[1)"" = r@ iro) 6rQ)

Equation 12.l.2Ol can also be used to calculate the

heteronuclear Overhauser effect. By definition , 12.I.20) aÍ- steady-

state is

The population difference

strong radio-frequency field

4U,t= -ni((r,)- 1,)- Ri'((s.)- so) = o
dt'"' ¡ \\ 4'

across the S-spins can

to give (E)=0 so that

[2.r.22)

be equalized bY

12.1.22) becomes:
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(i.) =,.ldll&lro [Ri' /[10 /

The ratio S0 / 10 is proportional to the ratio

so the heteronuclear Overhauser effect is:

of the magnetogyric ratios,

= 1+4 = nOe 12.1.231

where Nr and N, are the number of / and S spins, respectively (see

section 4.5.1., p 183-185, Ernst et al., 1987). This result agrees with

the nOe definition given by Noggte & Schirmer (1971)'

The equation of motion for the macroscopic transverse

magnetization is obtained by choosing 1, (or /r) for Q in 12.I.71. The

calculation is analogous to that for the Z-magnetization, in that

double commutators must be evaluated. Consider the term Aro"

[Ajo),IAjo),/,]l

= [/*^S-,[1-S*,/r]]

gJ
Io

= (/./-/.s- s* - r I J-s-s.)

-(r-r,r-s.s- - /.1-l*s*s- )

{(;. ',)',(i-t)} -{'.', (}-o)}

{,, t.(i. o)}. {t(å - t)[å. o)}
12.r,241
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In the third ser of parentheses, I-lJ* also yields r:-j,,. Combining

the second and third terms gives:

Consider the term in the second set of parentheses in equation

Q.r.Zal:

12.r.zsl

The terms in the first and fourth set of parentheses in l2.l'.241 give:

r I,r = (/, * it,)t,(t r - it,)

= (rj + u,t,)(r,-1,)

- I: ttlt,+iI,If, + I,Il,

= f- -!t-
T

?: - I^Xå - E). (,: - å.)(å.')
=L,.(t:)- ¡ls. - ir *|r,s.

*)r,U'.) + rls. - if - ï,.t,

= t.(tî)-I,.
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(å. t)t(å - o) .,.(+-,.)(å *'.)

=(T,,- t,tXå - t.) * (i,. -t t)(å. t,)

= f,r, - i.,,t, 
* |r J, - I J,s,

*I,, * ! r,s, - I,,,, - I J,s,

Note that: 
I,r, = lrr; t¡,= -lr,

so the first and last terms of [2.1.24) become:

Ir , 
* ir, tz.r .26l

Finally, on combining 12.1.251 and 12.1.261 we have:

r4o',140),I,ll= /.(1i) -jr,*I,,*;,, 12.r.271

the Hermitian conjugate of4o' gives:

¡Aáo),[eáo',1,JJ= t.(t',)-f,t,*).,,-it, t2'r.28]

Addition of Í2.1.271 and 12.1.28) gives for the equation of motion of

the macroscopic I, magnetization a term proportional to:
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!{',}t'u+1))+ }\',)

which upon substitution into L2.1.7) and factoring

the same result as Abragam (1961) for this term

89). Computation of the remaining commutatofs

into l2.l.7l gives:

*ç.1= -Rj'(1')

out S(S + 1) gives

(p 296, equation

and substitution

ü = (n)' ú ^Å,,,(,.,{{;:äil;,',1,,,::, 
?'"' t'' r]

12.r.zel

[2.1.30]

ln deriving 12.l.2gl, the hypothesis that the off-diagonal elements

the density matrix have random phases at thermal equilibrium

used (see equation 5.87, pl67; Slichter, 1990). Therefore it

expectedthat(te!Ð'tlf'j'¡"ll)o=0forthedipolarHamiltonian'

Modulation of the anisotropy of the chemical shift of 15N via

random molecular motions is expected to contribute to the relaxation

of nitrogen. The form of the anisotropic portion of the chemical shift

Hamiltonian in the laboratory frame is given by (Smith et al',

1992a,b):

2

Hcro = 6.r^ ){-t)^ F;^(r-en,r)Ai,,-*, Í2.1.311
nt=-2

of

is

is

with
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Ajo',r*, = "'{8þ1,

Aått',,-*, = *f

4o',r*, = o

12.r.321

t2.r.331

12.r.34)

ÞCSA

where "LAB " indicates laboratory frame. For the constant 6.ro in

equation 12.t.331, Bo is the applied magnetic field, and Lo is the

difference between the parallel and perpendicular components of the

(assumed) axially symmetric chemical shift tensor. The notation for

the A's differs somewhat from that used for the dipolar Hamiltonian

(see Smith et al., I992a). The time-dependent F's in [2.1.31] are the

normalized spherical harmonics and make up an orthonormal set

(compare with equations t2.1.111 and 12.2.5)). The averages of the

normalized spherical harmonics over all orientations are given by:

= (ny,r)(ffin 
) 

= (¿r,a )[,ffi )(; ^4

Yî'Yi

where e and @ are the polar and azimuthal angles describing the

orientation of the internuclear bond vector with respect to the

laboratory z -axis, respectively, and the bar over the spherical

harmonics on the left hand side indicates the average over all

orientations. For the anisotropic chemical shift a reduced or
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nornxalized correlation function may be defined (see the assumptlon

used in equation 12.2.71 below):

GG) =

From equation [2.1.35], equation 12.l.7l becomes:

l2.r.3sl

fi<a>=(;)' + . >FiT x\i ç,naol((laÍ'',tal-^' ,Qtl)- ([aÍ'''
L m' tll

,lAÍ-',,Oll)o)

12.r.361

where o)s=T¡Bo, and m is the

the interacting sPins. The

chemical shift Hamiltonian is

the spherical _lerrnonics in the

the factor llr;l' for m'=1:

change in the total

random character

expressed in the

laboratory frame in

quantum number of

of the anisotropic

time-dependence of

12.I.3Il. Consider

The square of the constant

tensor in 12.1.311 is:

' ,ú
lrjl

E'rro =ftn'y? 4õ'.

.l

=-Aæata
12.1.31)

t2.1 .381

that was factored out of the chemical shift

lr; {r*, r)l'
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To calculate the longitudinal relaxation, 1,

the single quantum operators of the

Hamiltonian (equation 12.1.32)):

ïA:-Ð,lAt",1. ìl = [-/-, U*, /.]l

i'^ =å yiaiõiira,)

Thus, 12.1.401 agrees with the result given

equation !41, p 316 and note that 4=0).

transverse relaxation, A is set to I* in

is chosen for Q. Consider

anisotropic chemical shift

-?.),

l2.r.3el

12.r.4rl

by Abragam (1961) (see

For the calculation of the

l2.L36l and the double

= l- r,(r* r z - r J.)l = t- r-,(-+,.

= [-/-, t.1= (-t- I. + I* I-) = -f,* t,+l+ t,

- 21,

The Hermitian conjugate of ¡41),¡Aê),1,)) also gives 21,. The Aj0) term

of the Hamiltonian (equation t2.1.311) commutes with I. and will not

contribute to the equation of motion. From equation l2.l '32), the two

quantum term is 4or=0. Recall that the constants from the A's and

F's have been factored out and combined into 6.ro. Thus, for the CSA

contribution to the longitudinal relaxation:

+=-R,c'^((/.)-/,)
12.r.401

with
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commutators for the A's in 12.1.321 are evaluated. For the single

quantum operators of equation l2.I-3Il we find:

ïAl',lAÍt',1* ll = 11*, [/-, 1*]l

-lr*,(r-r - /./-)l = tt.,(; - I,-i- ,,),\¿ ' 
lz.r.4zl

=¡I* ,-2l r)- -21*I,+2lrl*

=21*

and the Hermitian conjugate yields:

lAlt' Je5", /*]l = [/-,[1*,/*]1 = g

The zero quantum operators (m=0) of the anisotropic chemical shift

Hamiltonian give:

l,{o) ,¡$ot¡ *ll = l^ltþt,,¡^,lzþ1,,1*l)

= l$þ t,, 
^$þ 

(,,r. -/-1. )l = l{B I z t,, ^$þ(},. . i,.),

= ¡^[-t¡ lt,, 
^$¡ 

I t. 1 = (s/3)(1,1. - f I .) 12.r.431

81*
=- o

J
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Using equations 12.1.421, 12.1.431 in equation

CSA contribution to the motion of the

magnetization:

Ð= -^Rfrol/*)dt¿\t

with

t2.1.361 we find for the

macroscopic transverse

12.r.441

12.r.4sld,o = y?rr, q õ,,(fr i rr,l* I ; rol)

A nucleus undergoing relaxation induced by the dipolar and

chemical shift anisotropy interactions will have a total relaxation rate

given by:
Rt =Rot*t*+Rtto

Rr=Rt"-t*+Rtto
12.r.461

dipolar and anisotropicIn summary the relaxation rates for the

chemical shift Hamiltonians aÍe given by:

Rfornoran, =(h)'

=,fi n' ft õ'-[a ;,r,, * ! ;f ot)

l-r
y?y?n's(s+1)l : JQ)(@t
' t ' r 'l1)

T1

| ."¡(o)(o) +lrt
yíyífi"S(S +i)l - 

^
|+]'r"){ø,tô

- @,) +)Í',{a¡+}tØ@, * r,)]

.Rj'ro,*r*l =(Un\'' \4tc )

Rfto = fr*Uu'..ikoo)

hr'o' 
(, ,- @, ) * J 

,r"'r r, ll

, *;r"',r,, + o,,) 
' 

]

Rtto

12.r.411
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and the nuclear Overhauser effect is given by:

12.1.481

12.r.4el

where n" is the cross-relaxation rate given by equation l2.l.2l).

2.1.2 lfierference effects between dipolar and CSA relaxation.

The dipolar and chemical shift anisotropy Hamiltonians contain

terms which depend on the same spherical harmonics which describe

the orientation of the internuclear bond vector of a two-spin-l12

pair with respect to the laboratory z-axis (see equations [2.1.11] and

t2.I.3Il). For this reason, interference effects exist between the two

relaxation mechanisms (Goldman, 1984, and references therein)' In

order to understand interference effects, we must consider the full

Hamiltonian for the two-spin- l/2 system and the second order

energy shifts on the energy eigenstates induced by the perturbative

(dipolar and CSA) Hamiltonian. The main Hamiltonian is given by:

Ho = -ltT þoI, - ttY,BoS- + 2ttJ,rl,5,

where 2il,, is the scalar coupling constant whose magnitude is much

smaller than the absolute values of either single quantum

frequencies ø, and o)s (see Appendix B, Part 1). Equation 12.I.491 is

a secular Hamiltonian, that is, the third term is truncated to a weak

coupling term that is diagonal in the basis states of the Zeeman
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interaction (the full form is H = JrsI'S). The resonance spectrum

consists of two doublets: one centered at Ú)t and the other at ¿0s' The

peaks of both doublets aÍe split by 2nJ,, tad s-l . The projection of

the spin operator Io (a = x,l, z) on the subspaces t,= *). and S, = -+

can be used to calculate the evolution of the spin / multiplet

(Goldman, 1984):

where the time-dePendent I's

harmonics in the laboratory frame.

is:

[2.1.s0]

[2.1.51]

12.r.szl

normalized spherical

CSA to dipolar fields

IÏ,

rl,

= ,"(t. s,)

='"(t-s')

The perturbative Hamiltonian is given by the sum of the dipolar and

CSA Hamiltonians in equations t2.1.111 and l2.I.3Il. Collecting te¡rns

from the dipolar and CSA Hamiltonians that depend on the same

spherical harmonics we find (Goldman' 1984):

2t,Y:(mn;r)d(25,+ u)

2I*Y;' (rdø;r)^[112d(zs- + a)

indicate the

The ratio of

a-- _(zlz)notor'
Ttyr(¡tolan)

12.r.s3l

and
a - -^[n¡s(po I aE) y,y rftr-3 L2.r.s4l
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Thus for the resonance frequencies (1) and (2) of spin 1 (equation

t2.1.501) the magnetic field modulated by random molecular motions

is proportional to (1 + ø) and (-1 + ø), respectively (see Appendix B;

Part 2). Therefore, the magnitude of the CSA and dipolar fields

inducing relaxation aÍe proportional to (1+ ø)2 and (t - ø)' for the

multiplet frequencies (1) (S. aligned with the applied field) and (2)

( S. aligned against the applied field) of spin I . The multiplet

components for longitudinal and transverse relaxation for u 15¡- lg

backbone amide pair in the slow tumbting limit (i.e.spectral density

terms other than J(0) contribute negligibly to the relaxation) have

been shown to differ with a ratio of about 8 at 11.8 Tesla (Kay et al.,

Igg2). Dipolar and CSA interference effects can produce systematic

errors in the measurement of 15N relaxation rates. The interference

effects can be removed by rapidly interchanging the l5N multiplet

components, which is easily accomplished by the application of 1H

180o pulses during lsN relaxation (Kay et al., 1992; see also Part B

Methods, section 3.3.1, Figures 3.3.1 and 3.3.2).

2.2 Auto-correlation functiotts.

An auto-correlation function is defined as the average value of

a random function that depends on the difference of two times: the

value of the function at a time t and the value at t + T Figure 2.2.1

shows the time dependence of a random function and Figure 2.2.2

shows the root mean Square of the random function. The random

function averages to zefo over long times, whereas the root mean
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squared function will average to a non-zero value. A stationary

random function of time is defined as one which is invariant to

shifting of the time-origin. A correlation time is defined by the

condition that the auto-correlation function is small for any time T

much greater than a "critical" correlation time Tc whose value is

dependent upon the nature of the random function (p 270-272,

Abragam, 1961).

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

lØo
-0.1

-0.2

-0.3

-0.4
o 20 40 60 80 100

Time (arbitrary units)

Figure 2.2.1. Plot of the time dependence of the amplitude of a random function. The
average of this random function will always be zero over a sufficiently lon-q time period.

0.4

0.3

o.2

0.1

0

-0.1

4.2
{.3
4.4
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Time (albitrary units)

squared randoni function of time does not have a zero average.

tu)'

Figure 2.2.2. The root



The auto-correlation function is written as:

gnn,G) - P{a) U)F@) (t + r) 12.2.1)

The F's in equation t2.2.Il are defined in equation [2.1.10] and the

bar indicates the average over all orientations. Given that the

correlation function is invariant to time-shifting, equation [2.2.I] may

also be written:

i
I s^-,(r)e

J "'1'1

gnn, (r) - Pra) G - r)Fcø'r1r)

The Fourier transform of l2.2.ll is given

J qq, (a) - -t(Dr dT
12.2.21

Equation 12.2.21 is the spectral density (or intensity) equation. The

spectral density equation gives the frequency distribution of random

molecular motions. It is often assumed that the auto-correlation

function equation 12.2.ll decays exponentially. As pointed out by

Abragam (1961), this is due to the diffusion equation (see also p 714;

Marshall, 1978). Therefore, the correlation function may be written

as follows:

105

g 
nn, 

(r) = g qq, (o)e-ltll r' 12.2.31
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Now equation L2.2.ll becomes:

gnn,(r) - p{ù(O;ptø')çg¡ s-l"ll"' [2.2.4]

Figure 2.2.3 shows the decay of the correlation function (equation

Í2.2.41) as a function of time for overall correlation times of 5 and 10

ns. The correlation function decays quickly for short rc. The average

values of the random functions ¡rer16¡ptø'r10) for the dipolar

Hamiltonian are given below (p 792, Carrington & Mclachlan, 1961):

For convenience, ¡<ør19¡F<ø)(0) is set to 1, and substitution of 12.2.51

into 12.2.2) gives a normalized (reduced) spectral density:

t2.2.61

Integration of [2.2.6] gives:

*'Uç- 3cos2 g)'sin e aeaq --!

*'ilr*"cos' esin e doda = ?5 p.z.sl

!'íir,n' gsin g dodó = L4, trt, 15

)r
J \A) = --:-: u

| + \øt,)-

. l. -l¡ll¡J(Où _ | e-t'tt/r, e-,r' dT
J
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The factor of two can be excluded to give

density:

a normaltzed spectral

12.2.71l(a)=ffi

Equation t2.2.71 is a normalized spectral density which is the Fourier

transform of a normalized correlation function as defined in equation

12.1.35). Figure 2.2.4 shows the spectral density function for long

and short correlation times. Slow overall motion gives high power,

low frequency magnetic field fluctuations, and low power at high

frequency fluctuations. Fast motion gives constant power magnetic

field fluctuations over a wide range of frequencies. The area of the

spectral density curve remains constant regardless of the overall

correlation time. Substitution of equations 12.2.51 and 12 2.71 in

equations 12.1.471 for dipolar relaxation, and equation 12.2.7) for CSA

relaxation is sufficient to describe longitudinal and transverse

relaxation rates, and the heteronuclear Overhauser effect in I H - X

spin-l/2 pairs. The equations apply to rigid molecules dissolved in

liquids and reorienting isotropically with a single "critical" correlation

time ?".
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Figure 2.2.3. Plots of normalized auto-correlation functions (equation 12.2.4D. The
solid line indicates a correlation time of 5 ns and the dashed line indicates a correlation time
of 1 ns. Note that the correlation function for loneer correlation times decavs slowlv
compared to shorter correlation times.

-] 

¡5
---5ns

o.o1 1 102 104 106 1os 1o1o

Frequency (rad s-1)

Figure 2.2.4. Spectral density functions for corelation times of 5 ns (dashed line) and I
ns (solid line) (see equation 12.2.71). The spectral density function for longer correlation
times has significantly greater power at lower frequencies. The spectral density for fast

correlation times is approximately constant up to Iltrr,or 1x10e rad s-l for the 1 ns
correlation time (see Figure 5.8 and 5.9, Slichter, 1990; Figures 2I-2 and 21-3, Ma¡shall,
1978).

0.1
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2.3.1 Lipari-Szabo model-independent spectral density.

Since the early 1980's the analysis of nuclear magnetic

resonance relaxation data of macromolecules has in general been

undertaken using the Lipari-Szabo model-free analysis (Lipari &
Szabo, 1982a,b). The popularity of the model-free approach is due in

part to the ease with which it is applied, and the simplicity of the

correlation function for internal motions. Prior to the development

of the model-free approach, correlation functions for internal

motions in macromolecules were notoriously difficult to formulate

and/or calculate. Furthermore, the early correlation functions were

dependent on specific motional models which were difficult to verify

('Woessner, I962a,b; V/allach, 1967; Wittebort &. Szabo, 1978; London

&. Avitable, 1978; Levy et al., 1981). The model-free approach uses

the following spectral density equation for i,s otropic overall and

internal motion:

"I(ø)r, = "Iol
-t\l-L

S,', (t - s')r
+

t + (c,tr,)' 1+ (ar)z

with

-+-Tc Te

where Tc is the overall correlation time, Te is

internal motions, and S2 is the square of

parameter. Experimental relaxation data

I
T

t2.3.rl

t)?)1

the correlation time for

the generalized order

aÍe fit to theoretical
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expressions for relaxation parameters such as R l, R 2 and nOe by

using [2.3.1] as the spectral density and adjusting the values of 52

and Te. From equations l2.Llll and 12.2.1), it is clear that the

correlation function for the dipolar Hamiltonian involves time-

dependent changes in the spatial components (F's), which are given

by spherical harmonics (equation [2. I .l 1]), and describe the spatial

dependence of the internuclear bond vector on the external field and

the orientation of the dipole moments. Redefining the correlation

function as C(r), we have:

c(r) =(* 
t+ 

Yî. (0'*, Q*;0)v;(0,*, ø'*,'l]) 12.3.41

where the angled brackets indicate the ensemble average, lhe I's are

the normalized second-rank spherical harmonics, and where "LAB "

indicates the e, Q angles in the laboratory frame and:

In order to describe

which reorients with

properties of a

correlation time

t2.3.sl

macromolecule

and has rapid

vl(e,ç¡ =

the relaxation

a single overall

5 13.or'g-t)l6x' /

--+1 /^ .\ - fß *
Yl'(e,@) = *{g"s*'P cosgsin g

Yf (e,a)=tffiro'osin2 g
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internal motions on a much faster timescale,

function is assumed:

the followins correlation

C(t) = CoQ)C'(t)

where Cr is the correlation function for internal motions, and the

correlation function for overall motion (C) is given by 12.3.41 and

can be shown to decay exponentially (see p 7I2-7 T5, Marshall,

197 8 ):

co|) =Ir-""' 12.3.71

For internal motions the correlation function must be specified by a

motional model. However, the following properties of the internal

correlation function aÍe independent of a model, assuming restricted

internal motions on a faster timescale than overall motion: The value

of the normalized internal correlation function at r=0 is unity:

12.3.61

t2.3.81Ç(o) = 1

In addition, the internal correlation function will not decay to zeÍo

for spatially restricted internal motion. Lipari and Szabo (1982a)

give the behavior of the internal correlation function at long times:

Ç(-) = s' L2.3.el
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where 5 z is the square of the generalized order parameter.

Equations t2.3.81 and t2.3.91 give the model-independent behavior of

the internal correlation function. If the internal motion is completely

unrestricted, C,(t) will decay to zefo, since the internuclear vector

witt sample all orientations with equal probability. However, for

completely restricted internal motions, the orientational probability

function for the internuclear vector is zero for all orientations not

equal to the orientation at t=0; thus c,(t)=l' and therefore 52=l '

Lipari and Szabo (I982a) give the approximate form of the internal

correlation function which is correct at t=0 and /= -:

C,(t)= 52 + (I- S'¡r-'r"' t2.3. 101

where Te is the internal correlation time. Thus, when lnotions occur

on well-separated timescales, the total correlation function is

obtained by substitution of 12.3.11 and [2.3.10] into equation 12.3.61

c(r)= !¡t'r-',', 
*(i- s'?)e-'r"1 12.3.trl

The Fourier transform of equation

spectral density (equation t2.3.ll).

l2.3.Il) gives the Lipari-Szabo

2.3.2 Validity of the model-free approach.

The extraction of the model-independent motional parameters

S2 and t. from experimental relaxation data is straightforward (see

Part B, Methods, section 3.3.9). However, the accuracy of the values
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of 52 and ?e depend strongly on the separation of timescales for 'cc

and Te (Lipari &. Szabo, 1982a). For isotropic motions, the

fundamental rules for establishing the validity of the model-free

approach are (Lipari &. Szabo, 1982b):

( 1) If the overall and internal correlation times differ by at least

two orders of magnitude (Tr>>T"; Trl'c"=100), 52 and Te aÍe accurate if
(r, - c,¡*)r" s 0.1 .

(2) lf t" is greater than Te by lO-fold or more, (r" -ar*)z" <0.5, and

52>0.01, ,S2 and Te are accurate.

(3) If S2>0.3, 5z and Te are accurate to about 15 Vo with no

restrictions on Tc, Te, and the frequency,

The above requirements are discussed in Part B, Discussion (section
s.1.8).
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PART B
CÍIAPTER. 3

METT{ODS

Determination of the Backbone Dynamics of Alamethicin in

Methanol and SDS Micelles

3.1 M aterials .

Alamethicin was biosynthetically labelled with l5 N and

purified as described previously, Yee &. O'Neil (1992). Two samples

were prepared as follows: in one, the peptide was dissolved in CDrO H

to about 1.5 mM, pH 7.4 and in the other it was dissolved to about

1.6 mM in 20 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 5, 150 mM SDS, and

54o D2Ol95Vo H2O.

3.2 M ethods.

3.2.1 NMR spectroscopy: alantethicin in methanol.

The determination of the relaxation rates of alamethicin in

methanol was accomplished by the use of one dimensional

heteronuclear 1g- l5¡g pulse sequences with the exception of the

{ I H } l5 N heteronuclear nOe, which was determined from two

dimensional spectra (see Figures 3 .2.1-3 .2.6). All one and two-

dimensional spectra were acquired on a Bruker AMX500 NMR

spectrometer equipped with a broadband 5-mm inverse probe, at 27
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oC and 5 oC. Following the notation of Peng and Wagner (1992a,b),

the following five relaxation rates for alamethicin in methanol were

measured: the one-spin nitrogen relaxation rates R^*(N.), -RN(N,,)), the

two-spin 1g- 1s¡ rates R""(2H)N.), RNH(2H)N,,y), and the one-spin

proton rate RH1H)); the lH-1sN cross-relaxation rate Ã*(Hf 4N.) was

calculated from the RN(N.) and {tH } tsN nOe (Peng &. Wagner,

1992a,b). The measurement of RN(N.), and RN(N,,r) used pulse

sequences similar to those reported by Barbato et al. (1992),

modified for one-dimensional acquisition (see Figure 1 a, b, and c,

Barbato et aI., 1992). For the measurement of nOe, a pulse sequence

similar to that shown in Figure 1 c, Kay et aI., (1989) was used.

RNH(2H)N.), ÄNH(2H)N,,r), RHH)) were measured using pulse

Sequences reported by Peng & Wagner, (see Figures 2d, e, and f, Peng

&. 'Wagner, 1992a). Suppression of the solvent resonance was

achieved with high power lH spin lock pulses for all pulse sequences

(Messerle et al., 1989). Solvent suppression via high power spinlock

pulses minimizes transfer of saturation from solvent protons to

amide protons, which may lead to an incorrect estimation of the nOe

(Skelton et aI., 1993; Li &. Montelione, 1993', Grzesiek &- Bax, 1993).

The refocusing delay for the INEPT transfers was set to ll(4 t/*")

with r/Nu = 90 IHz. The GARP sequence (Shaka et al., 1985) was used

to decouple the 1sN spins duling acquisition.
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Figure 3.2.1. One dimensional pulse sequence for the measurement of 1sN longitudinal

relaxation rates, R*(N.). Thick and thin bars represent 180o and 90o pulses, respectively.

Thepulsephases ueQ¡ {8(y),8(-y)},Q2:14(x),a(-Ð},.@¡:.{.-.v,)'}-,Qq:1.2.(x),2(-x)1,
receiver: {(x), z(-x), (r), (-r), 2(x),2(-x), (-x), (x),2(-x), (x)}; pulses without phase

designations are applied along the x-axis of the rotating frame. The variable relaxation

delay is determined by ÇfZ.S ms) and the number of times (N) that the iH i80o pulse

refocusing sequence is apptied. The relbcusing delay for the polarization transfers (A) is

set to 1/(4 UNn) (2.78 ms). Open IH pulses indicate high power spinlock pulses applied

with the sameBl amplitude as the 90o and 180o pulses. The first'H spinlock pulse has a

duration of 0.5 ms. The second rH spinlock period c_onsists of a 4 (().5) ms x-pulse

followed by a 6 (1.0) ms y-pulse aL27 (5)'C. The I)N GARP (Shaka et aL., 1985)

decoupling sequence consists of contiguous low power "N pulses with a B1 amplitude of

abour 3.4xr}a T (1.5 kHz).

Qz Q¿

Figure 3.2.2. One-dimensional pulse sequence for the measurement of lsN transverse

relaxationrates, rR*(N,,r). Pulse phases are as follows: Q¡ lyryl, Q2: {2(x),2(-x)1, þ3:

{8(x),8(-x),8(x),8(-x)} , Q¿; {8(y),8(-l')}, @s:{ 4(x),4(-x)}, receiver: {2(x),4(-x),2(x),2(-
x),4(x),2(-x)1. The duration of the high power proton spinlock pulses a¡e 0.5_ms for the

¡lspinioct< in'the first polarization transfer stðp, 5 (0.5) and 7(1) nis at 2l (5) oC,

respectively for the x and y spinlock prior to the second polarization transfer. The detay (()

between ls¡ 139o pulses in the variable time CPMG sequence (N) is 0.9 ms. AII other
details as in Figure 3.2.1.

tH

15^-N uzlç I q I çlq'
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t¡1

15N

T
Figure 3.2,3. One-dimensional pulse sequence for the measurement of 1sN-1H

tongitudinal two-spin order relaxation rates, RNH(2H)N.), for the amide proton-nitrogen

pairs in alamethicin. Pulse phases ale given by: 0r: t), -y \ , Qz: {40), 4(-y)1, Q¡ {20),
2(-y)), receiver: {(x),2(-x), (x), (-x),2(x),(-.r)}. The variable two-spin order relaxation

detay Tcontains a single lH 180o pulse in the centre of the delay. High power.spinlock
putsés on the proton chãnnel have á duration of 1,0.5, and 1 ms (in gr-der of application).
Îrlirogen decoupling during acquisition is accomplished as in Figure 3.2.I.

1sN

Figure 3.2.4. One-dimensionat pulse sequence for the measurement of lsN-1H

antiphase coherence relaxation rates, R*1(2H)N,,)). The 1sN spinlock field consists of

contiguous 180o pulses of 3 kHz amplitude with phases alternating between +x and -x .

The duration of the 15N spinlock field is parametrically-varied in order tcl acquire a

relaxation data set. The duration of the IH proton spinlock pulses is 1, 0.5, and I ms, in
order of application. All other details as in Figure 3.2.I.
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lsN

Figure 3.2.5. One-dimensional pulse sequence for the measurement of 15N-selected

amide rH longitudinal relaxation. Phase cycling for the pulses is as follclws: p1: 14(Ð, 4(-

y)\, Qz: {(x),(-x)1, Qt: {2(x),2(-x)1, receiver: {(x),2(-x), (x), (-x),2(x), (-x)1. High
power proton spinlock pulses have a duration of 1, 0.5, and 1 ms in order of application.
All other details as in Fisure 3.2.I.

'' ( ***r )
Qz Qs Qz

Figure 3.2.6. Two-dimensional pulse sequence for the measurement of the
heteronuclear {lH}15N nuclear Overhauser effect. The proton pulse train in parentheses
consists of 120o pulses with a 20 ms spacing. This pulse train saturates the proton spins

and allows for ma-qnetization exchange from 1H to lsN through dipolar coupling. A data

set without nOe is generated by replacing the lH saturation pulse train by two l0 ms
spinlock pulses with the same phase separated by a 1 ms delay in order to suppress the

methanol resonance. Pulse phases are cycled as follows: @1: {8(x),8(-x)},Qz: {(x), (-

x)|, Qz: {4(x),40),4(-x),4(-y)1, Qq: {(¡), (-.r), (x), (-x), (y), (-y), (y), (-y)ì, Qs: l2(y),
2(-y)\, receiver: {(x), (x), (-x), (-x), (y), (y), (-y), (-y)}. The evolution period for the

second frequency dimension (15N) is designated by rr. The proton chemical shifts are

refocused during f1 by a 180o x-pulse. Sign discrimination in 11 is achieved by TPPI of p1.

Note that magnetization originates on the nitrogen spins and unlike the pulse sequences
shown in Figs. 3.2.I-3.2.5, only a sin-gle polarization transfer step is utilized. All other
details as in Fieure 3.2.I.

1sN

QzQt
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The one-dimensional data sets for the determination of the

relaxation rates consisted of 8192 data points with the t g carrier

frequency centered on the solvent resonance, a Spectral width of

4762 Hz and 64 acquisitions (see Figures 3.2.I-3.2.5). A relaxation

delay of 4 seconds was used between scans. For the measurement of

RN(N.), nine experiments with delays of 25.1, 165.9, 316.7, 467.6,

618.5, 769.4, 920.2, 1071.1, and 1222.0 ms were used for the

experiments at 27 oC and 9 delays of 11.56, 152.44, 303.38, 454.31,

605.25, 756.19, 907.13, 1058.06, and 1209.00 ms were used for the

experiments at 5 oC. These delay times include the constant time

spinlock periods at the end of the relaxation delay of 10 ms and 1.5

ms for 27 oC and 5 oC, respectively (see Figure 3 .2.1). Cross-

correlation between dipolar and CSA relaxation was eliminated by

applying t g 180o pulses ever y 5 ms during the parametrrcally-

varied relaxation delay (Boyd et al., 1990; Kay et û1.., 1992). The

transverse relaxation Íate RN(N.,y), was obtained with the use of the

CPMG technique and determined from nine experiments with delays

of 7.5,67.I, 126.8, 193.9,253.5,320.6,380.3,447.4, and 507'0 ms at

27 oC and nine delays of 7.4,67.0, 126.5, T93.4,253.0,320.0,379.4,

446.4, and 505.9 ms at 5 oC (see Figure 3.2.2). A delay of 0.9 ms was

used between lsN 180o pulses for the CPMG sequence. lH 180o

pulses were applied every second echo to eliminate the effects of

cross-correlation between dipolar and CSA relaxation (Goldman,

1984; Boyd et aI., I99I; Palmer et al., 1992; Kay et al., 1992). The

decay rate of longitudinal two-spin order, RNH(2Hf N.), was

determined from nine experiments with delays of 0.5, 80, 160, 240,

320,400, 480, 560, and 640 ms at 27 oC and 5 oC (see Figure 3.2.3).
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For the measufement of the antiphase transverse relaxation fate,

RM{(2H)N,,r), a lsN spinlock field of 3 kHz at 96 ppm from external

2.g M lsNHoCl in I M HCI was used. The rates of decay were

determined from nine experiments with delays of 8.2, 43 '6, 87 '2,

130.8, !74.4, 218.0, 261.7, 303.4, and 348.9 ms at 27 0C and from

nine experiments with delays of 8.7, 49.4, 92J, 139.1, 185.5, 231.8,

278.2, 322.5, and 370.9 ms at 5 oc (see Figure 3.2.4). The

longitudinal relaxation rates for the amide protons, Rr(H)), were

determined from nine experiments with delays of 0, 100, 200, 300,

400, 500, 600, 700, and 800 ms at 2l oC and 5 oC (see Figure 3.2.5)'

The heteronuclear {tH}ttN nOe was obtained from two-

dimensional spectra acquired with and without protorl saturation.

The solvent fesonance was suppressed by the use of tg high powef

spin lock pulses (see Figure 3.2.6). The size of the data sets obtained

at 27 oC were 512 points in the lFI dimension (Fù and 64 points in

the 15N dimension (Fr), with '12 scans acquired per fi increment' At

5 oC, lO24 points in F 2 and 256 points in F 1 were acquired with 32

ScanS per t 1 increment. The carrier was placed on the solvent

resonance and the spectral width was 5051 Hz for lH. For 15N, a

spectral width of 228I Hz was used and quadrature was achieved by

the use of TPPI (Marion &. Wüthrich, 1983). For the data sets

acquired without the nOe, a delay of 6 s was used between scans.

Proton saturation was achieved for the data SetS with nOe by

apptying tH 120o putses evefy 20 ms for a total of 3'2 s' All other

details are given in the legends to Figures 3.2'l-3'2'6'
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3.2,2 NMR spectroscopy: alamerhicin in SDS.

The longitudinal and transverse relaxation rates, .RN(N.),

RN(N,,r), respectively, and the heteronuclear {tH}t5N nOe were

measured from two-dimensional spectra acquired with a Bruker

AMX500 NMR spectrometer equipped with a broadband 5 mm

inverse probe at 27 oC. Figures 3.2.6,3.2.7, and 3.2.8 show the pulse

Sequences used for the measurement of {tH} ttN nOe, RN(N.), and

RN(N,,r), respectively. The pulse sequences are similar to those

reported by Barbato et aI. (1992) for RN(N.) and RN(N,,)), and Kay et

aI. (1989) for the nOe. The water resonance was supplessed (rather

than saturated) by the use of high power t¡1 spinlock pulses, in order

to avoid transfer of saturation from the solvent protons to the amide

protons. For polarization transfer, the refocusing delay was 2.78 ms

(ll(4 lJNs)). l sN decoupling during acquisition was accomplished

with the GARP sequence (Shaka et aI., 1985). TPPI was used to

achieve sign discrimination in Ft (Marion & Wüthrich, 1983). The

two-dimensional data sets consisted of 1024 and 256 data points in

Fz (19) and Fl (lsN), respectively. The carrier frequency was set to

the water resonance in Fz, and the spectral width was 5051 Hz. For

F 1 with a spectral width of 228I Hz, the carrier was set to 96 ppm

from external 2.9 M lsNHoCl in I M HCl. For the measurement of

RN(N.) and RN(N,,)), 32 scans per /1 increment were acquired' with a

delay between scans of 1.2 s. The nOe data sets consisted of 64 scans

per t1 increment. The data set collected in the absence of proton

saturation was collected with a delay of 4 s between scans. For the

data set with the nOe proton saturation was obtained by applying lH
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l20o pulses every 20 ms for a total of 3.2 s (Kay et al., 1989). The

relaxation rates were obtained from eight experiments with delays of

27.0, I47.8, 273.6, 399.3, 525.I, 650.9, 716.6, and 902.4 ms for

RN(N.) and 7.5,29.8,52.I,74.5,96.8, I19.2, 141.5, and 163.9 ms for

RN(N,,'). Cross correlation between dipolar and CSA relaxation was

eliminated for by applying lH 180o pulses every 5 ms during the

relaxation delays for RN(N,) (Boyd et al., 1990; Kay et al., 1992). The

transverse relaxation rate was determined using the CPMG sequence;

1sN 180o pulses were applied at 0.9 ms intervals and the effects of

cross-correlation between CSA and dipolar relaxation were

eliminated by applying 1H 180" pulses every second echo (Goldman,

L984; Boyd et aI., 1991; Palmer et aI., 1992; Kay et aL, 1992).

CP,l'rlL
z

^

1H
2

lsN

Figure 3.2,7. Two-dimensional pulse sequence for the measurement of the 1sN

longitudinal relaxation rates R*(N.) of amide nitrogens in alamethicin. Pulse phases are as

follows: Q¡ {4(x),4(-x)}, @z: {8(x),8(y),8(-,r),8(-y)}, h: {0),(-y)}, Qq: {2(x),2(-x)},
Qs:{2(x),2(-x)}, receiver: l(x),2(-x), (x), (-x), 2(x), (-x)}. High power proton spinlock
pulses have lengths of 1 ms for the x-spinlock in the first polarization transt-er step, and 8
ms and 9 ms for the ¡- and y-pulses, respectively, prior to the second pola.rization transfer

step. Sign discrimination in the nitrogen dimension is achieved viaTPPI of @¡. The

chemical shift refocusing pulse (CP) in the centre of 11 is a composite lH 180o pulse with
the sequence 90(x)180(y)90(x). All other details as in Figure 3.2.I.
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Figure 3.2.8. Two-dimensional pulse sequence for the measurement of 1sN transverse
relaxation rates R*(N,,r) of amide niuogens in alamethicin. Pulse phases are as follows:

0r: {0),(-y)1, Qz: {2(x),2(-x)1, @¡: {(y),(-y)\, Q+: {16("r), 16(-x)}, ds:{8(y), 8(-y}, @o:

{4(x), 4(y)1, receiver: {(x),2(-x), (x), (-x), 2(x), (-x)). High power proton spinlock
pulses have a duration of 1 ms for the x-spinlock in the first polarization tlansfer step, and
I ms and 9 ms for the x- and y-spinlock, respectively, prior to the second polarization

uansfer step. Sign discrimination in the nitrogen dimension is achieved via TPPI of Qz.

The chemicat shift refocusing pulse (CP) in the cenÍe of 11 is a composite rH 180o pulse

with the sequence 90(x)i80(y)90(.x). The delay betweenl5N l80o pulses in the CPMG
sequence is 0.9 ms. All other details as in Figure 3.2.1.

3.2.3 Data processing and analysis: alamethicitt in methctnol..

The one-dimensional data sets obtained with the pulse

sequences of Figures 3.2.1-3.2.5 were processed with 0.3 Hz

linebroadening and an automatic baseline correction. The relaxation

rates were obtained by fitting peak heights obtained with the

standard Bruker software to a two parameter exponential decay as a

function of relaxation delay for all the measured relaxation rates (see

Figure 3.2.9). The rms baseline noise was measured frorn the signal-

to-noise ratio over a 0.4-0.9 ppm region (345-780 data points) of the

spectrum using the standard Bruker software and taken as the

standard deviation in the peak height measurement (see section

3.2.6).
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Figure 3.2.9. Decay of backbone amide l5N transverse magnetization (À*(N,,r)) of
residue 10 of alamethicin dissolved in methanol at 11.7 Tesla and 27 oC. The
experimentally determined peak heights are shown by open circles; the intensity of the root
mean squared baseline noise is approximately tVo of the most intense peak. The solid
curye represents a non-linear least squares fit to y =A(exp{-R t}) where y is the peak
height, I is the delay time in seconds, A is the weighting factor for the exponential, and R is
the desired relaxation time. The fitted parameters and thei¡ associated fit effors arc: A =
13.16+0.06, and R = 2.32+0.02 ms. 

-The 
average error of the fit for the Íansverse

relaxation rate measurements for all resolved amide sites is 7.5Vo. The pulse sequence
shown in Figure 3.2.2 was used to obtain the decay.

The two-dimensional data sets for the measurement of the

heteronuclear nOe were zero-filled to ZO48 data points in f r (15N)

and 512 points in F2 (1H). The data sets were processed with a rcl2-

shifted, sine-squared window function before Fourier transformation.

A baseline subtraction using a third order polynomial in F 2 and a

fifth order polynomial in F 1 was performed prior to integrating

crosspeak volumes. Peak volnmes for the data sets with and without

the steady state nOe were determined from integration of the cross

peaks using the standard Bruker software. The steady state nOe

values were determined from the ratios of the peak volumes in the

absence and presence of proton irradiation. The standard deviation

of the nOe values was estimated from 100 intesrals measured in
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areas of the 2D spectra which

lower frequency from the solvent

cross peaks and

Figure 3.2.10).

were devoid of

resonance (see

20
U)I 1sc
q)
L:
tl tt I

õo
ob
o
-oEO
z

-5
-0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0

Range (baseplane

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

integralvalues)

Figure 3.2.10. Distribution of baseplane noise values for 100 integrals calculated from
areas in the 2D lH-lsN correlation spectrum obtained without nOe (Figure 3.2.6). The
values (in arbitrary units) range from -0.33 to +0.30 with a mean of -d.Ot X 0.12. The
root mean square (rms) value of the integrals was used as the error associated with lH-lsN
cross peak volumes. The error was determined in a similar fashion to that obtained for the
data set with nOe. The error in the nOe values was calculated from

ooo" = +lnOelx

/o is the unsaturated peak intensity, o," and o,o are calculated as described above. The

solid line is a fìt of the dat¿ to a Gaussian function of the form A + Aexp(Cxz).

3.2.4 Data processing and anal),sis: alamethicin in .çDS.

The two-dimensional data sets for the determination of RN(N.),

RN(N,,,), and {tH¡ts* nOe for alamethicin in SDS were multiplied by a

tt /2-shifted, sine-squared window function prior to Fourier

transformation. A third and fifth order polynomial function was

subtracted from the baseline in F2 and Fy, respectively. The values

of the cross-peak integrals were obtained with the standard Bruker
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software. The crosspeak volumes in the RN(N.) and RN(N,,-,) data sets

were fit to a two parameter exponential in a manner similar to that

for alamethicin in methanol (see Figure 3.2.9). The heteronuclear

{ lfl } 
15N nOe and associated error was determined in a manner

analogous to that for alamethicin in methanol. The errors in the peak

volumes for the measurement of RN(N,) and .RN(N,,r) were obtained

from the standard deviation of 100 integrals in regions of the 2D

correlation maps without peaks (Peng &. Wagner, 1992a). The root

mean squared baseplane noise was estimated from the 2D data set

with the shortest delav.

3.2,5 Spectral density mapping: al.amethicin in nxethanol.

The values of the spectral densities, /(0), /(¿DN), /(úoll*úoN), ./(øH),

and -/( toH- rr.ltr) were calculated from the experimentally determined

relaxation rates using the equations given by Peng 8L Wagner (see

equations 13 -17, Peng & Wagner, 1992a) and are listed below:

J(0)=1* 1 ,.f-*^-(rv')*n*(N''')+Rn*(2Hf*"'l4 (3D)+ c 
L-å*,(2H)N.) - jn"rHYr l

"¡(a¡* ) = |"d"+- x [n*(N. ) + R* (2H)N. ) - R" tH) )]

13.2.r)

13.2.21

13.2.31
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13.2.41

Í3.2.s]

For the 15N- lH amide spin system, the spectral density is sampled at

the frequencies 0, @N =2tT x (SO.0S MHz), ú0H + úDN =2nx(449.46 MHz),

@s=Zttx(SOO.t+MHz) , @H-@¡.t=27r x(SSO.AZMHz). The constants D and C

in equations 13.2.ll-t3.2.51 are given by:

. -1 a a -a| ,, \- 1tn 4t'î1-n-l lao I /H/N"u-t- | 
--:-\4r ) 4riH

Cri
a
J

13.2.61

13.2.71

where Tu is the magnetogyric ratio for the proton (26.8x 107 rads-'T-'),

IN is the magnetogyric ratio for i5N (-2.11x107 rads-rT-'), rft, is the

internuclear separation for the amide ls¡-lH bond (102 pm), Â is the

chemical shift anisotropy (-160 ppm) (Hiyama et aI., 1988), ¡rs is the

permeability of free space (4r x 10-7 T m A-r), and ø* is the resonance

frequency for lsN. The relaxation rates in equations t3.2.Il-13.2.51

are given by (Peng & Wagner, l992a,b):

RN(N.) = nlt(ar-ø*)+3J(ø*) +61(o4* r*)]+cJ(ø*) 13.2.81
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[3.2. 10]

13.2.rrJ

p¡¡n", in equations ï3.2.91 and 13.2.101 is the sum of pairwise

homonuclear 1H dipolar relaxation rates between an amide proton

(HN) and any neighbouring protons within 500 pm (Hi, e.g.Ho, Hp)

and is given by (Peng & Wagner, 1992a,b):

RNH (2Hf N ) = ol3 t (a* ) + 3,r( ø" )] + cl( ø,'. ) + ps n 

",

& (N. 
v ) = î11"?,i" 1 î.,,îÌ;: í''''' ] 

. c[ 
J 

.' r o r * ],' 1,. ¡ ]

[+"r10¡+ 3J(ar^_)-l

RNH(zH)N ,,, = ll+r(a," - øn) 
l. 

c[f ,f o¡+ 
].r(a,,-)]* 0,*",

[+6J(ø" + ø*) I

-.rl#o l-
.¿-¿l ¡ - |

i \-tL /

13.2.el

13.2.121

13.2.r31

P¡¡x¡¡r
vl,h, [r".", (r". - ,*, )* 3Jrn", (r"* )lx#-xl I4rin", 

l+6.In*", (ø"" + ør, ) J

The cross-relaxation rate R*(H) -+ N.) is calculated from the

heteronuclear nOe and RN(N,); it can also be measured

experimentally (see Peng &" Wagner, 1992b):

noe = r+ rl-t . a{ }- r 
7N Lr[r(r"-@n)+3J(ø*)+6J(cttr*r*)J+CJ(ø*)J

= 1* r' IR*(s) 
-+ ru.)l

/N L RN(N.) I

The expression for the cross-relaxation rate is given by:
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RN(H) -+ N.) = D]6J(@H+ øn) - J(r^- r*)] 13.2 r41

and the amide proton relaxation rate is given by:

RH(H)) = nft(a,- ø*)+ 3J(ø,) + 6l(04 L3.2.tsl

The relaxation rates given by equations t3.2.81-t3.2.111, 13.2.I41,

and t3.2.151 form a system of linear equations which can be solved to

give the spectral density equations 13.2.lJ-13.2.51. The relaxation

rates are determined experimentally (see sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.3)

and the values substituted into equations 13.2.ll-t3.2.5) in order to

calculate the spectral densities.

The spectral density mapping method is limited for a number

of reasons. The effects of cross-relaxation between the amide proton

and adjacent protons within 500 pm lead to a non-exponential decay

of R"(H)) (see equation 13.2.12)). The decay of R*,(2H)N,) and

RNH(2H)N,,r) are non-exponential due to the effects of cross-

correlation between dipolar and CSA relaxation, and the non-

exponential decay of ÃH(H)). Furthermore, the hi-qh frequency

spectral density values are sometimes negative because they are

generated by taking the difference between relaxation rates which

are of similar magnitude and therefore aÍe sensitive to experimental

error (Farrow et aI., 1995b).

+ cl* )] + p"**,
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9.2.6 Error estimation for spectral density mapping'

The effects of random errors on the calcul ated spectral

densities were determined by Monte Carlo procedures (Palmer et al.,

1991). The nine experimental peak heights in an exponential decay

(see Figure 3.2.9) were taken to be the means of Gaussian

distributions of 500 peak heights which were generated using the

pfogram Mathematica (Wolfram, 1991) (see Figure 3.2.12). The

standard deviations of the Gaussian distributions were set equal to

the rms noise in the baseline of the experimental spectrum. The

rms noise was calculated using the standard Bruker software from

the signal-to-noise ratio, which was obtained from a 0.4-0.9 ppm

region of baseline in a processed spectrum, corresponding to

approximately 345 and 780 data points for the experimental

conditions given in section 3.2.I. Non-linear least squares fits of the

nine sets of 500 randomly generated peaks to a tu'o-parameter

exponential decay yielded 500 rate constants per nucleus. This

procedure was repeated for all of the experimentally determined

rate constants, for example, see Figure 3.2.11 and Appendix E: Figure

E.1. The error in the nOe value was calculated as shown in Figure

3,2.10. An ensemble of 500 R*(H)-+N.) values was calculated from

the 500 nOe and R^*(N.) values (see equations t3.2.131)' The

ensembles of randomly generated rates were used in the calculation

of 500 spectral density values using equations 13.2.Il-t3.2.51. The

standard deviations of the ensembles of spectral density values were

taken as the errors of the spectral densities (see Figure 3.2'12)'
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Generally, the Monte Carlo error analysis compares favorably with

the experimental means and standard deviations of the one-spin

nitrogen relaxation rates RN(N.) and A^*(N,,y), whereas the

experimental means and standard deviations of the fits of the two-

spin 1g - 1s ¡ rates RNH(2H)N.) and RNH(2H)N,,y), are slightly

underestimated by the Monte Carlo analysis.

RN(N.)

nine peak heighrs (means) li?Lüå åliäåjffiline 
noise

means and standa¡d deviations of nine Gaussian distributions

randomly choose 500 peak heights ticlm cach

of the distributions

Curve fit 500 randomly chosen nine point exponential decays

to a two-parameter exPonential.

I

I
I

I
I
I

Y

500 RN(N.) --.- calculate mean and standard deviation

Figure 3,2.1,1. Flow-chart for the generation of 500 synthetic data sets (or Monte Carlo

ensembles) of R*(N.).
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Figure 3.2.12. Monte Carlo ensemble of 500 Rr*(N.) values for residue 5 of
alamethicin dissolved in methanol at 27 oC. The distribution was generated as described
in the text. The mean of the Monæ Carlcl distribution is equal to the experimental mean of

1.66 s-l. The standard deviation of the fitis +0.011 s-I and the standa¡d deviation of the

ensemble is +0.015 s-1.

3.2.7 Quasi-spectral densitl' mapping.

Quasi-spectral density (QSD) mapping was used to analyze the

relaxation data of alamethicin dissolved in methanol at 27 oC and 5

oC. and in SDS at 27 oC. This method is similar to the spectral density

mapping developed by Peng and wagner (1992a,b) with the

exception that the high frequency spectral density values, J(An+ IONI),

J(fOs), and J(A1-@N) aÍe assumed to be equal with values of about

zero (Farrow et al., 1995a; Ishima &. Nagayama, 1995). Therefore,
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the high frequency spectral density values may be replaced by a

single spectral density, J(Ø¡), in equations 13.2.8, 3.2.9, and 3.2.131'

This simplification allows the spectral density to be mapped by

measuring only three relaxation parameters (usually Rn(N.), R*(N.,r)'

and nOe), instead of the usual six required by the spectral density

mapping method (see section 3.2.5). Using the QSD approximation,

equations 3.2.8,3.2.9, and 3.2.13 become (Farrow eI al., 1995a;

Ishima &. Nagayama, 1995):

RNa (N, ) = n[¡¡(ar* ) + 1 ] (a)] + cl(ø.) 13.2.161

Í3.2.r71RNa(N,,r) =

noea
p[sr(ú)h )] [3.2.18]

RNa(N, )

In equations 13.2.16-3.2.L81, the superscript Q indicates the quasi-

spectral density approximation. Analytical solutions for equations

13.2.16-3.2.18) in tetms of the quasi-spectral density values were

determined using the program Mathematica and are given below.

ra (0) = * lr.hl' [,,[*)^,' 
r*.,, . 

[,, 
- noe) - Z*), o( N, )]

llotrol+ 
r3r(øn )+ r,r(a,*)]. 

{J.,'rol 
* },'(r.)]

^'(
= 1*&l

7*[

13.2.191
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,.(,*) = 

{a*¡ç;] 
. 

[[,, 
- noe) . +i), o,*,,] t3.2.201

13.2.2r1¡o (,, ) = fl+] .,,"o, - r¡n* {N. )l

The constants D, and C are given by equations 13.2.61 and 13.2.71 and

Tu and I¡¡ are the magnetogyric ratios of the proton and I 5 N ,

respectively. The QSD values can be obtained directly by

substitution of the experimental relaxation rates into equations

13.2.Ig-3.2.211, by solving equations 13.2.16-3.2.I9J numerically in

terms of the spectral densities, or by optimization of the equation:

r Uo(o), /a (r* ), /a (ron )] =

(*ff' (N,,r ) - R*a (N,,, ))' - no.o )'(nff'(N.) - RS(N.))'

01¡*1*.¡

t3.2.221

by optimizing the values of the quasi-spectral densities. In equation

Í3.2.22¡ "exp" indicates experimental, a indicates the relaxation

parameter calculated with the QSD approximation (see equations

[3.2.16-3.2.18]), and 6 indicates the standard deviation associated

with the particular relaxation parameter. The optimization method

(nOe'^r

Onfiry tu,,r ) O¡Q¿exr
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(minimization of equation 13.2.221)

values, although all three methods

results.

was used to obtain the /a ( ¿o)

were found to give identical

3.2.8 Error estimation for quasi-spectral density mapping.

Synthetic data sets of R*(N.), R*(N,,,), and nOe which were

generated about the experimental means (see section 3.2'6) were

substituted into equation 13.2.221 which was subsequently optimized

in order to yield 500 ./(0), J(alN), and J(a) values. It was not

necessary to generate Gaussian distributions about the optimized

Rn(N.), R*(N,,r), and nOe values (back-calculated) from equations

13.2.16-3.2.181 since the back-calculated and experimental values of

Rn(N.), R*(N,,r), and nOe were found to be equal. The means and

standard deviations of these ensembles are reported (see Results).

3.2.9 Model-free analysis of relaxation parameters.

The relaxation of a protonated 15N nucleus is dominated by

modulation of the dipolar interaction with its directly attached

proton and to a smaller extent by modulation of the anisotropy of the

chemical shift interaction of the lsN via random molecular motions

(see equarions t3.2.81 , 13.2.91, and 13.2.131). In the absence of an

experimental determination of the spectral density values at a given

static magnetic field strength (see section 3.2.5), the spectral density

may be approximated using the full isotropic Lipari-S zabo spectral

density (Lipari &. Szabo, 1982a,b):
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13.2.231

with
Í3.2.241

The order parameter can take values from 0, which indicates

unrestricted isotropic internal motions, to 1, indicative of completely

hindered internal motions. Experimental relaxation data is analyzed

by providing an initial estimate for r, (vide infra), substituting

equation 13 .2.231 in equations 13.2.81 , 13 '2'91, and 13 '2'l3l' and

varying the values of 52 and t, until the experimentally observed

relaxation rates of a backbone amide 15N match those calculated

from equations t3.2.81 , 13.2.9), 13.2.I31, and 13'2'23)' This is most

easily achieved by minimizing the function:

- rR.H(i).*p R¡os(l).".)' , 1noe,*o - noe.".)'
Jto,r"r-L-,-

' 
1oRnr,,,.^o )t (onog.*p )

13.2.2s1

where i = NT, Nf,r, and oRn{i)* , oooeon are the experimental errors in the

relaxatiOn parameters and the SubSCriptS "Calc" and "e*p" refer tO

calculated and experimental, respectively (see Appendix E: Figures

8.2 and E.3). The function of 52 and t, given by equation 13'2'251 can

be minimized separately for each nucleus after providing an estimate

of the overall correlation time for the molecule. For lsN labelled

proteins, the relaxation data of all backbone amide nitrogens are

generally used to estimate rc. The r, is obtained by minimizing the

rrr[ ç2nr(ø)=|.;JL*æ (r - s')zl
'G1',ø¡l.1

111
-=-.r-Ê4
L Ú^ U^
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difference between the observed RN(N.)/RN(N,,r) ratio and that

calculated using equations t3.2.81 , 13.2.g1, 13.2.131, and 13.2.231 with 52

= l, re=O (i.e. rigid isotropic leorientation) (Kay et al., 1989, Palmet et

al., 1991). The value of r, obtained from the RN(N.)/RN(N,,') ratio is

valid as long as trc > l ns and r, < 100 ps, in other words, the ratio is

not Sensitive to the values of 52 and re when Tr)) rr. The correlation

times obtained from the RN(N.)/RN(N,,r) ratios for all residues afe

averaged and cc values outside of tl standard deviation of the mean

are excluded. The remaining values are used

"trimmed" average. Residues whose rc

deviation of the mean usually signify residues which are affected by

internal motions which are not in the extreme narrowing limit and

residues whose Tc is greater than 1 standard deviation of the mean

are often significantly affected by exchange contributions to RN(N',))'

when the 15N 180o pulses in the GPMG train are separated by I

ms (see Figures 3.2,2 and 3.2.8) (Mandel et al., 1995) conformational

exchange on the ¡-rs to ms time-scale and internal motions faster than

100 ps, when ø. is greater than I ns, can affect the t, determined by

the RN(N.)/ÃN(N,,r) ratio in opposite directions; thus a combination of

the two effects can cancel each other out. In cases where it is

suspected that RN(N,,r) contains a contribution from conformational

exchange (i.e. the relaxation data is poorly fit by 13.2'251, ot the

RN(N.)/RN(N,,r) ratio gives an anomalously large rc compared to the

trimmed value), a conformational exchange parameter (Rr") can be

included in the expression for RN(N,,)), whose value can be adjusted

in conjunction with the values of 52 and r, (Palmer et a1.., 1991):

ln

is

the calculation of a

less than l standard
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RN (N. 
) ) = ilï::,i. 1 î. n . ì;: í'''''] 

. c[J,ro r * ] ", 
(,,- ;] * n".

13.2.261

However,where R ,r is an adjustable parameter with units of s- l

equation 13.2.251 may not be adequate to model experimental

relaxation data even with the extension given in equation [3.2.26).

Several variants of the Lipari-Szabo isotropic spectral density model

(equation 13.2.251) have been proposed and summarized by Mandel

( 1 ee5):

r - s])r,
13.2.211r , t2I+\arr)

t ,¡2
1+ (al?")

where i, = rrr"f (r, + r"); Í, = r,r,l(t, + t,); z, is the effective correlation

time for internal motions on a time scale faster than about 100 - 200

pS, ?s is the effective correlation time for slow internal lnotions on a

time scale longer than tl but shorter than rri the square of the

generalized order parameter representing the amplitude of internal

motions is given by S'=SiS,t, SÍ and Si are the order parameters for

slow and fast internal motions, respectively. Table 3.2.I lists the five

spectral density models that can be used to analyze the relaxation of

a backbone amide nitrogen in an isotropically reorienting protein.

(sl -s')ø,
+
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oModel 1 is used for isotropically reorienting proæins with intemal moúons in the exÍeme
nanowing regime. Model i is aþplicable wñenever the relaxation is.predorlinantly caused

Ul tftr ovõraf molecula¡ reorientaiion. Model 2- applies.to isotro-pical1y reorienting proteins

oíittr inte*al motions on a much faster time scaleihan the overall motion, but both motions

contribute to the relaxation rates (see equation t3.2.231). Models 3 and 4 are identical to

Models ! and 2, except for the inclusion of an exchange term for the transverse relaxation
iate. Modet 5 is used for the case of anisotropic rotational diffusion, that is, two different
correlation times contribute to the observed relaxation rates (see Mandel, 1995).

3.2.10 Error estimation fo, model-free parameters'

Table 3.2.1. Spectral density models derived from equation3.2.2la

Model Parameters Assumption s

1 s2 S,' = 1, r, -+ 0,t, <20 Ps

2 J' I -4'e - "l SÍ = t, negligible slow motions

3 5,, R.* model I with exchange te¡4q

4 ^St, Íe = T l, 4- model 2 with exchanqc term

5 szr, st, t" = T, rr+0

Synthetic data sets consisting of 500 R^*(N.), RN(N',,), and nOe

values were generated for alamethicin dissolved in methanol at 21 oC

and 5 oC as described in section 3.2.6. The standard deviations of

RN(N.), RN(N,,r), and nOe values from these Synthetic data Sets were

taken as the standard deviations of Gaussian distributions (optimized

distributions) whose means were back-calculated using equations

t3.2.81 (.RN(N.))' 13,2.91 (or 13.2.261) (RN(N','))' and 13.2.131 (nOe), and

the spectral density equation 13.2.231, the optimized values of 52 and

îe were obtained by minimizing the experimental relaxation data

with equation 13.2.251. 500 data sets of RN(N.), AN(N,,,), and nOe

were chosen randomlY from the optimized distribution and
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minimized with respect to 52 and r, using the spectral density

equation 13.2.251 and equations 13.2.81 (RN(N.)); 13.2.9) (or 13.2.261)

(RN(N,,y)); and L3.2.131 (nOe). The means and standard deviations of

the 500 sets of Sz and r, are reported (see Part B, Results).
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PART B

CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

Backbone Dynamics of an Alamethicin in Methanol and SDS

4.1 Determination of the backbone dynamics of an alametlticin in

methanol and SDS micelles.

4.1.1 Relaxatíon parameters: al.amethicin in methanol.

Figures 4.1.1-4.1.7 show the backbone amide proton and

nitrogen relaxation rates and heteronuclear {tH}ttN nOes measured

for alamethicin dissolved in methanol at 27 oC and 5 oC. The error

bars indicate the standard deviation of the fits. The average values

and standard deviations of the relaxation parameters at 27 oC (and 5

'C) aÍe as follows: RN(N.) , 1 .63+0.ll (1.98t0.18) s- I ; RN(N,,/),

t.g8+0.22 (3.0710.36) s-1 ; R*u(2H)N.,)), 3.0810.19 (4.25t0.36) s-1 ;

RM{(2H)N.)' 2,83+0.18 (3.68t0.39) r-1 ; RH(H))' 1.7 6+0,14

(1.66t0.10) ,-1; RN(H) +N.), 0.2510.03 (0.17t0.02) s-1. The

averages of the {1H} lsl nOe values (1 + n), at 27 oC (5 'C), are

-0.5+0.3 (0.13+0.19). As expected, the measured two-spin

relaxation rates (R"'r(2H)N.) and RMr(2HfN,,i)) are approximately

equal to the sums of the measured one spin rates (Ã"(H)) + RN(N.) or

RN(N.,r)) (Peng & Wagner, 1992a). In general, the relaxation rates in

methanol are faster at 5 oC than at 27 oC, indicative of longer

rotational correlation times at the lower temperature (see Part B,

Discussion, Figure 5.1 .1). One exception is the rate of proton
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longitudinal relaxation (Àr(H))) which is slightly slower than the rate

at 27 oC (Figure 4.1 .7). In addition, the heteronuclear cross

relaxation rates are faster at 2l oC than at 5 oC but this is due to the

larger (negative) nOe at the higher temperature. The R"(N.) data at

both temperatures (Figure 4.1 .l) show a pronounced curvature as a

function of amino acid sequence, rates of relaxation being generally

slower at the ends of the molecule and increasing as the middle is

approached. In addition, the Gly-11 and Leu-IZ rates appear slower

than the immediately adjacent residues. A similal pattern is

observed, though less pronounced, in both sets of two-spin relaxation

rates (Figures 4.L4 and 4.1.5). Note however that experiments

which used presaturation of the water resonance between scans

show a reduced intensity for the Aib- I resonance compared to

experiments which employed proton spin lock pulses for water

suppression. This suggests that the data for Aib-1 may be affected

by rapid hydrogen exchange at that residue. In spite of this the data

suggest enhanced motion on the nanosecond to picosecond timescale

at the ends of the molecule and perhaps at Gly-ll and Leu-12.

The averages for the {tg¡ts¡ nOe values (l + 4), at 27 "C (and

5 oC), aÍe -0.5+0.3 (0.13t0.19) (see Figure 4.1.3). Like the RN(N.,))

data, the nOe data in methanol are more variable than the RN(N,)

data, although at both temperatures more negative nOes at the ends

of the molecule than in the middle suggest enhanced mobility there.

The variations in the nOe data with amino acid sequence af e

suggestive of significant differences in motion along the sequence

(see Part B, Discussion, Figure 5.1.1). This conclusion is supported by

the 52 and "I( ro) data.
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In general, the measured relaxation parameters indicate that

the internuclear lsN-lH bond vectors in the backbone of alamethicin

dissolved in methanol at 27 oC and 5 oC reorient more rapidly than

those in the 70 residue eglin c dissolved in water at 36 oC (Peng &'

Wagner, 1992a). The measurements on alamethicin are compatible

with the l5N relaxation measurements in water at 26 oC of the 56

residue lgG-binding domain of streptococcal protein G (Barchi et aI',

lgg4). In that protein the average RN(N.) (2.4 s'i) and RN(N,,r) (5.0

r - I ) values are slightly longer and the nOe values slightly more

positive (0.5) than the measurements on alamethicin at 5 oC in

methanol.

I
7

o

5

) 27"C

ffi 5"c

5 7 I 11 13 15 17

Amino Acid Residue

RN (N.) 4

S' 3

2

1

0
19

Figure 4.1."t. 11.7 Tesla longitudinal relaxation rates (RN(N.)) for alamethicin in

methanol at27 oC (solid bars) and 5 oC (dotted bars). The average errors of the fiß were

i, " ana 3Vo lor 27 oC and 5 oC, respectively. For alamethicin in methanol and SDS,

residues 2 and 14 ueprolines which lack amide protons, and cannot give rise to a lH-lsN

correlation peak. Foi alamethicin in methanol at 27 oC, Aib-3 overlaps with the low
frequency peaX of the Val-15 doublet, thus all relaxation measurements (see Fig_ures 4.I.2,
+.fq-q.í.i) are for the high frequency peak of the Vai-15 doublet. For alamethicin
dissolved in methanol at 5 oC, the resolved peaks in the one-dimensional spectra are:

residues t,3,7 , 10, 11, 13, and residues 15-20-
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Amino Acid Residue

Figure 4.1.2. 11.7 Tesla tÍansverse relaxation rates (RN(N,,y)) for alamethicin in

methanol at27 oC (solid bars) and 5 oC (dotted ba¡s). The average errors of the fits were

I.5Vo and l.7%o for 27 oC and 5 oC, respectively'

5

RN(N*,)) 4

s-1 3

2

1

0

0.4

-0.8

-1.2

I
ffi

27 0c

50c

9 11 13 15 17 19

I
ffi

27 "C
5"C

1 3 5 7 I 11 13 15 17 19

0.8

ooc

z
-a -0.4
T

Amino Acid Residue

Figure 4.1.3. 11.7 Tesla proton-decoupled heteronuclea¡ Overhauser enhancements

C{t'ff }lsN) for alamethicin in methanol at2T "C (solid bars) and 5 oC (dotted bars). The

{ 
tH 

} 
ttp nOe for residues 6 and 19 ol' alamethicin in methanol at 27 oC wcre measured by

àitró, detection of lsN (Yee & O'Neil, lgg2) due to overlap in the lH-lsN 2D-correlation
spectrum. The average errors from the rms noise in the baseplane of the 2D spectra were

l07o and 4l%o for spectra at27 oC and 5 oC, respectively.
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I
ffi

27 "C
50c

1 3 5 7 I 11 13 15 17 19

Amino Acid Residue

Figure 4.1,4. 11.7 Tesla two-spin relaxation rates (RNH(2H)N,,,,)) for alamethicin in

methanol at27 oC (solid bars) and 5 oC (dotted bars). The average errors of the fits were
4Vo and 6Vo for 27 oC and 5 oC, respectively.

7

6

n*rzn)N.,1]

3

2

1

0

| 27.c

m 5"c

1 3 5 7 I 11 13 15 17 19

Amino Acid Residue

FÍgure 4.1.5. 11.7 Tesla two-spin relaxation rates (RNjr(2HfN.)) for alamethicin in

methanol at27 oC (solid bars) and 5 oC (dotted bars). The average errors of the fits was
3Vo atboth27 oC and 5oC.
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6

h

R"(Hl + N,)-4
s-1

3

T
ffi

27 "c
Êon

2

1

0
1 3 5 7 I 11 13 15 17 19

Amino Acid Residue

Figure 4.1.6. 11.7 Tesla cross-relaxation rates (R*(H) -+ N.)) calculated from the

heteronuclear nOe and R*(N.) (see Part B, Methods, equation t3.3.131) for alamethicin in

methanol at27 oC (solid bars) and 5 "C (dotted bars). The average errors of the fits were
0.2Vo and 0.3Vo for 27 oC and 5oC, respectively.

7

6

ãv
R,(H:')n\ L' 

4

s-] 3

2

1

0 1 3 5 7 I 11 13 15 17 19

Amino Acid Residue

Figure 4.1.7. 11.7 Tesla lsN-edited proton longitudinal relaxation rates (RH(H))) for
alamethicin in methanol at27 "C (soiid bars) and 5 oC (dotted ba¡s). The average erors of
the fits were ZVo and 4Vo for 27 oC and 5oC, respectively.

a 27.c
m 5'c
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4.L.2 Relaxation parameters: alamethicin in SDS'

Figures 4.1 .8-4.1 .10 show the relaxation parameters measured

for the backbone nitrogens of alamethicin dissolved in SDS. The

average rate of longitudinal relaxation, RN(N.), for the 16 observable

backbone amide nitrogens of alamethicin in SDS is 2.0+0.1 s-l and

the transverse relaxation rate, RN(N*,r), has an average value of

6.5+0.6 s- I . The average nOe (1 + n ) is 0.5+0.1. These

measurements are comparable to those found for the 56 residue Ig-

G-binding domain of streptococcal protein G (Barchi et al., 1994)' The

greater rate of transverse relaxation, and the larger positive nOe

values, compared to the results for alamethicin dissolved in methanol

at 27 oC and 5 oC, suggest that alamethicin reorients more slowly in

SDS solution at 27 oC than in methanol at 27 oC and 5 oC. Compared

to the relaxation rates measured in methanol, the RN(N.) and

especially the RN(N,,r) and nOe data aÍe significantly less variable

from residue to residue in SDS. Excluding measurements at the ends

of the peptide, the longitudinal rates measured in SDS are slightly

slower than those measured in methanol at 5 oC. This suggests that

the addition of detergent has lengthened the overall Tc to the extent

that the peptide enters the spin-diffusion regime (see Part B,

Discussion, Figure 5.1.1). In agreement with this, the RN(N,,y) rates

are about twice as rapid in SDS at 27 oC compared to those measured

in methanol at 5 oC. The measured nOes are also significantly

elevated in SDS compared to the values measured in methanol.

However, the average nOe of 0.5 is significantly less than that

predicted (0.75-0.8) for an isotropically rotating rigid molecule based
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on the measured RN(N.)

significant contributions

and RN(N,,r). This

to relaxation from

is evidence that there are

high frequency motion.

RN (N. )

S'

1 3 5 7 I 11 13 15 17 19

Amino Acid Residue

Figure 4.1.8. lsN longitudinal relaxation rates (RN(N.)) for alamethicin in SDS atII.7
Tesla and at 27 oC. For alamethicin in SDS, residues 2 and 14 are prolines which lack

amide protons, and cannot give rise to a lH-lsN correlation peak and the cross peaks of
residues 4 and 15 are overiapped. The average error of the fits was3Vo.

R*(N',r)

S'

I
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2
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0

Figure 4.1.9. 15N transverse

SDS at 11.7 Tesla and at 27 "C.

5 7 g 11 13 15 17 19

Amino Acid Residue
relaxation rates (RN(N,,r)) for alamethicin dissolved
The average error of the fts was 3Vo.

1n
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0.8

0.4

0

-0.4

-0.8

-1.2
7 I 11 13 15 17 19

Amino Acid Residue

Figure 4.1.10. 11.7 Tesla proton-decoupled heteronuclear Overhauser enhancements
({t-H}rsN) for alamethicin dissolved in SDS al27 oC. The resonances of residues 4 and

15 are overlapped in the 2D lH-lsN correlation spectra. The average erro_r was calculated

from the rmsioise in the baseplane of the 2D spectrum and was 5Vo (see Pa¡t B, Methods,
Figure 3.3.10).

4.1.3 Spectral density mappittg: alamethicin in methanol.

The five spectral density values for the backbone amides of

alamethicin dissolved in methanol at 27 oC (solid bars) and 5 oC

(hatched bars) calculated from the data in Figures 4.I.1-4.1.2, 4.1.4-

4.1.7 and equations t3.3.11-i3.3.51 (Part B, Methods) are shown in

Figures 4.1.t1-4.1.15. The average values at" 27 'C (5 "C) arel ,f(0),

0.30+0.04 (0.5710.07) ns rad- 1; J( ¿oN ), 0.28+0.04 (0.42+0.06) ns

rad-r; J(Ør-*toN), 0.034+0.004 (0.01010.007) ns rad-r; J(@H),

0.05+0.03 (0.06t0.03) ns rad-1; and J(au-@N), 0.01+0.02 (-

0.07+0.04) ns rad-1. The negative values in the two sets of high

frequency data are likely due to the generation of the data by the

(¡)

oc
z
I
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subtraction of large relaxation rates with similar values (see

equations 14 and 16; Peng &. wagner, 1992a). The averages of the

J(0) for alamethicin at 27 oC and 5 oC afe about 20Vo and 40Vo'

respectively, of the corresponding value for the core residues of eglin

c (1.33t0.07 ns rad-l) (Peng & Wagner, 1992a). The results of the

spectral density analysis ale considered in detail in Part B, Discussion

(see section 5.1.3).

0.8

| 27"C

ffi 5'c

1 3 5 7 I 11 13 15 17 19

Amino Acid Residue

0.6

J(0) o ¿

ns rad-1
0.2

0

-0.2

Figure 4.'L.ll. 50.7 MHz l5N backbone amide zqrg fre-gr1gncy. spectla^lilensity v.alue.s

((i;i, ¡oi;ñ.itriôin dissotved in methanol at27 'C (sofd bars) and 5 oC. (do.tted bars)'

The errors are based on Monte Carlo analyses of the relaxation data (see secúon 3.3.6.) and

have an average of 5Vo at27 oC and3Va at 5 oC.
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t
ffi

27 "C
50c

-0.2
9 11 13 15 17 19

Amino Acid Residue

Figure 4.1.12. 11.7 Tesla l5N 50 MHz spectrd q91t1ty values ({a¡{)) for the backbone

nitiogens of alamethicin dissolved in methan ol at27 oC (solid ba¡s) and 5 oC (doned bars).

The errors are based on Monte Carlo analyses of the relaxation data (see section 3.4.6.).

The average erors ue3Vo and2fto,atzl oC and 5 oC, respectively.
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ns radl
0'2
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Amino Acid Residue

Figure 4.1.13. isN 450 MHz spectral density values (J(r,¡H+c,¡N)) for the backbone

nitîogens of alamethicin in methanol at27 oC (solid bars) and 5 oC (dotted bars) at ll.l
Tesla. The errors aie based on Monte Carlo analyses of the relaxation data (see section

3.4.6.). The averag...rotr areTVo and70vo, at2i 'C and 5 oc, respectively. The large

enors for the 5 oC data indicate that J(a41+a¡) = 0 for this temperature.
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Amino Acid Residue

Figure 4.1.14. 500 MHz spectral dlnsity va]99s (J(øs)) for the backbone nitrogen-15

nuclei of alamethicin in methanol at 27 oCisolid barÐjln¿ 5 "C (dotted bars) at 11'7 Tesla'

The average erïors ie S+q" and357o, aT-27 
oC and 5 oC, respectively.
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0,8

Figure 4.1.15. 550 MHz spectral density values (J(arn-ø¡¡)) for the backbone amide

tsÑ utom of alamethicin in merhanol at27 oC (solid bars)-and 5 oC (dotted bars) at 1i'7

Tesla. The averag. åñóii are297Vo and27vo, at27 oC and 5 oC, respectively'
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4.1.4 Quasi-spectral density mappirtg.

Figures 4.L16-4.1.18 show the calculated quasi-spectral

density values for the backbone amide lsN atoms of alamethicin

dissolved in methanol at 27 oC, and 5 oC, and in SDS at 27 oC. The

mean values and their standard deviations at 27 oC (5 oC) in

merhanol are: Ja (0), 0.31+0.01 (0.610.1) ns rad- 1 ; Jo ( ú0 N ) ,

0.36+0.05 (0.4610.05) ns rad-r; JQ(a¡r,), 0.015+0.004 (0.00710.002)

ns rad- I . The Ja ( o) values aÍe in agreement with the spectral

density values J(@) (see section 4.1.3). This suggests that the QSD

approximation will be valid in the case of alamethicin dissolved in

SDS as the relaxation rates and nOes show that the molecule reorients

with an even longer 3g than at 5 oC in methanol.

The means and standard deviations of the quasi-spectral

density values calculated for the molecule dissolved in SDS at 27 oC

are: "rQ(0), I.6+0.2 ns rad-1; /a(alN), 0.47t0.03 ns rad-1; /a(lDn),

0.004+0.001 ns rad-l. For alamethicin in SDS, the value of JQ(ah) is

essentially zeÍo, it is 0.3% of the /a(0) value. The quasi-spectral

density values aÍe examined at length in Part B, Discussion (see

section 5. I .4).
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Figure 4.1,16. Zero-frequency quasi-spectral density values tyqtOll obtained at Il.l
Tesla for the backbone nitrogen-t3 nuclei of alamethicin dissolved in mcthanol at 27 oC

(r"liã ú;i *d j óC (¿ott ¿"uars), and in SDS (hatched bars) at 2l oC. Errors are based

òn Monte Carlo analyses of the relaxation data (see section 3.3.8)- The average errors are

+q",lEi, and2Vo in methanol at27 oC and 5 oC, and in SDS at21 oC, respectively'

[ 27'C 2
EÐ 5oc

N sDS 
1.s

/0 (0)

ns rad'1
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Amino Acid Residue
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ffi 5oc
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/o ('* )

ns radr

0.8

0.4

1 3 5 7 I 11 13 15 17 19

Amino Acid Residue

Figure 4.1.17. 15N 50.7 MHz quasi-spectral density values t-lata¡lull fur the backbone

*ñi¿. nitrogens of alamethicin dissolved in methan ol at27 'C (solid bars) qd 5 oC (dotted

¡ùri, àn¿ in SDS (hatched bars) at27 "C. The average erors are2Vo,2Vo,ilnd lVo,in
methanol at27 oC and 5 oC, and in SDS at 27 oc,respectively.

1.6
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I 27 "C o.o5

ffi 50c

N SDS 0.04

0.03

0.02

0.01

0 5 7 I 11 13 15 17 19

Amino Acid Residue

Figure 4.1.18. Quasi-spectral density values at 450 MHz (Ja(ø¡)) for the backbone

amide lsN nuclei of alamethicin dissolved in methan o1at27 oC (solid bars) ald 5 "C (dotted

Uuirj, and in SDS (hatched bars) at27 oC. They-axis has been expanded_compared to

Figures 4.L16 and 4.1.17 in order to display the differences in the small "Ptrr)ol "1"^=
Ttre average efïors ue3Vo,4Vo,and57o,in methanol at27 "C,5 oC, and SDS at 27 oC,

respectivelY.

4,1,5 Molecular correlation time: alamethicin in methanc¡1.

The experimentally determined relaxation ratio,

RN(N.)/ RN(N,,y), has a mean value for all residues of 0.83+0'06 at 27

oC and 0.65+0.05 at 5 oC. The average Tc value determined over all

backbone nitrogens from the RN(N.)/ RN(N,,r) relaxation ratio is

1.2+0.4 ns at 27 oC and 2.4X0.3 ns at 5 oC. The ?. at 27 oC is reduced

to L.IilO.Z ns by excluding residues 17, 19, and 20, whose Tc values

falt outside of +1 standard deviation of the mean for all residues.

The Tç at 5 oC increases to 2.5+0.3 ns by excluding residues 11 and

17, whose overall correlation times are less than 1 standard

deviation of the mean. It should be noted that backbone amide 15N

/o(r,)

ns rad-1
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relaxation data were obtained for 16 of 20 residues for alamethicin

in methanol at 2j oC and for 12 of 20 residues at 5 oC (see Figures

4.I.1 and 4.1 .19). The overall correlation times for alamethicin

dissolved in methanol at 2'l oC and 5 oC appear reasonable in

comparison to the value of 3.30+0.02 ns obtained for the 56 residue

IgG-binding domain of streptococcal protein G in HzO determined at

26 oC by lSN-NMR relaxation measurements (Barchi et ctl., 1994) and

the value of 1.88+0.02 ns obtained for the 25 residue globular zinç

finger DNA-binding domain Xfin-3l determined in HzO at 30 'C by

l3C-NMR relaxation measurements (Palmer et aL, 1991). The ratio of

calculated correlation times for alamethicin dissolved in methanol at

5 oC and 27 oC is ë,'l4'' =1.8, (assuming an isotropically reorienting

sphere), which compares with the ratio of 2.3 calculated from the

correlation times obtained from the RN(N.)/ RN(N,,r) ratio and suggests

a slight overestimation of the Tc at 5 oC.

Tc

(ns)

2.5

¿

1

n

Amino Acid Residue

Figure  .L.lg. Determination of the overall molecular correlation time for alamethicin

diísolved in methanoi at z7 oC (open circles and solid line) and 5 "C (filled circle and

úhed tine) at 11.7 Tesla. Points d'esignated with an arrow indicate coneìation times that

*rr" gt.átét or less than one standarã deviation of the mean for all residues and were

therefõre not included when the "trimmed" mean was calculated. The trimmed correlation

ti-rr were 1.1+0.2 ns and 2.5+0.3 ns for alamethicin dissolved in methanol at27 oC and 5
oC, tespectively.

---e- 27 oC

--+- 5oC

--.-a"'-{- - -
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4.1.6 Molecular correlation time: alamethicin in sDs.

The average RN(N.)/ RN(N,,)) ratio determined for alamethicin

dissolved in SDS is 0.31+0.02 for all residues. The overall molecular

correlation time was calculated as 5.6+0.2 ns from the

R^*(N.)/ RN(N,,y) ratio; this value was increased to 5.7+0' l ns by

excluding the ?. values for residues 3, 6, 12, 13, l7' alld 20 whose

values are outside one standard deviation of the mean for all

residues. This value is comparable to an average Z. of I I ns' for the

50 residue bacteriophage M13 coat protein measured at 23 oC by

13C-NMR relaxation studies of the methyl groups of [3-13C]-labeled

alanines. It was estimated that approximately 60 SDS monomers

were bound per M13 coat protein dimer (Henry et al-, 1986)'

T

(ns)

2 5 7 I 11 13 15 17 19

Amino Acid Residue

Fipure 4,L.20. Determination of the overall molecular correlation time for alamethicin

ãir'*t;rJi" Sps-ui zj oc and at 11.T Tesla. Points designated with an arrow indicate

correlation times tfrâiare gràater or less than one standard deviation of the mean for all

residues. The trimmed corielation time is 5.7+0' 1 ns'
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4.1.7 Model-free analysis: alamethicin in methanol

The backbone dynamics of alamethicin dissolved in methanol

were analyzed using the model-free analysis of Lipari and Szabo

(1982a,b) and a Z. of 1.1 ns at 27 oc and 2.5 ns at 5 oc' determined

from the relaxation ratio ÃN(N.)/ RN(N,,)) (see section 4' 1'5)' The

model-free parameters s2 and Í. at z7 oc and 5 oc are shown in

Figures 4.1.20 and 4.1.2I. The average order parameter at 27 oC is

0.7+0.1 with a minimum value of 0.47 for residue 20 and a

maximum of 0.g5 for residue 10. The average order parameter at 5

oc is 0.6+0.1 with a maximum of 0.72 for residue 13 and a minimum

of 0.47 for residue 1. The internal correlation times (r.) at 27 oC

range from about 0 to I37 ps, with an avelage of 13X43 ps' The

average internal correlation time at 5 oC is 100+34 ps with a range

of 53 to 158 Ps.

t
ffi

27 0C

50c

0.6

5 7 I 11 131517
Amino Acid Residue

f

0.8

0.4

0.2

Figure 4.l.Zl. Generalized_order parameters (S2) folalamethicin dissolved in methanol

at27 oc(solid Urrl *d-5 t iOotæh bars) and 4 11.7 Tesla..The uimmed conelation times

are 1.1t0.2 ns and {üO.Z ns'at27 oC ald 5 oC, 
¡e-spegtively. Enors are based on Monte

õælo analyses of the relaxation data (see section 3'3'10)'
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I
ffi

27 0C

50c

5 7 I 11 13 15 17 19

Amino Acid Residue

Figure 4.l.22.Internal correlation times (ør) for alamethicin dissolved in methanol at2l
oC(solid bars) and 5 oC (dotted bars) and at 11.7 Tesla. The trimnred conelation times were

f .fiO.Z ns (2í.C) anO Z.S+0.3 ns (5 "C). Enors are based on Monte Carlo analyses of the

relaxation data (see Part B, Methods, section 3.3.10).

It has been pointed out that the overall correlation time

derived from the ÃN(N.)/ RN(N,,i) ratio is not valid if t" < I ns and ?. >

100 ps for backbone amide nitrogens in proteins (Kay et al'., 1989).

In other words, the overall correlation time must be approximately

two orders of magnitude slower than the internal motions. The data

acquired for alamethicin at 21 oC is near this limit. However, as

shown in Figure 4.1.23, the relaxation rates .RN(N,) and R^-(N*,i) back-

calculated from the spectral density function and a Tc of 1.1 ns for

alamethicin at 27 oC reproduce the experimental data for all residues

to within 4Vo, except for residues 19 and 20. The calculated R*(N,)

for residue 20 is within 4Vo of the measured value but the R*(N,,r) is

within 22Vo. The calculated rates RN(N,) and RN(N,,') are within 67o

and 8Vo respectively, of the experimental measurements for residue

200

150

I

(ps) 1oo

50
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19. The noe data is accurately reproduced to better than 57o, for all

residues except residues 11' 19, and 20 (l}Vo, 33Vo, and 9Va

respectively). The relaxation data for residues 19 and 20 can be

accurately reproduced by including a confo¡mational exchange term

in the spectral density expression for ,Rn(N,,r). When an exchange

term is included, the optimized model-free pafameters for residues

l9 and 20 are S2: 0.60 (residue l9), 0'34 (residue 20); r": l8 ps

(residue 19), 143 ps (residue 20), and the exchange parametels are

0.3 Hz (residue 19) and 0.5 Hz (residue 20).

In orde¡ to move Íc aw ay from the Rn(N.)= rR¡(N,,r) regime, the

model-free analysis was repeated at 5 oC' The Rn(N.)/ R^-(N',r) ratio at

2'.. oC is 0,85, and this is reduced to 0.63 at 5 oC. The model-free

parameters shown in Figures 4.1.21 and 4.1.22 can account for the

R^(N.) values to within 5Va on average. Figure 4.1.24 shows the

percent differences between back-calculated and experimental

relaxation data for alamethicin dissolved in methanol at 5 oC' The

largest deviations of the back-calculated nOe values are for residues

3 (6.7Vo), 16 (|L.lVo), and 17 (14.3Va). The largest deviations of the

back-calculated R*(N,) values are for residues ll (6.9Vo)' 16 (l4 )Vo)'

19 (8.lVo), and 20 (l0.3Vo). Only 1 residue (16) required an exchange

parameter of greater than 0.3 Hz to fit the data to better than 5Vo '

The back-calculated ÀN(N,,,) values agree with the experimental

values to bette¡ than l.7Vo for all residues. The largest deviations of

the back-calculated nOe values are for residues 3 (6.7Vo), 16 (ll.lVo)'

and 17 (14.3Vo). These results show that the two term' three

parameter Lipari-Szabo isotropic spectral density accounts very

effectively for the relaxation data for alamethicin dissolved in
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methanol at

effectively.

27 but that the data at 5 oC are fit slightly less

7 I 11 13

Amino Acid Residue

Figure 4.1.23. Percent difference between ^experimental 
relaxation pa-rameters and those

baõk-calculated from the optimized model-free parameters in the absence of an exchange

term for alamethicin dissolied in methanol at2i oC. When an exchange lelrn is included

theVodifferencesfor R*(N.), RN(N,,.,), and nOe we9Vo,7Va and4Va,for residue 19 and

!\Vo,\Vo, and 29Vo for residue 20, respectively, see text.

Figure 4.1.U. Percent difference between experimental relaxation parameters and those

baõk-calculated from the optimized model-free parameters in the absence of an exchange

term for alamethicin dissolved in methanol at 5 oC.
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The relaxation data for alamethicin in methanol was also optimized

for all residues simultaneously using the Lipari-Szabo spectral

density model and where the overall correlation time was a

parameter common to all residues (equations [3.3.23] and t3'3.241).

The results corresponded well to the model-free analysis performed

on a per residue basis. The r. values estimated by this analysis were

1.1 ns for methanol at 27 oC, and 2.J ns for methanol at 5 oC, in close

agreement with the values estimated from the RN(N.)/ RN(N,,y) ratio.

Furthermore, the optimized values of 52 and ?. determined from the

minimization over all residues simultaneously agree closely with the

results of the minimization of each residue separately.

4.1.8 Model-free analysis: alantethicin in SDS'

Optimization of equation 13.3,25) on a per residue basis with

respect to S2 and T" and using the full isotropic spectral density (see

equations Í3.3.231 and 13.3.241) with an overall correlation time of 5'7

ns yields 52 and ?. values as shown in Figures 4.1.25 and 4.1.26. The

average value for the order parameter is 0.73+0.06 with a range

from 0.61 for residue 20 to 0.81 for residues 10 and 13. The average

effective internal correlation time is 92+21 ps, with a maximum

value of 126 ps and a minimum value of 36 ps. The order

parameters and internal correlation times derived from the

optimization with the full isotropic spectral density along with an
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s2

Figure 4.l.ZS. Generalized order parameters (S2) for alamethicin dissolved in SDS at 27
ãö; rr.f iãlù.-the trimmed corretarion rime'is 5.7 ns. The relaxation data were fit

without an exchange term for R* (N,,, ).

7 I 11 13

Amino Acid Residue

140

te

(ps)

7 I 11 13

Amino Acid Residue

Figure 4,l.26.Internal correlation times (rr) for alamethicin dissolved in SDS micelles

at i oC and at 11.7 Tesla. The trimmed conelation time is 5.7+0.1 ns. The relaxation data

were fit without an exchange term for R* (N,,, ).
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overall

RN(N.) '

shown

correlation time of 5.7

RN(N,,y) and nOe data to

in Figure 4.1.27.

ns can account for the experimental

better than IjVa for all residues as

o
c
0.)

c)

=o
s
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1

0

e RN(N.)

_ €_ _ RN(N,,r)

- t- nOe

I

rÀ

, .\
'l / or/ \
t /q t' \
Þ/ '. '/

\ Á l-4,\? '.i
\.' j

5 7 I 11 13 15 17 19

Amino Acid Residue

Figure 4.1.27. Percent difference between experimental relaxation-parameters and those

buõt -cat.ulated from the optimized morJel-free þarameærs for alamethicin dissolved in SDS

at27 oC. The relaxation data were fît without an exchange telrn for R*(N,,'').

The SDS relaxation data were also analyzed with a conformational

exchange term as a free parameter in the spectral density expression

for RN(N,,') for all residues except 3, 6, and 11 . In the absence of

exchange, the back-calculated values of ^RN(N.), RN(N,,r), and nOe for

residue 3 are reproduced to 3Vo, 3Vo, and lVo, respectively (see Figure

4.1.30). The relaxation data for residues 6 and l1 agree to within 3Vo

of the experimental value in the absence of an exchange term. The

optimized exchange terms, order parameters, and internal correlation

times afe shown in Figure 4.1.28. The exchange terms vary from 0.1

Hz to 0.7 Hz with a mean of 0.3+0.2 Hz. IWhen an exchange
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parameter is included in the optimization of equation 3 '3 '25' the

average order parameter for all residues (Figure 4.1.28) is 0'7210'05

with a minimum value 0.6 for residue 1 and a maximum value of

0.81 for residue 10. The internal correlation times have a range of

32 to 111 ps and an average value of 85t21 ps'

s2

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

I

0.8

0.6 R

0.4

0.2

n

X

S'

7 I 11 13 15 17

Amino Acid Residue

Figure 4.l.Zg. Generalized order parameters (S2) for alamethicin dissolved in SDS at 27

õõinutctrd bars) unO uiti.Z festa. The trimmed correlation time is 5.7t0.1 ns. Errors

are based on Monte-õrfõãnulyiei of tire relaxation data (see Part B, Methods, section

3.3.10).
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Figure 4.l.Zg.Internal correlation times (rr) for alamethicin dissolved in SDS niicelles

at17 oC and at i1.7 Tesla. The trimned conelation time is 5.710.1 ns. Errors are based

on Monte Carlo analyses of the relaxation data (see Part B, Methods, section 3.3.10)'
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Figure 4.1.30. Percent difference between experimental relaxation.parameters and those

back-calculated from the optimized model-free þarameters for alamettricin clissolved in SDS

atZT oC. The relaxation data were fit with an exchange term for RN(N,.. ). Compare to

Figure 4.1.27.
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The relaxation data for alamethicin in SDS were also optimized for all

residues simultaneously using the Lipari-S zabo spectral density

model (without an exchange term for RN(N.,r)) and where the overall

correlation time was a parameter coûìmon to all residues (equations

t3.3.231 and 13.3.241). The l.value determined by this analysis was

5.9 ns for SDS at 27 oC, which agrees with the value estimated from

the RN(N.)/ RN(N.,y) ratio. The optimized values of 52 and Trfrom the

minimization over all residues agree closely with the results of the

minimization on a per residue basis'
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PART ts

CTIAPTER 5

DISCUSSION

Backbone Dynamics of an Alamethicin

5.1. Determination of the backbone dynamics

methanol and SDS micelles.

in Methanol and SDS

of an alamethicin In

5.1.1". Overall correlation tirne: alam.ethicin in methanol.

The theoretical correlation time for alamethicin in methanol at

30o C is 0.3 ns calculated with equation [5.1.1] and assuming a

spherical shape for the molecule (see also equation J.6, Creighton,

1 e93 ).

4rnR3
1------ec - 3kr

[s.1 .1]

where n is the viscosity of methanol at 30 oC (5.1 x l0-3 cm-l t-t g

(Poise)), k is Boltzmann's constant (1.38 x 10-16 erg K-t), I is the

temperature in Kelvin (303 K), and R3 is the cube of the molecular

radius in cm3 (note the use of Gaussian (cgs) units). The volume of

alamethicin was determined from the relationship (equation l0-5,

Cantor & Schimmel, 1980):

Mvo
N

t/ _v- ls.r.2l
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where M is the molecular mass of alamethicin (1991 'l)' N is

Avogadro's number, and V^ is the weighted average of the partial

specific volumes of the constituent amino acids (see Table 4'3 '

Creighton , lgg2). The partial specific volumes of the Aib residues

have been aPProximated as follows:

Vî* =!.ZxV\,= 0.878 cm'g-t

Thus the volume of alamethicin was calculated as 2'5I x 10-21 t-3'

If we assume that alamethicin is a prolate ellipsoid with a length of

30 Å, the correlation times for rotation about the long and short axes

are 0.2 and 0.5 ûs, respectively calculated with equations 10-19a and

10-23a and |o-23b, in cantor and schimmel, (1980). These

estimates do not take into account the possibility of association

between solvent and solute which would lead to a lengthening of the

overall correlation time. The ratio of calculated correlation times for

alamethicin dissolved in methanol at 5 oC and 27 oC is 'i lr!' =1'8'

(assuming an isotropically reorienting sphere), which compares with

the ratio of 2.3 calculated from the correlation times obtained from

the RN(N,)/ RN(N,,r) ratio.

The experimentally determined relaxation ratio'

RN(N.)/ RN(N,,y)' has a mean value of 0.8310.06 at 21 oc' The

RN(N,)/ RN(N,,y) ratio was used to determine the overall correlation

time of alamethicin in methanol (see Part B, Methods 3.2-9). The

determination of î, in this manner is vali d if t" > 1 ns and ?. < 100 ps

(Kay et aI., 1989; Zheng et al., 1995). Under these conditions, the

=(#),^
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RN(N.)/ RN(N,,y) ratio is independent of the values of 52 and T"' For

molecules whose overall reorientation is sufficiently rapid (i. e'

molecules in the extreme narrowing regime, See Figure 5 ' I ' 1) 
'

calculation of the overall correlation time from the AN(N.)/ RN(N',y)

ratio will fail if R*(N.)=RN(N,,i), since any number of correlation times

in the extreme narrowing limit will give a relaxation ratio of 1'

Figure 5.1.1 shows the relaxation rates of an isotropically reorienting

spherical molecule as a function of overall rotational correlation time.

Since alamethicin dissolved in methanol at 27 oC is near the

R*(N.)= RN(N.,)) limit, the relaxatioli analysis was repeated at 5 oC'

The experimentally determined relaxation ratio, R^-(N.)/ Rn(N,,,)' has

a mean of 0.65+0.05 at 5 oC.

The measured correlation times for alamethicin in methanol

aÍe reasonable in comparison to the values measured for similar

molecules. For example, the isotropic overall correlation time for the

cyclic 11 residue peptide cyclosporin A dissolved in CDCI3 was

determined to be 0.415 ns at 25 oC from I 3 C rel ax ation

measurements (Dellwo &. Wand, 1989). The viscosity of methanol

and deuterochloroform are nearly identical from 25 to 30 oC' From

this, we predict a correlation time of 0.95 ns for a 22 residue peptide

dissolved in methanol which is a value in reasonable agreement with

the Tc measured for alamethicin fl'om the RN (N.)/ RN (N , ., ) ratio (see

equations i5.1.11 and t5.1.21). Tliis estimate assumes that solute-

solvent interactions in CDCI3 and methanol aÍe similar. However,

hydrogen bonding interactions between alamethicin and methanol

may lengthen the correlation time of the peptide dissolved in

methanol.
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Figure 5.1.1. Theoretical values of R"(N.), RN(N,,y), and nOe predicted from the

Lipari-Szabo spectral density with 52=1 and rr=0 (see Pan A, Methods, equations t3.2.231

and13.2.24). The overall correlation times fclr alamethicin dissolved in methanol at2l oC

fl.f 'nrj,5'"C (2.5 ns), and in SDS at27 oC (5.7 ns) are shown. For alamethicin in

methanol at2'7 oC,the .R*(N.)/RN(N..,n) ratio is very close to 1, I'e. R*(N.)=,RN(N^,r).

The correlation time for alamethicin in methanol may also be

estimated from the published correlation times of proteins and

peptides obtained from NMR relaxation data in the literature (see

Figure 5.1.2 and Table 5.1 . 1). The data in Figure 5 .l .2 show the

relationship between calculated T c and peptide/protein mass

(number of amino acid residues). The correlation times in Figure

5.LZ and Table 5.1.1 have been corrected for temperature and

viscosity effects. The correlation time obtained from the data in

Figure 5.I.2 for a 20 residue peptide dissolved in HrO at 27 'C is 1.49

ns. This value is 0.88 ns when corrected for the viscosity of

10s

Tc (s)

1 O-8

- 
R*(N,)

n*(N, r)

nOe

J-¿

-/
,//

--'

/
1.1 ns 2.5 ns 5.7 ns
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methanol, which is

from the correlation

in agreement with

time of cyclosPorin

the previous estimate obtained

A in CDCh.

r

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

Number of Amino Acid Residues

Figure 5.L.2. Overall molecular correlation times for various proteins determined from
f.Ñln relaxation measurements. The data have been adjusted to the viscosity of water at27
oC (see equarions [5.1.1], 15.1.21, and Table 5.1.1). All data points are from l5N

relaxation measuremenß óf globular aqueous proteins except the points at l1 and 25

residues. The correlation time at 11 residues is obtained from a "C relaxation
roé*uptnrnt of cyclosporin A dissolved in CDCI3 and the 25 residue data point is from a

13C relaxation measurement for Xfin-31 dissolved in water (see Table 5.1.1).
Experimental errors have been included where available.
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Table 5.1.1. Overall molecular correlation times for various proteins determined from

NMR relaxation measurements (see Figure 5.1-2)o.

Protein T, (ns)

I niiJ ì
l.ro*J
Tral
I.r-J

Reference

S. nuclease complexeo wlm
3',5'-bisphosphate and Ca2*

150 residues (18 kDa)

3) "C
(15N)

9.I+U.) r.2l Kay et aL, T969

E. coli Ribonuclease ttt
155 residues

2'l'c
(1sN)

9.69+0.02 I.UU Manoel et a[., Ivv

X-fin 3i
25 residues

30 "c
(i3c)

1.88+0.02 1.08 Palnicr et a1.,199L

TH2 complexed with 12-
residue peptide

100 residues (13.7 kDa
total)

30 "c
(1sN)

6'7+i ) i.08 F,alrow et al., r99+

Chymotrypsin lnhibitor 2:
CTz

83 residues

Z) "U
(lsN)

4.17+0.02 u.9) Shaw et aL.,1995

Human Ubiquitin
76 residues

2U "C

(15N)

4. rr0.l 0.E3 Schnorder ¿/ ¿/.
r992

p53 Oligomenzatlon domam
(Enamer: 4x41 residues)

35 "C
(1sN)

L 4.ET T.?.1 Clubb et al., 199

eglin c
70 residues (8 m¡

3ô "U
(15N)

4.15+0.05 t.25 Peng & Wagner,
1992a

'I'rp Repressor
(dimer: 2x107 residues)

(25 kDa)

45 "C
(lsN)

12.9ï r.52 Zheng et al., r99)

B. subtilis Glucose
Permease 2 complexed with

L-tryptophan
162 residues

35 "C

(rsN)
6.5+0.5 T.2I Stonc et al., !992

Calmodulin + 19 resldue
peptide

NR
(rsN)

r0 Chen ¿¡ al.,1993

Calmodultn
148 residues (16.7 kDa)

35'C
(15N)

Ó.7Tì L,2T Barbato et aL.,199'2

cyclosporin A
11 residues (CDC13)

'¿5 "C

(13c)
0.475 1.56. Dellwcl & Wand,

1989

Anti-Digoxin AntibodY Vt
Domain

113 residues (12 kDa)

3U "C

(t5N)
8.45ttJ.24 I.UE Constantine et aL.

1992
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-EIuõocorticoid RecePtor
69 residues

26 "C

(1sN)
6.3+0.1 0.9lJ Berglund et aL.,

1992;Enikson ¿/
ul..1993

1.6 l.2r Redtield et aL.,199'2
Interleukin-+
129 residues

J) -L
(15N)

IsG-binding domam:
strei'tococcal Protein G 56

recirlnps

'¿6"C

(tsN)
3.3+.02 0.98 Ba¡chi et aL., 1994

Talc ium-loaded C albmdm
Dno

?? recidneç.

21 "C

(1sN)
4.25+0.4 t.00 -Ro-r.0et et a1.,1992

-Tfen Egg White LYsozYme
126 residues

35 "C
(1sN)

5.1!0.2 r.2t Buc'k ¿r al.,1995

-RibonucleæeH-Domain:
HfV Reverse TranscriPtase

134 residues

26"C
(1sN)

10.4+0.uð u.9ð -Powers et aL.,199'2

oFor the majority of data, the overall correlation time was determiined from the

RN(N.)/RN(Ñ,,r) relaxation ratio (see Figure 5.1.1). îData for these proteins was not

used in Figure 5.1.2 because they are oli,qomeric. For tIp^fepressor, the overall conelation

úme was calcutated iti^ïrt.ã"étig. ofÌñ.iorationat oinuôion coefficients perpendicular

and parallel to the unique ixis of ihg dimer. iîThe average correlation time.for the two

t t"äJ."ur"r.¿"ri"ìiiJpäiã¿ iuäìi rrãi"ér a'e thought tõreorient isotropicallv (sgb3lo

et al., lgg¡). The third column ,tpt.t.nit tttJ tu.tot üsed to normalize thê data to 27 "C'

4fftf ir the viscosity of water in Poises at 300 Kl 4Ë:" .indicates 
the viscosity of water at

the temperature of the experiment (p F19, CRC Handbook of chemistry and Physics'

lggg) *o ?.e*n iS the temperature in Kelvin at which the relaxation measurefnents were

;.d" *The 
viscosity for this measurement is that of CDCI. at298 K' NR: not reported'

Conformational exchange might affect RN(N'')) measurements

and lead to an incorrect estimate of ?, from the RN(N.)/ R^-(N*')) ratio'

During the application of a cPMG pulse train ' transvef se

magnetization can be dephased by conformational exchange before it

can be refocused by 180" pulses. Conformational exchange on the

micro to millisecond time scale can increase the measured tfansverse

relaxation rate when the delay between 15N 180o pulses in the CPMG

pulse Sequence is 0.9 ms. For alamethicin dissolved in methanol al

27 oC, the relaxation data for alt residues, except 19 and 20' used in
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the determination of ,cç were accurately reproduced without the

inclusionofanexchangetermtoRN(N,,r)(seePartB'Results)'

Therefore, conformational exchange does not appear to contribute to

the measured RN(N,,y) for all but two residues for alamethicin

dissolved in methanol at 21 oC' For the peptide dissolved in

methanol at 5 0c, the inclusion of an exchange pafameter improves

the fit for six of twelve resolved residues (see Part B ' Results) '

However,onlyoneresiduerequiresanexchangeparameterof
greater than 0.3 Hz suggesting that for most of the residues R^*(N''') is

only slightty affected by conformational exchange'

The determination of the (isotropic) overall rotational

correlation time may also be affected by anisotropic rotational

diffusion. The spectral density for an axially symmetric molecule

may be written as (Zheng et ctl'', 1995; Barbato et aI., |992; Woessner,

1962b; Huntress, 1968; Hubbard' 1970):

t5.1.31

.l- cr',
+(1-A)l --fr+

Ll+ [@r' J

, crT, l-l;þry]vz u2

t + 1ør,¡'

with
C, =1,ino , I
Cz = 3sin? ,p.or' ø |

G =[]"" r-+))

[5.1.4]
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where A is the angle between the bond vector

molecular axis, A is a parameter which reflects

internal motion for the internuclear vector' and

and the unique

the amplitude of

rl -

4-.2 -

1-13 -

the rotational

unique axis

4D,,+2D,

1

Dr+ 5D,

1

6Dt

ts. I .sl

Dt and Dr indicate

perpendicular to the

internal motions:

with

diffusion coefficients parallel and

of the molecule, respectivelY' For

IIì
IT

---7 =-1--
tî¿f!; ui 

"e

FI
Li - 

LL, 91t t3

t5.1.61

t5.1.71

The anisotropic analysis becomes particularly simple if we assume

that alamethicin is a rigid helical rod in methanol. For an ø-helical

rod, the nitrogen-proton bond vectors of the backbone amides are

nearly parallel to the unique axis of the molecule' Thus the angle A

in equations t5.1.41 is approximately zeÍo and we have:

c' =ol
G=0i
C, =I)

[5.1.8]
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Thus, equation t5.1.3] reduces to a form which is similar to the

Lipari-Szabo sPectral densitY '

I c2 n h-s')ø |

r*'"((D) =l*(æ+ì+df-l ts.1 .el

[s. I . l0]

11,|
where t =i-+1 (see equation [5.1.6])' A

Fîo 9c ,e

overall correlation time rc is determined

the unique axis of the molecule:

1
T, -- Tt = 6D,

is equated with 52, and the

by rotation PerPendicular to

An earlier analysis of l3C relaxation concluded that alamethicin is a

rigid helical rod in methanol at about 25 'C (Kelsh et al', 1992)' Using

a rigid helical rod model for alamethicin in methanol' backbone

amide lsN relaxation should be easily reproduced with the Lipari-

Szabo isotropic spectral density model with a single overall

correlation time, internal motions in the extfeme narrowing limit'

and order parameters near one. The Lipari- S zabo model-free

analysis of the backbone amide lsN relaxation of alamethicin in

methanol at 27 oC indicates that alamethicin does not tumble as a

rigid rod in methanol (see Results, Part B, Figures 4'I'21 and 4'l'22)'

In conclusion, the overall correlation times determined f or

alamethicin in methanol from the RN(N.)/ .RN(N,,y) ratio aÍe reasonable

estimates.
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5.1.2 Overall correlation time: alamethicin in SDS'

The experimentally determined average ÃN(N.)/ -RN(N,,r) ratio

determined for alamethicin dissolved in sDs is 0.31+0'02 for all

residues. A correlation time for the overall molecular motion of

5.6+0.2 ns was determined from the RN(N.)/ RN(N,,') ratio; this value

was increased to 5.7+0.1 ns by excluding the î. values for residues

3, 6, 12, 13, 17, and 20 whose values aÍe outside one standard

deviation of the mean for all residues (see Part B, Results, section

4.3.6). Only five residues of ten used in the determination of Tc had

exchange contributions of 0.3-0.5 Hz, indicating that conformational

exchange contributes to RN(N,,)) due to motions on the micro to

millisecond timescale. The average value for the exchange

parameters of the residues included in the determination of Tc was

0.3+0.2 Hz. Suggesting that t.he effect of conformational exchange on

Tc determined from the RN(N.)/ RN(N,.)) ratio is small.

The z. obtained from the model-free analysis of the peptide-

detergent complex (5.7t0.1 ns) can be used to calculate the mass of

the complex and the number of detergent monomers associated with

peptide assuming the complex is spherical. The mass of the complex

was estimated to be 9642 mass units from the data in Figure 5.1.2.

From the known maSSeS of the peptide and detergent monomers' and

assuming that the partial specific volume of detergent is similar to

that of the peptide, the number of detergent molecules in the

complex was estimated to be about 30. It was estimated that

approximately 60 SDS monomers are bound per M13 coat protein

dimer (100 residues) (Henry et al., 1986). However, that molecule
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has

the

a sizable polar region which may not interact with detergent in

same fashion as a highly hydrophobic peptide'

5.1.3 Spectral densitY maPPing.

The aÍea under the spectral density curve is insensitive to the

dynamics of the N-H bond vectors but the frequency bandwidth

increases with more rapid N-H bond reorientation (Abragam' 1961;

slichter, 1990). For alamethicin dissolved in methanol the /( a¡N)

values are nearly equal to the J (0) values at 27 oC' but af e

substantially smaller at 5 oC, corlsistent with a narrowing of the

Lorentzian spectral density curve due to the slowing of N-H bond

reorientation. Consistent with this the higher frequency spectral

density values (J(aln+loN), J(a¡H), and .r(ÚdH-úDN)) are larger at 27 oc

and contribute significantly more to the spectral density than at 5 oC'

The spectral density values of molecules whose RN(N.) and RN(N-'v)

are approximately equal aÍe constant over a frequency lange from 0

to about llt, (p lg4, Figure 5.8, Slichter, 1990). For alamethicin in

methanol at 27 oC lltr-16g MHz' As expected for molecules with

R*(N.)= RN(N,,)), the spectral density analysis confirms that J ((D ) is

constant up ro the frequency of nitrogen (50 MHz) (see Part B'

Results, Figures 4.I.11 and 4.1.12). As pointed out previously, the

local generalized correlation time Tc is equal to 512 J(0) (Peng &-

Wagner, 1992a). The average /(0) value of 0.30+0.04 ns rad-I at 27

oC can be used to calculate an average generalized local correlation

time of 0.8+0.1 ns and the average /(0) of 0.57+0.07 ns rad-l at 5 oC

gives an average for the local correlation time of | '4!0 '2 ns (see
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equation t5.1.131 below). The ratio of the averages for the local

correlation times at zi oc and 5 oc of l.g is in excellent agreement

with the rheoretical ratio (4" I t\',' = 1 .8) predicted for an isotropically

reorienting rigid sphere (see equation t5.1.11). The averages of /(0)

for alamethicin at 27 oc and 5 oc are about 2OVo and 40vo, respectively

oftheJ(0)forthecoreresiduesofeglinc(1.33+0.07nsrad).This
shows that the 15 ¡ - 1g bond vectors reorient on a faster time scale

than the corresponding core values for egtin c (Peng &" Wagner'

1992a). However, the variation in /(0) for alamethicin at both

temperatures is only slightly greater than that observed in the core

of eglin c (Peng and Wagner, 1992a). Nowhere in alamethicin do the

/(0) values drop to 15% of the maximum value as they do in eglin c

at the amino terminus, or even to 50Vo of the maximum value aS in

the loop region of eglin c. This shows that the differences in mobility

among the residues in alamethicin aÍe not as great as those

measured in elgin c and suggests that it is reasonable to assign an

overall ø" which is common to all the residues of alamethicin'

5.1.4 Quasi-spectral density mapptnS'

Calculation of three spectral density values /a(0), JQ( A¡r.¡), and

/a(Atrr) from two relaxation rates and the heteronuclear nOe allowed

us to test the validity of the QSD assumption and to compare spectral

density values measured in methanol with the QSD values calculated

for alamethicin in SDS. Figures 4.1.16-4.1.18 (Part B, Results) show

the optimized quasi-spectral density values for the backbone amides

of alamethicin dissolved in methan ol at 27 oC and 5 oC, and in SDS at
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27 oC. Comparison of the two sets of results shows that the /a(¿0)

values are in reasonable agreement with the spectral density values

(/(@)). This suggests that the QSD approximation will be valid in the

case of alamethicin dissolved in SDS as the relaxation rates and nOes

show that the molecule reorients with an even longer Tc than at 5 oC

in methanol. Therefore, the differences between J(As+ ÚDN), J(tOs) '

and,I(øH-ú¿N) will be smaller than in methanol at both temperatures'

The means and standard deviations of the quasi-spectral

density values calculated for the molecule dissolved in sDS at 27 oC

are: "/a(0), 1.6+0.2 ns rad-1;/0(ú0N), 0'47+0'03 ns rad-l; Ja(a¡i')'

0.004t0.001 ns rad-1. The average Tc for alamethicin in sDS

calculated from /a (0) is 4.25 ns. The more slowly reorienting

molecule in sDs has a much greater fraction of low freqtrency motion

than in methanol at both temperatures; the contributions from

la(A¡N) and,IQ( Ø¡) are only 29Vo and 0.37o respectively of the average

/a (0). The Ja (0) values calculated for alamethicin in SDS are

significantly larger than the /(0) values measured f or the core

residues of eglin c (Peng &. Wagner, l992a,b) but are similar to the

/a(0) values calculated for the folded sH3 domain (Farrow et aI"

1995a). The Ja(g) also appear larger in the middle of the peptide

than at the ends suggesting that the N-H vectors at the ends of the

molecule experience greater high frequency motion than those in the

middle. The "IQ(alr.,) show the opposite pattern with the values at the

ends being higher than in the middte. Interestingly' the /a(0) are

much less variable and significantly greater in magnitude than the

values calculated for the unfolded SH3 domain (Farrow et al., 1995a)'

Since the overall Tc of the two molecules is similar, (about 5'8 ns for
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SH3) this suggests that

frequency motion than the

domain.

alamethicin experiences much less high

least folded parts of the unfolded SH3

5.1.5 Generalized order parameters and internal correlation times:

alamethicin in methanol

The majority of proteins whose dynamics have been analyzed

by 15N relaxation measurements display order parameters of about

0.8 and internal correlation times in the extreme narrowing limit

(T">>'Ee\ Te= 0) for core residues in regions of well-defined secondary

structure. These results indicate that, in general, backbone nitrogens

in globular proteins have little flexibility with respect to the overall

tumbling of the protein (Wagner, 1993). One notable exception is the

ribonuclease H domain of the HIV reverse transcriptase, for which

the majority of residues appear flexible (Powers et al., 1992)' For

rigid proteins which tumble isotropically in solution, tþe relaxation

parameters can usually be adequately described using the Lipari-

Szabo spectral density (equation 5.1 .9). The Lipari-S zabo spectral

density is also applicable to ten residue peptides which have an

average order parameter of 0.36 and an average internal correlation

time of 50 ps (Jarvis &. craik, 1995; see rules (2) &. (3), Part B,

Theory, section 2.3.2).

The order parameters (0.5-0.8) and internal correlation times

(30-140 ps) for alamethicin in methanol at 21 oC and 5 oC indicate

that the backbone of this peptide is more rigid than "random coil" l0

residue peptides. The backbone of alamethicin in methanol is also
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more flexible than those of globular proteins whose order

paramerers are generally larger than 0.8 (Wagner, 1993)' The order

parameters also indicate that alamethicin is not aS flexible as some

unconstrained regions in globular proteins such as some N- and C-

termini and loop regions which exhibit 52 of 0'6 and 3. of about 50 ps

or greater (Redfield et aI., 1992', Kördel et aI., 1992)'

The internal correlation time Te depends on both the rate and

amplitude of the internal motion and can only be interpreted within

the context of a specific physical model. This is in contrast to the

generalized order parameter 52, which indicates spatial restriction

independent of a motional model. For Woessner'S wobbling in a cone

model (Woessner, lg62b), the cone semi-angle ( 00) is related to the

generalized order parameter through the relationship:

where Io = eos?o. Thus we

in Woessner's model for

- x3 -t2x3

find r¿ =195 ps for

an average internal

[s.1.11]

[s. I . 12]

the diffusion coefficient

correlation time of 73

= ] {.o, g.., )(t + cos go 
)

which gives a cone semi-angle of 28o for an average order parameter

of 0.7. The microscopic time constant (to) for diffusion within this

cone is related to Te by the equation (Lipari & Szabo, I982a):

* 6',1+0- x,,)(6 +Bxo _1xt))
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ps. In comparison to other globular proteins these parameters

indicate moderately restricted internal motions of the N-H vectors in

alamethicin at both temperatures.

The model-free analysis suggests the presence of significant

internal motion for alamethicin in methanol at 27 and 5 oC. Previous

NMR studies clearly show the presence of secondary structure

between residues 4-I7 , aS indicated by measurements of 3,Io, ¡t

coupling constants and a,þ(i,i+3), NN(i,l+l), a,N(i,l+3), and ø,N(i,í+4)

rOe (rotating frame Overhauser effect) connectivities (Yee &. O'Neil,

lgg1). The chemical shifts with respect to their random coil values

for the ø-protons, carbonyl carbons, and û-carbons also suggest the

presence of helical structure in the N- and C-terminal halves of

alamethicin dissolved in methanol. The chemical shifts at residues

11 and 12, and at residues Il-20 are near their random coil values,

possibly indicating flexibility thele (Yee et al., 1995a)' This is

supported by the anomolously large 'Eç values for residues l9 and 20

at 27 oC which suggest the presence of conformational exchange (see

Figure 4.1.19). The Aib residues at positions 16 and 11 in the C-

terminal half of alamethicin reduce the number of NMR-derived

constraints in this part of the molecule, leading to conformational

heterogeneity in the NMR-derived solution structure (Yee et al',

1995a). However, the order parameters suggest that the C-terminal

half of the molecule has similar dynamics to the N-terminal half.

This has clear implications for the interpretation of the solution state

structure of alamethicin in methanol as determined by 1H - N M R

specrroscopy. The greater disorder in the C-terminus with respect to

the N-terminus for the solution state NMR structure of alamethicin in
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methanol is due to the presence of two consecutive Aibs (residues 16

and 17) which reduce the number of '/o,* and 1H - 1H rOes

measurable in this half of the molecule.

5.L.6 Comparison with I3C Relaxation Measuretnents'

The dynamics of 7 of 20 backbone ø-carbons of alamethicin

dissolved in methanol at 25 oC were determined by Kelsh et QI',

(LggZ) by measurements of 13C &,(C.) and the {lH}13C nOe at 125

and 75 MHz (residues 6, 11, 14, 15, 1S-20). It was concluded that

alamethicin is a rigid rod (Kelsh et al., 1992). The isotropic spectral

density equation (equation 3a, Kelsh et al., 1992) accurately

reproduced the observed rel ax ati on parameters with an overall

correlation time of 0.61 flS, order parameters ranging from 0'784 to

greater than l, and internal correlation times in the low picosecond

range (?.=0). We have analyzed the data of Kelsh et oI. (1992) using

the isotropic spectral density equations 13.2.23) and 13.2.24) (Part B,

Methods) and an objective function similar to equation 13.2.25J with

the exception that &(C,,r) waS excluded and the terms were not

weighted by their respective experimental errors. It was found that

fixing the overall correlation time at 0.61 ns resulted in order

parameters ranging from 0.75 to 0.93. The majority of the relaxation

data were reproduced to within I\Vo of the measured values

(average 67a) except the nOe data at 75 MHz. The deviation of the 75

MHz nOe data ranged from 3-26Vo with 4 of 7 residues having

deviations of )15 Vo. However, if the order parameters, T.' and 3. for

each residue are minimized simultaneously for all residues (where Tc
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is a global parameter common to all residues), we find that the order

parameters range from 0.50 to 0.73, the internal correlation times

range from 69-170 ps and the overall correlation time minimizes to

1.2 nS. These results agree quite well with our pfesent model-free

analysis of the lsN relaxation data of alamethicin dissolved in

methanol at 27 oC using the full isotropic spectral density' All of the

relaxation data for the cY-carbons (Table II, Ketsh et al', 1992) is

accurately reproduced to within l\Vo (average 4.5Vo) except the 75

MHz { 
1 H } 13 C nOe data for Ala-416 and Pro- 14 (20 and l27o

respectively).

Kelsh et aL (1992) pointed out that if alamethicin behaves as a

rigid rod in solution, the full isotropic spectral density analysis will

not be valid due to motional anisotropy (see section 5.1.1). That is, if

\rye assume a rigid helix, the orientation of the r3ça-1¡1a vectors with

respect to the applied magnetic field will be affected by motion

around the long axis of the helix and in addition by reorientation of

the helix axis. For this reason, Kelsh et aI. analyzed their relaxation

data using an anisotropic model folmulated for internal motions on a

much faster time scale than overall motion (equation 5b, Kelsh et al''

Igg2). They concluded that alamethicin is a rigid rod in solution

with order parameters near

extreme narrowing limit.

and internal correlation times in the

their analysis, the anisotropic model

parameters A , Tt, and TZ were found by minimization of the

experimental ø-carbon relaxat.ion data using the anisotropic spectral

density with s2=1 and Te=o (i.e. internal motions much faster than

overall motion). Consequently, calculation of Sz and t" using the

minimized values of A , Tr, and T2 (equation 5b, Ketsh et aI', 1992)

I

ln
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yield S2=l and Te=o for the backbone carbons. For the analysis of

Kelsh et aI., the extreme narrowing approximation for internal

motions is valid for describing the order parameters of the side chain

carbons with respect to the backbone carbons but fails to account for

any additional backbone motion. In other words, the motion of

alamethicin has been described in a motional reference frame in

which the backbone is assumed to be stiff.

For the analysis of the amide l5N relaxation data, if we assume

that alamethicin is an axially symmetric rigid rod, an anisotropic

motional model is not necessary (section 5.1'1). Thus, an analysis of

the relaxation rates using the full isotropic spectral density should

give rise to order parameters near one and rapid (<10 ps) internal

motions. The model-free analysis for alamethicin dissolved in

methanol at 27 oC and 5 oc (and sDs at 27 oC) using the full isotropic

spectral density shows that this is not the case, and so we have ruled

out the rigid helix model in both solvents. In addition, a rigid helical

model for alamethicin is unlikely given the presence of Gly-11 near

the centre of the helix. At both temperatures, the order parameters

in Figure 4.1.21 (Part B, Results) suggest that the motions of the N-H

vectors at the ends of the molecule are less restricted than in the

middle. The order parameters for Gly-11 and Leu-12 are slightly

lower than those for most residues in the C- and N-terminal halves of

alamethicin, suggesting slightly greater mobility near the centre of

the molecule at 27 oC in methanol. For alamethicin in methanol at 5

oC, the pattern is less evident, due in part to the lack of data in the C-

terminal half of the molecule.
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5.'1,.7 Generalized order parctmeters and internal correlation times:

alamethicin in SDS'

The Lipari-szabo model-free analysis of the alamethicin

relaxation data indicates that the overall reorientation of alamethicin

is 6-fold slower in SDS at 27 oC than in methanol at 27 oC, which is

not surprising since the former overall correlation time should

corfespond to that of a peptide-detergent complex. The average

order parameter for alamethicin in SDS solution is 0'72 with an

average correlation time of 85 ps, which suggests that the peptide is

flexible in both solvents compared to larger proteins' The average

exchange parameter (Rrr) is 0.3 Hz.

In contrast to the model-free analysis in methanol, there is no

evidence for a hinge at Gly-lllLev-L2 in SDS based on the 'RN(N.)

and RN(N,,y) values. There also appears to be less flexibility in the

terminal residues for alamethicin in SDS compared to methanol. The

chemical shift data for the ø-protons of the non-Aib residues indicate

the presence of helical structure from residues 2-9 and 15-20' with a

break in the helical structure at residues 1l-12 (Franklin et al''' 1994;

Yee et al., 1995). These results generally agree with the model-free

results, for which the order parameters in SDS indicate uniform

motion over the length of the peptide with somewhat increased

mobility at the ends. However, the chemical shift data suggests the

presence of a hinge which is not present in the model-free results.

on the basis of the ø,N(i,i+3), two ø,N(i,i+4), and u,þ(i,i+3) rOe

connectivities, and the Ala-4, Ala-6, and Gln-7'Jo,* coupling

constants for alamethicin in methanol, there is strong evidence for d'-
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helical structure from residues 1-10. There are fewer d,N( i'i+3) and

ø,N( i,i+4) contacts in the C-terminal half of alamethicin (Adelinda

Yee, personal communication). This is due in part to the presence of

Aib residues at positions l6 and 17. Similar to the NMR-derived

structure in methanol, the SDS structure is less well defined in the C-

terminal half (Franklin et aI., 1994). The model-free parameters

show uniform motion from residues 5- 19, suggesting that the

disorder of the C-terminus apparent in the NMR-derived structures

is an artifact due to a lack of NMR-constraints'

5.L.8 Vatidity of the model-free analysis'

Figures 5.1.3 and 5.1.4 show the variation of 52 with overall

correlation time for residue 5 of alamethicin dissolved in methanol at

27 oC and dissolved in SDS at 21 oC. The peptide dissolved in

methanol has an overall correlation time about I ns and the order

paramerers are very sensitive to the value of the correlation time'

Therefore, the model-free analysis of the relaxation data for

alamethicin dissolved in methanol at 27 oC must be interpreted with

caution. For a backbone amide l5¡-1FI two-spin-1/2 pair at a

magnetic field strength of lI.'l Tesla, correlation times of I ns or less

are in the extreme-narrowing limit (see Figure 5. 1 . I ). In the

extreme-narrowing limit, the correlation time determined from the

RN(N')/ RN(N,,y) ratio cannot be considered accurate for Tc 11 ns and

Te >100 ps. For alamethicin dissolved in methanol at 27 oC' Figure

5.1.3 shows that a correlation time of about I ns is the best choice for

reproducing the experimental data for residue 5. Furthermore'
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experimental ø-carbon &(C.), and nOe data for alamethicin dissolved

in SDS at 25 0C are best fit with an overall correlation time of 1.2 ns

(see above, section 5.1 .6). For seven residues of the peptide in

methanol at 27 oC, the ø. is 4Q-fold longer than T", whereas, for other

residues the timescale separation is smaller, with the average Te for

atl residues about 70 ps (see Results section, Figure 4'l'22)' For

alamethicin dissolved in methanol at 27 oC, and at ll '7 Tesla' rules

(2) and (3) (Part B, Theory, section 2.3.2) for establishing the validity

of the model-free approach are fulfilled, that is (r" - a¡^- )ø, =

(ssouHz x2n)x (70ps)= 0.24 < 0.5 (rule (2)) and s 2 >0.3 (rule (3)).

Although the order parameters for alamethicin dissolved in methanol

at 27 oC must be interpreted cautiously due to the initial estimate of

T", it is clear that there aÍe significant variations in the mobility of

the residues along the length of the chain. This suggests that

alamethicin is not a rigid rod, as previously proposed (Kelsh et aI"

1992).

For the peptide dissolved in SDS, the order parameter is less

sensitive to the value of the overall correlation time. The overall

correlation time determined from the RN(N.)/ RN(N,,y) ratio is fairly

reliable since r,lr" is about 10. subnanosecond internal motions are

decoupled (r"lr">100) from longer than 5 ns correlation times in the

spin-diffusion limit, and the values of the order parameters obtained

in this limit can be considered meaningful. For alamethicin dissolved

in SDS at 27 oC, rules (2) and (3) hold rigourously, and rule (1) is

very nearly fulfilled, thus the order parameters can be considered

meaningful (see part B, Theory, section 2.3.2)'
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5.1.9 Comparison of J(0) values to model-free order parameters'

The local correlation times of backbone nitrogens are

proportional to "/(0) values accordingly (Peng & wagner, 1992a):

rïd = l"rrol'2

* (1 - s')t]

[s.1.13]

[5. 1 . 14]

In general, equation t5.1.131 gives local correlation times which are

smaller than those calculated from the RN(N.)/ RN(N,.r) ratio (sections

5.1.3 and 5.1.4; Peng &. wagner, 1992a). overall correlation times

obtained from the ÃN(N,)/ RN(N,,)) ratio aÍe independent of small

amplitude fast internal motions to a first approximation ('rr>>Ts;Ts=0)'

In contrast, the local correlation times obtained from /(0) are

weighted averages of overall and fast internal correlation times.

Thus, local correlation times are expected to be shorter than the Ts

obtained from the RN(N.)/ RN(N,,r) ratio. Assuming that internal

motions are in the extreme narrowing limit and infinitely fast,

( [e(r* - r*)]' .. t; tr, + 0) the order parameter can be calculated

directly from the /(0) or /a(0) values using the model-free spectral

density at zero frequency (see equation [5.1.9]):

.111where -=-+-.414I "c "e

negligibly to /(0)

/(o) =

The second term in

if we assume that

equation [5. 1 . 14] contributes

internal motions aÍe small in

2r ^,;lJ- f.)'
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amplitude and

15.1.141 may be

in the extreme

rewritten as:

narf owlng regrme, and eq u ati on

J(0) =

The overall correlation time in equation t5.1.151 is not the same as

the local correlation time given by equation t5.1.131. The Tc in

equation t5.1.151 should be independent of internal motions, similar

to that calculated from the RN(N.)/ RN(N,,y) ratio. Rearrangement of

equation [5.1.15] yields the order parameter:

!1t".) [s.1 . 15]

[s.1. I 6]^., 5 J(0)
\- 

- ------)----i-ôL L"

Figures 5 . 1 .5 and 5. I .6 compare order parameters for alamethicin

calculated with equation t5.1.161 to those obtained from the model

free approach (see Part B, Methods, section 3 .2.9). The differences

between the two methods are small. For residues with significant

internal motion, larger differences aÍe expected since the second

term of equation t5.1.141 will contribute to the spectral density (for

example, residues 19 and 20 of alamethicin dissolved in methanol).

Greater differences between the two methods are also expected for

residues which require exchange parameters in the model-free

analysis (for example, residue 12 for alamethicin dissolved in SDS at

27'C).
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ratio for alamethicin dissolved in methanol at 27 oC. RMSD indicates the root mean
squared difference between the nvo values.
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Figure 5.1.6. Comparison of 52 obtained from the model-free approach to Slo(O)fZr,
for alamethicin dissolved in SDS atzl oC.
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Figure 5,1.7. Comparison of 5JoQ)12r, and 52 from backbone amide lsN relaxation

measurements at 11.7 Tesla for calbindin De¡ (Kördel et aL, 1992). The globally
opúmized overall correlation time (4.25 ns) reported by Kördel et aI. (1992) was used to

calculaæ Slo(O)fZr". The average RMSD is 0.03.

Figure 5.I.7 shows a comparison between and 52 and sJoQ)fZr,

values for a protein in which Tc>>?. and te=O for the majority of

residues. The RMSD values between 52 and 5Jo(O)fTr, are negligible

for all but 5 of 7l residues. Figure 5.1.8 shows the five residues with

larger than average RMSD which also have RN(N.)/ RN(N,,)) ratios

which are greater than one standard deviation of the mean for all

residues. This shows that one can easily identify residues for which

internal motions will not be neglibible from the R,.-(N.)/ Rn(N,,r) ratio.
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Figure 5.1.8. RN(N.)/RN(N,,r) ratio for the backbone amide tsN in calbindin De¡
(Kördel et a1.,1992). Residues for which the raúo is significantly grealer than the average
(0.4510.06) are undergoing significant internal motion (for example, residues in the linker
loop). The solid lines-indicate +1 standard deviation of the mean for all residues. The

overall conelation úme caiculated from minimization of the RN(N.)/RN(N,,r) ratio for all

residues is 4.1 ns and this is increased to 4.2 ns after excluding residues 42-44,74, and75
whose ratio is greater than one standard deviation of the mean for all residues. The

5Ja (0)f 2r, obtained from using a 4. I ns correlation time lead to slightly larger RMSD
values (average 0.04).

Figures 5.1 .5-5.I.7 illustrate that the model-free approach and the

spectral (and quasi- spectral) density analvsis vield identical

dynamical information provided that conformational exchange is not

significant and the conditionS ?s=0, lr"(r"-r*)]'<<1, and Tc>>'i,e aÍe

fulfilled (5la(0)12r"-S'). If relaxation data aÍe acquired at a different

magnetic field strength, conformational exchange contributions to

J0(0) can be taken into account (Farrow et al., 1995b). The spectral

density analysis is free from errors associated with some of the

approximations required in the model-free analysis. Specifically, the
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/(0) values are a direct experimental determination of the motion

occurring at a backbone amide site. It iS not necessary to make any

a priori assumption about the model of motion (Peng &" Wagner,

t99¿a,b). Internal motions which are of larger amplitude and slower

than those in the extreme narrowing limit are associated with

decreased /(0) values and residues undergoing conformational

exchange have increased J(0) values. Very fast pico- to sub-

picosecond internal motions in the extreme narrowing limit also

contribute to a decrease in /(0); that is, the internal correlation

function decays very rapidly to an equilibrium value (defined as 52,

see equation 12.3.9D, prior to the decay due to overall molecular

tumbling.

5.1. L0 Correlatiott of orcler pararneters with cry5¡o¡¡ographic

temperature factors and amide lrydro gen exchange rates .

Regions within a protein which are flexible on the nano- to

picosecond timescale (low order parameter) as determined by NMR

relaxation measurements show variable corlelation with

crystallographic temperature (B-) factors which are indicative of the

magnitudes of atomic fluctuations. As pointed out by Mandel (1995)'

the two principal reasons for the variability in correlation aÍe the

insensitivity of the backbone amide order parameter (determined

from 15N relaxation) to purely translational motion, and the

dependence of B -factors on long range static disorder within the

crystal. For the 155 residue E . col.i RNase H, qualitative correìations

exist for regions such as loops which are flexible on the picosecond
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timescale (low order parameters) and exhibit higher B -factors, and

secondary stf ucture which is generally rigid on the picosecond

timescale (order parameters = 1) and exhibit lower B -f actors

(Mandel, 1995). Similar qualitative correlations aÍe observed for the

I 13-residue anti-digoxin antibody VL domain (Constantine, et al. 
'

1992). Enhanced mobility is detected in loops and terminal regions,

with respect to secondary structure, by both l sN NMR relaxation

measurements and the temperature B-factors.

Hydrogen exchange rates in the antibody VL domain

qualitatively correlate with 15N NMR relaxation data (Constantine et

al., 1992). Loops, turns, and termini with low order parameters

(flexible on the nano- to picosecond timescale were) were found to

have fast rates of backbone amide hydrogen exchange. Regions of

well-defined secondary structure showed slow backbone amide

hydrogen exchange rates and restricted mobility on the picosecond

timescale (high order parameters). However, for a signif icant

number of residues, there waS poor correlation between NMR

relaxation measurements and backbone hydrogen exchange. A

possible explanation for the lack of correlation may be that

backbone amide hydrogen exchange events in structured regions of a

protein aÍe thought to be rare and proceed via fluctuations into high

energy conformations, whereas NMR relaxation is brought about by

transitions between conformations of similar energy (Constantine e t

a.1., t992).
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5.1.1,'!. Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Research'

Whereas, the helical propensity of Aib residues is usually

explained by the steric hindrance introduced by the substitution of

the a-CH by an a-methyl it is clear from the dynamics measurements

presented here that there are not large differences between the

dynamics of the Aib residues and the L-amino acids even including

glycine. For example, in all cases the order parameters measured for

Aib-3 aÍe always less than those measured for Gly-ll' The average

Aib order parameters, excluding Aib-1, are 0.75, 0.63, and 0'74 in

methanol at 27 oC, and 5 oC, and in SDS at 27 oC, respectively' The

average L-amino acid order parameters excluding Gly- 1 I and

Phenylalaninol-2O are 0.67, 0.60, and 032 in methanol at 27 oC, 5 oC,

and in SDS at 27 oC, respectively. Thus, on average there appears to

be slightly less mobility at the Aib residues'

several models have been postulated to account for the

voltage-gated ion channel activity of alamethicin (see Sansom, 1993

and references therein). The dynamic data presented here afe in

accord with a model in which a moderately dynamic peptide helix

interacts with an applied voltage v io its macrodipole' A highly

dynamic peptide might be expected to have a significantly weaker

helical macrodipole and thus would respond less readily to an

applied voltage. However, there appears to be enough flexibility in

the peptide for ion channel opening and closing to be modulated by

conformational changes within the peptide'

As the fungus trichoderma t,iride secretes alamethicin into its

environment as a defense mechanism its solubility in polar media
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may be important to its usefulness as an antibiotic. In studies of a

synthetic analog of alamethicin in which all the Aib residues are

replaced by alanines it has been observed that the analog is

significantly less hetical and less soluble than alamethicin in several

polar media (Randy Babiuk, MSc Thesis, 1995). The present results

show that the alamethicin helix is much more stable than would be

expected for such a small peptide. Maintaining the peptide poised in

a stable helicat conformation may be important to its antibiotic

activity and may help keep it soluble'

Future work.

The time constants for the internal motions of alamethicin

dissolved in methanol and SDS are longer than those found in well-

defined regions of secondary structure in globular proteins. The

nature of these internal motions may be investigated further by

using long timescale (>100 ps) molecular dynamics (MD) simulations

(Smith et aI., 1995). Generally, molecular dynamics simulations are

festricted to picosecond timescales because of the expense of

computer time. Experimental backbone order paf ameters (from

amide 15N or 13Ca relaxation) of structured peptides and proteins

(T"=0-20 ps) correlate well with those determined from picosecond

solvated MD simulations (Palmer & Case' 1992', Eriksson et aI', 1992)'

However, MD simulations on timescales of 800-1000 ps aÍe better

suited for investigating motions with internal correlation times of

>100 ps. It should be pointed out that long timescale MD simulations

of proteins aÍe not easily interpreted because the methods are not
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highly evolved. For example, Iong timescale MD simulations are

more sensitive to small differences in force field parameterization

(Smith et aI., 1995).

The order parameters for alamethicin in methanol suggest that

there may be a hinge near the centre of the molecule which is not

evident for the peptide dissolved in SDS. This observation raises

important questions about the nature of the hinge in a membrane

environment; perhaps the hinge is flexible on a much longer

timescale in the membrane. In order to investigate the biological

role of the hinge near the centre of alamethicin, the voltage gating

properties and dynamics of a synthetic peptide in which GIy- I 1 is

replaced with either Ala or Aib may be studied'

A corollary to the question of the role of the hinge is the nature

of the interaction between peptide/detefgent or lipid. A detailed

molecular understanding of the interaction between peptide and

detergent would facilitate the interpretation of the dynamics in

membrane environments. These interactions may be studied by

attempting to measure intermolecular nOe's in mixtures of

peptide/perdeuterated detergent or lipid'

The measurement of order parameters and exchange rates of

shof t alanine-based peptides is required for comparison with Aib-

containing peptides. Measurements of this nature will allow for a

better understanding of the unique properties of Aib-containing

peptides.
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ALAMETHICIN lN CD3OH: 
lH-lsN CORRETAT|ON

(See Pr¡fse seq¡enc€ h Fgure 33'1)
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AI-AMETHICIN IN SDS: 1H.l5N CORRELATION
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(See Figure 3.3.8 for pulse sequence)
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AFPENDIX B

PART 1

Density Matrix Analysis of a

Dimensional Pulse Sequence

Relaxation.

Double INEPT Inverse

fo, the Measurement
Detected One-

of 15N RN(N.)

A one-dimensional

longitudinal relaxation is

3.2.r):

1g

15N

Figure 8.1: Pulse sequence for the measurement of lsN longitudinal telaxation. Pulses

wfhout phases are apþtieO alon-e the x axis of the rotating frame. . Thi+ and thin bars

represent^90' and 180"þuhes, respectively. The.variable relaxation delay is.designat..d by

f.'GARp composite pùlse decouþting is âpplied during acquisition. The minimum phase

cycle is pr={ -y,yl, Qr=12(x), 2(-x)}, acquisitionlx,-x,-x'xl.

The variable relaxation delay (I) for the pulse sequence of Figure B'l

is flanked by two polarization transfer steps. Magnetization

originates on the proton spin of an amide proton-nitrogen pair and is

transferred to the nitrogen spin in the first step' A 90o nitrogen

pulse creates longitudinal nitrogen magnetization immediately before

the relaxation delay. At the end of the relaxation delay, the

remaining longitudinal nitrogen magnetization is transferred back to

pulse sequence for

shown below (see

the measurement of 15N

Part B, Methods, Figure
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the amide proton and detected with decoupling of the nitrogen spins.

The polarization transfer steps are essential for the measurement of

amide 15N relaxation due to the low sensitivity of 15N 
'

To begin the quantum mechanical description of the effect of

the pulse sequence of Figure 8.1 on an amide lsN-lH pair' we show

the energy level diagram for a two-spin-I12 system in a Hilbert

Space of dimension 4 below (general introductions to quantum

mechanics include: Feynman et (tl. 1965; Munowitz, 1988; Zare, 1988;

Townsend, 1992; Sakurai, 1994).

E,-Ba

BB _F"

E_Gcr

lsN

The spin functions are labelled as a, aligned with the field, and þ,

The energies are calculated

in the appropriate Hilbert

for a l5N-lH amide pair in

'o

o

oq
(D

rff
Þo
0)

rrì

u'-iu\
1H

atigned against the static rnagnetic field'

by evaluating the Hamiltonian matrix

space for two spins-1/2. The Hamiltonian

a static magnetic field is given bY:

Ir,, = v,l - +vsS. + J ß1,s, tB.ll
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= | u, (o,o,la ra,) * f, ,, þ,o,lo, o,). (å)r" t ",a,la,a,)

where spin 1 is lsN and spin S is ]H. V/e have assumed lv, - vrl>J,r,

thus the scalar coupling term has been truncated in equation tB.1]

The energy of the E3 state is calculated as follows:

(oro,llu,rlara,)=(ara,lv,t,lara,)+(ara,lvrs.lara,) +(ara,l"r,ri-s'larø,,)

tB 2l

E,=ïQ,* u,)*]"r,,

For the remaining states, we find:

r1
Er=*(y, - vr) -;t,,

.¿- a

u,)* ],,^

u,)-år,,

tB.3l

Thus the Hamiltonian matrix is:

lo,o,) lo,þ,) lÞ,a,) lp,p,)

(a,a,lln, o o o'l

(",É,ll o E4 o ol
(B,",ll o o Er ol
(p,p,llo o o E,)

tB.4l
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with the energies given in tB.2l and tB.3l. The off-diagonal elements

of equation tB.1] vanish since all the terms commute' For the

transition frequencies, we find:

Et-Er=v,
Er- Eo = v, 

tB.5]
Er-Er=vt
Er- E, = v,

Manipulations such as those shown in equations tB.2l follow from the

fundamental commutation relations of angular momentum' The

commutation relationshiPs are:

lI*,Irf= iI- lIr,l.)= il, ll,,I,f= il,

r'=li+tj+tl

U2,1.,1 = U2,/rl = ¡r2, I,f = o

tB.6l

I* =1,+il, ï =l*-ily

U2,/tl - o ll,,l'f= */r U*,rl--21,

The matrix elements for which 12 and I, are diagonal for the spin

angular momentum operators aÍe given by (Zate, 1988):
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l' lt ,m) = I (l + I)ll , n) I .lI ,m) -- mll ,m)

(I,mlrzf ,nt') - I(l +r)õ,,,'õ,,,^,

(t,mlt,lr,ni) - nr' 6,,,, 6 
^,,,,,

(I ,mlt*V ,nl) = 
^l 

t U + l) - m' (ni *t)õ,,,'õ^,,,.*,

(I,mll,lf ,rn') = I rl + t>a (m' !r)õ,.,, õ,,.,,, *, tB.7l

(I.ntll.ll',rn')= T1\'t.ft2

For a two-spin- 1/2 System we can construct matrices from the

equations tB.7l as follows. The total spin operator is:

F=I+S

=I81+18S
tB.8l

I
2

where the 1 in the first term

vector space of I and the 1

operator in the linear vector

consider the construction of the

tB.7l we have:
r[i 0l

/rr =ll I'z 2lo -1.l

is the identity operator in the linear

in the second term is the identitY

space of spin S. As an examPle,

operators I, and E. From equations

srr=![1 0l"z 2lo -11

¡f ¡ i tl - nt' (nr' +1)ð/./. ô,,,,,,,,rr
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- -cc I-1 ol r[1 ol ,få ? : 3l
r a s,"" = [o ,]r;fo _,1= ull : î :,]

0l [1 0 o 0-l [1 0 o ol

:l ,,=+l3 ;?:l o=;l : å:,:l
tl [ooo-rl looo-r]

[11- rl0
z"= zlo

L0

[o o -1 ol
tlrl0 0 0 -tl

\ =-l I"x 2lr o o ol
[o 1 o ol

ol lolol tlt ool "=ãl o o

1l Lo o

[1

=11 
0

2''0

lo

il -,li :i;] ,*,åli ::;]
ol [o I o ol Lo -l o oJ

, =L'v2

o ol
o ol
rol
0 -11

0

-1
0

0

where SS indicates the single spin space.

may construct two-product operators that

vector space (see Sørenson et al., 1983).

in total, including the unit operator. They

form below:

tB.el

In a similar manner, we

span the entire Z-sPin-l12

There aÍe sixteen operators

are given in explicit matrix

00
10
01
00

ool
o ol
o tl
10"l

2IrS,

00
-1 0

0-1
00

0-1 0

100
000
001
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2S,I , =

25yI,

25*ly

000
00i
010
100

2Syl, 25yIy

u -tlrol
0 0l
0 0l

ol
0l

I

-11
ol

Io
,10
,lt

L0

0

0

0

-1

-1 0l
0 1l

o ol
001

25 1,

10
00
00
0-1

00
0-1
10
00

25,ly

10
00
00
0-1

Iorli
=ãl 

o

L0

Iorl0-l
,l o

L-1

o'l
I0l

-11
0l

-1.l
ol
ol
ol

Iolll
=ãl 

o

L0

Io
¿lo
tl o

L1

1l

0l
0l
oj

0

0

I

0

-1-]

ol
0l
0l

Io
¿lo

=ãl 
o

L1

00
01
-1 0

00

The equation of motion for the

Liouville-von Neumann equation:

splns can be calculated with the

do i-. -- =L6,H ldt Tt

The effect of radio frequency pulses (rotating magnetic fields) is

calculated by placing the radio frequency Hamiltonian in the

Liouville-von Neumann equation. A rotating magnetic field can be

written:

4(¡) = 4(¡)[icos at - i sin atf iB.10l

where the sense of rotation will be reversed for nuclei with a

negative magnetogyric ratio. It is customary to transform into a

frame of reference that f otates with the applied time-dependent



field in order to render it

1990). The Liouville-von

reference is:

time- independent

Neumann equation

(see Chapter 5,

in the rotating

226

Slichter,

frame of

with the Hamiltonian for the applied magnetic field:

H,r = -rtlT oBo - rfA, - Y ohB,A,

¿ = {1,S}

[8.11]

lB.12l

applied exactly on-resonattce, we

equation [8. 12] vanishes. The

+ = 
f,lo*,u"ul

Note that when the rotating field

have @ = TaBo and the first tertn

rotating coordinate transformation is similar to the interaction

repfesentation; they are exactly similar when the applied field is on

resonance. In tB.l 11, we assume that the applied rotating field,

whether it is applied to protons, nitrogens or both nuclei

simultaneously, is much larger than any of the terms in the time

independent Hamiltonian [B 1], which is subsequently neglected

during calculations of the effects of pulses. In the absence of pulses,

we retain the rotating coordinate system, but for on-resonance spins,

the chemical shifts will be equal to zeÍo. In this analysis, we shall

assume that we have a single nitrogen-proton pair and each nucleus

is exactly on-resonance, therefol'e we neglect chemical shifts. The

Liouville-von Neumann equation in the rotating frame is:

is

in
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with any of the following Hamiltonians:

H_ + H'*] tB.14l

A formal solution of [8.13]

obtained by integration:

for time-independent Hamiltonians is

o* 1t¡ = e-iHtlh oR (0)eiHtlt' [8.15]

Equation tB.15l contains exponentials of quantum mechanical

operators (also called propagators). The matrix representations of

the propagators corresponding to the Hamiltonians in tB.14l in the

two-spin-1/2 basis are calculated as follows: For radio-frequency

pulses applied to spin / along the x axis of the rotating frame' we

have:

'Ruu 
= Llo*.Hl

útfi

*r{-'+} = .*n{,2, B,t,t,}= exp{tol. }

{J,rr rs,, H',u, H)u, H'*

tB. 131

where ,, indicates the

positive y). Expansion of

tB.16l

pulse length and 0 -- y,B,to (tB.l6l is for a

the exponential gives:

exp{ier,} = L1-it,g *þtue)' * (t/:?)' *2t 3!
[8.17]
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Given that

proportional

Consider the

[1,,1,] = 0, it
to the unit

action of 1"

is clear that even orders of I, should be

matrix and odd orders proportional to 1,.

on the two-spin-1/2 basis vectors:

f,10,",)

rlla,a,) = )r,lÞ,o,1 = 
ål 

d,d,)

¡,(1,')l a,ar) = ,,+ld,ar\

I,la,ar) =

I|la,ar) =

Thus,

We rewrite [8.17] as

,:=ï,,

t: = Lt n= even^z',
follows:

,(r-!-* oo * ì*r,,(r-e3 * '' 
'l

[ 42! ]6.4'. ) -\ 8.3! 32.s! )

= lcos9 +2iI-sin92^2

n=odd

Recall the explicit matrix representations of

thus tB.19l becomes:

tB.18l

[8.1e]

the unit matrix and I"

r 00.1
0 0 0l
0 0 1l

0101

exp{tet,} =

t.or9 +2il,sin92^2

[loool [o
010 1 0 0l 011

=totãl o o 1 ol*"'ntl o

Looorl Lo
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f;
e*p{ir,e} = | I

L;

0is0l
c 0 ttl
0 c 0l
is 0 ..1

lB.20l

tB.22l

where ,= rorÏ and s- sinf,

nitrogen and protons, we can use propagators such as [8.20] in tB-15]

separately and in arbitrary order since U',s'l=0' on the other hand'

exp{ir,e} exp{;s,e}

for commuting operators. Thus,

c' ¡cs ics

ics c' -s'
lcs -,st c'

-s' ics ics

tB.2 l l

= exp{j(I, * s,)9}

(t..'Í + 2it ."' ÍXt.. sl+ 2is,"' ;)

For pulses applied simultaneously to

For the scalar coupling Hamiltonian, we,= ror9 and
2

exp{;(r,

exp{iþzI,s,}

+ ¡)e] =

-".1
ics 

I

ics 
I1lc-)

ol
0l
0l

c + is_J

[c+is
Il0
lo
I

L0

where

have:

.0
s= sln-

2

00
c-is 0

0 c-is
00
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with þ = nJ,rr. The inverses of the propagators are found simply by

changing the signs of the imaginary terms. For the pulse sequence of

Figure 8.1, only 90o or 180o pulses aÍe applied, and the polarization

delay 
^ 

(or ø in LB.22l) is set to Il4Jß, therefore, we can simplify

lB.20l-lB.22l:

For pulses:
e sn0l2 isín012 cos?lT

eo" rl"!z il'Jz rl^12

180"1i0
lB.23l

and for scalar coupling, r=ll(4J,t), Þ=nJ,rr

Thus, for delays, Â:
p sin9lz

nl4 7tl8

= (xJ,r)l(4J,r) = nl4:

cos012

7Tl8 lB.24l
isin012

inlS

In order to calculate the effect of the pulse sequence in Figure B'l on

a two-spin-1/2 1s¡- tg spin system, we must calculate the density

matrix at thermal equilibrium. The population ratio for states one

and two is given by (scalar coupling is neglected because it is very

small compared to the Zeeman energy):

tB.2sl

For the last step in [8.25], at a temperature of 300 K, \..1 so we
KT

lz = ,Í{u,-c:,lkrl -.*o{@} =r+h,9,
A '[/cr) kr

need only retain the first two terms

exponential. This is known as the "high

We can rewrite tB.25l by setting ",? = o,"kT

in the expansion of the

temperature approximation".
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lz =r+ A 19.26l
Pt

lz- ru',-u,)tkrl - .*of-lg'Ì= t-r',c!: = r- B l9.2il
Pt kr) kr

p¿ 
-_ ,l(e,-r,)tkrl = .*o{¡(rr - 

r')} - ,*lt(a,. -ar) - r+ A- B tB.2glpt -'l kT ) kr

Given that BIA=otrf a,=10 and equations 18.26)-lB.21l we find for the

populations:

where h(Ðs 
= B

KT

We now normalize the PoPulations:

Pt= Pt

p, = (I+ A)pt

Í8.2e)
pr= (I- B)pt = (1+ l}A)p,

po = (l + A - B)p, =(1 + I IA)p,

2p,=pt(4+22A)=L E=4+22A
n=l

and lB.29l becomes:
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(1+a)
It^ - 

-

r¿ Fs

(1+ 104)
P3=--t,

5

I
Ð, -- -7

(1 + 114)
n 

- -\-_-JYq - rr

The density

system is:

matrix at thermal equilibrium the two-spin- I /2for

00
11 0

00
00

lB.30l

tB.3ll

fp, o o o

lo o" o o
o(o)=lo o r)z ot-'

L0 0 0 Pq

[1 o 0 0'l 
ltotl0 I 0 ol al o

=Elo o i ol-<lo
L0 0 o 1l L0

ol
0l
0l
1l

The unit matrix in iB.31l shall be left out of subsequent calculations

as it is invariant to rotations induced by propagators such as tB'201

[8.22| The constant Al Ë shall also be left out of subsequent

calculations. Also, the effects of relaxation during pulses and the

polarization transfer delays shall be neglected. The density matrix at

time zeÍo, immediately before the application of a 90o proton pulse is
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the thermal equilibrium density matrix o(0). Immediately following

the proton pulse, the density matrix is denoted by o(1):

o(t¡ = exp{is. (e0")} o(0)exp{-iE 1eo"¡}

0.1 [iol l lolo:l
o | 42|l-i
1l L 0

10

0

0

0

,.]
-r, 

I0l
I6l

tì
t"
IO

ofl) = |t5i

L;

ol
0l

I0l
c+isl

ú+¡s

0

0

0

'-I
-)¿ Il.0l
6l

0 I |-s0 ll0l.l0 | lt'c-isl L0

=f':"
Lo

0

-3.5 -3.5i
0

6

Is
o(2) =l ,., l r. r,

L0

l-r 0 r oltl
r l0 1 0 tl

=:l 
lo

4z¡i o 1 ol

[o t o rl

0 -5t
60
05
)rU

0 -i ol
I 0 -tl
0 1 0l
-i 0 1l

00
c-is 0

0 c-is
00

00
11 0

00
00

0 -5i
60
05
510

lB.32l

The spin system is allowed to undergo free evolution for a delay

L=Il Js @r 2.78 ms for J,r= 90 Hz):

o (2) = exp{- tz t,s,þr I \} o (t¡ e xp { ; z /. s, (o I +)}

00
c*is 0

0 c*is
00

c=cos7rl8 s=sinz/8

0

o

0

-3.5+3.5i

3.5 -3.5i
0

5

0

tB.33l
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Following free evolution, simultaneous

nitrogen and proton spins:

o(a¡ = exp{-;(r,

180o pulses are applied to the

- E Xl80')]o(z)exp{i(r, - q)1t so'¡}

o(3)

[6lo=I-,r-
L0

0

5

3.5r 0

3.5 - 3.5t

-3.5 + 3.5i

0

6

0

0

3.5+ 3.5i

U

5

tB.34l

Note that

opposite

refocu sed:

nitrogen and

direction s.

proton pulse propagators rotate the spins in

Followin-9 the 180o pulses, the spins are

o(4)

o(4) =

Polarization transfer is achieved

pulses:

= e^p{-¡zt ,s,(rla)}oQ)exp{izt ,s,Ql a)}

o(s; = r*p{-;(r, - s, ){lo")}o1+¡exp{;(r,

6 o-5ol
0 5 o tl
-5 0 6 ol
050s1
with simultaneous

- q)teo"l]

tB.35l

l5N and tg 9oo

tB.36l
ol

I0l
I55it
I

-'- J

5.5

4.5i

0

0

-4.5i 0

5.5 0

0 s.5

0 -5.5t

o(s¡=
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After the polarization transfer step, the

evolution under scalar couPling:

o(o¡ = exp{-tzt,s,(rl¿)}o(s)exp{;zl.s ,(il q)}

spins are refocused with

tB.37l

0(6)

ol
0l
+ 1.9; 

Is.5 J

ol
0l
+?)il"'-'l
55 IJ

| "'"
13.9 +3.9i
It0
IL0

I rt
13.2+3.2i=l 

o

L0

?)-?)i

5.5

0

0

0

0

5.5

3.9 -3.9i

3.9

Simultaneous 180o pulses aÍe applied for population inversion:

o(t¡ = exp{-;(r, - E X1 80")} 
"(o) 

exp{i(r. - s,)1rao")]

Evolution under scalar coupling refocuses the spins:

o(8) = exp{- tz t,s,Q/ a)} o (1) exp {;z l. s. (, I 4)}

lB.38l

3.2

iB.3el

transfer step, application of

which is allowed to relax

oll)=

3.9 -3.9i
5.5

0

0

0

0

5.5

3.2-3.2i

o(8)

ol
I0l
I

451'-l
"," J

[rt
| 5.s

=l 
o

L0

s.5 0

5.s 0

0 5.5

0 4.5

At the end of the first INEPT polarization

a y-pulse to l5N creates z-magnetization
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during the delay T . The first INEPT step transfers the proton

population difference onto nitrogen (see tB.42l).

o(9) = -, ){ro")} "(s) 
exp{;(r-, ){m')}'*p{-i(r

To make the polarization transfer

average z-magnetization of spins I

at thermal equilibrium, o(0). For

have:

(¡r)= rr{l.o(o)}

[tr 0 0 0-l

l0 0 0 0l

"(q)=lo o to ,l
L0 0 o u

000
-1 0 0

010
0 0-1

00
-trlT 0

00
0 0-

more apparent, we compare the

and S in o(9) to the densitY matrix

spin 1 at thermal equilibrium we

| ['

= r,lll 0

I'L:

[['
ll0

= t'11 
o

LL'

a

10

0

0

0

o ooll
11 0 0lf
o 0 oll
o o llj

tB.40l

[8.41]0ll
0lt
o 

ll
rt2))

1

where Io indicates the equilibrium z-magnetization of spin 1 and Tr

indicates the trace operation (sum of the diagonal elements). In a

similar fashion we find for the average z-magnetization of spins I

and S at o(0) and o(9):



^a-¿3 t

(io)= rr{r.o(o;} = -t

(so)= rr{qo(o)} = to

(t,) =rr{l.o(l¡} = to

(s.)= rr{s.o1l¡} = o

tB.42l

The density matrix o(9) corresponds to polarization enhanced 15 N

longitudinal magnetization. Assuming that there are no relaxation

losses during the evolution from o(1) to o(9), the nitrogen

magnetization is enhanced 10-fold from its equilibrium value (see

Í8.421). The polarization enhanced l5N z--ognetization is allowed to

relax during the parametrically varied delay T . The amount of

polarization enhanced nitrogen magnetization that remains after the

delay is dependent upon the relaxation rate of the nitrogen and the

length of the delay. If the delay is very short, the second INEPT

sequence will transfer magnetization back to the protons. The details

of the calculation are similar to the steps lB.32l- [8.39], except that

magnetization originates on nitrogen (z-magnetization). If we

perform a density matrix calculation beginning from the 90o 15N -

pulse labelled Q 2 in Figure 8,1 and assume that the delay T is

negligible, the final density matrix just prior to detection is

(following the previous numbering scheme for pulses and delays):
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where ,S D indicates

magnetization of spins

[s o -5 o'l
t0 6 0 -5 1

o'oQ7)=l_, o s ,l
Lo -s 0 6.1

short delay. Computing

1 and ,S, we find:

[8 43]

the average x

The first phase cycle of the

observable x-magnetization

z-magnetization, we find:

(1)

(E)

pulse sequence for

of protons. If we

lB.44l

a short delay leads to

compute the average

=Tr{I,oro(17)} = o

= Tr{,S,orr(12)} = 19

If the delay T is

matrix at thermal

very long, then

equilibrium and

o(9) will be equal

thus o(17) will be:

tB.4sl

to the densitv

(¡. )

(E)

= Tr{/.orr(17)} = -1

= Tr{,S,orr(tZ)} = g

where LD indicates long

equilibrium will have a

delay. Since the

z-component of

[8.46]

density matrix at thermal
l\rr''N magnetization (see

oD07)=

5.5 0 5.5

0 s.s 0

5.5 0 5.5

0 -4.5 0

ol
I

-4.s I

I0l
I

''- J
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after the secondlB.42l), we expect observable S, magnetization

INEPT:

(s,)= rr{sroø(l7)} = -t LB.47l

This magnetization can be eliminated by phase cycling to ensure that

the signal decays to zero for long delays. Table B.l below illustrates

the effect of the phase cycle:

Table 8.1. Phase cycling for the pulse scheme of Figure 8.1. The net'H signal for a

long delay following'one þtrase cycÌe is 40, while the nét signal for a long delay is 0. The

phase cycle ensures that the decay of l5N longitudinal magnetization will apprclach zero for
long delays.

Q, Qz (s,)" (s.)- acquisition

-v x +10 -l +x

v x l0 I -x

v -x l0 +l -x

v -h +10 +l ï,t

PART 2

DípoIar/CSA interference effects.

Interference effects between the dipolar and CSA Hamiltonians

on relaxation rates may be understood by examining transition

probabilities (Gotdman, 1984; Kay et aI., 1992). Consider the two-
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spin-L/2 ls¡-1}I system discussed in Part I of this appendix. The

transition probabilities across the single quantum l5 N transitions

induced by dipolar and CSA relaxation can be calculated directly

from second order time-dependent perturbation theory (p 417 -427 ,

Townsend, 1992):

w,-,
! | P(o¡

en'

where W,_,Í

E|o) and Efo)

B, Theory,

Hamiltonian

=(;)''¡al¡a,
ri'r )1r -r" ) 

(ri., lr,G)l ¿l', Xul,, lr, (," )l ¿|', )

tB.48l

indicates a transition from an initial (i) to a final (;Ê) state,

are the eigenstates of the unperturbed Hamiltonian (Part

equation 12.I.491), and the time-dependent perturbative

Hr(t) is given in equation [2.1.51] (Part B, Theory):

where Y, d and a

[2.r .s3]-l2.r.s4l ).

H,(t) = 2 I *Y;1 (rnøfl^|î ¡z a(zs. + *)

are defined as previously (Part B,

The freque ncy of the I 5 N

tB.4el

Theory, equations

si ngle q uantum

1). The double. -ttt -,, - : Eo'
tran sltr on s l s

- E:0,
= @u (see Appendix B, Part

integral in t8.48] can been solved by a change of variables: t=t'-t"
(Abragam & Pound, 1953, p 239-240, Goldman, 1988):

wt-z = JU - c$G¡r(t"") dr(nlo'lo * rlrf '))(rf '' la + rlrio))
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= ijcçr¡lían'í)¿r(p<ot la + rlrf'))(¿Í"1¿ + rløj'))
0

t. ,.
+rJcçr¡r(¡axt)¿r(Brot la + rlrf'))(¿l"l¿ + rlrj'')

0

with G(r)=Y;'Y;t', A=+^[T¡Zdt.S,, B=2",$-¡Zaat.. The second integral in

tB.50l is negligible compared to the first (assuming T,rt), thus the

transition probability per unit time across the states EIo' and E:o' is

given by:

tB.50l

t-t'iwhere J(r") = )G(r)ei'r"dt
0

transition probability per

equal to:

tB.s I l

(note that J(rr) is not normalized). The

unit time across the states E:o' and Eto' is

w, ." -, ,[((p,p, l+"$¡zas¡.1Þ,a,) + (Þ,Þ,lz^[¡zaarlp'",)) I
; = r ( ," JLr(4B,o, 

l+ ^{ 
yi a s. r -lþ, p,) + (Þ,a,lz^[y1 a arl B,p, ))]

= o;(arrX(-d + da)(-d + da)j

w^ .^ _,,[((orp, l+"{T¡zas,t"lo,o,) * (orþ,12"{Tþaat.l"r",))'l

; = r lo,' J[*((o,o, 
l+^,[zBas.r-lo,þ,1 + (a,a,lz^fyzaar- 

| ",É, ))]

= o¡(ø"X(d + da)(d + da)j tB.s2l

Therefore, the ratio of the magnitude of the dipolar and CSA fields

inducing relaxation across the lsN single quantum transitions is equal

to:
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Wr-, -(l- a)'
Wr* - (1+ df [8.53]

For a backbone amide ls¡-l¡1 pair at ll.7 Tesla, separated by I02

pm, and ao=-160 ppm, we calculate a,=0.47. Thus from equation

tB.53l we see that the transition probabilities for the multiplet

components of the single quantum i5N transitions will differ by 8-

fold. It should be noted that the transitions probabilities Wr-, and

Wr-o are applicable only to longitudinal relaxation (see equations 35

and 36, Solomon, 1955).

PART 3

Calculation of the macrosco¡tic

spin order (¡,E) and antiphase

fo, I.ongitudinal two-

Equation l2.l.7l (Part B, Theory) can be used to calculate the

relaxation rates of longitudinal two-spin order (¡.S.). It foltows from

the hypothesis of random phases that the density matrix at thermal

equilibrium is proportional to I,+5, thus,

(¡.E), tB.54l

The calculation of the relaxation of (¡.E) due to the dipolar

Hamiltonian is accomplished by substitution of the .A's of equation

relaxation rates

coherence (¡.s.).

= (r.q)o = o
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12.1.111 (Part B, Theory) into equation 12.1.7) and computation of the

double commutators. The .A0 terms of the dipolar Hamiltonian give:

lAl,tA:,Qll= u.s.,u.s.,/.s.JJ = 0 tB.ssl

Thus for q=9, p-1 the contribution to the equation of motion is:

"r(o)10¡(r,q)= 6 tB.s6l

Similarly, we find for q-0, p=2:

tB.s7l

The Hermitian conjugate yields the same result, thus the contribution

to the equation of motion for q=9, p-2 is proportional to:

J(o)(ø, - ør¡(r,q)= g tB.s8l

For the single quantum S transitions one finds:

[Aro, [4r", Qf] = U*S-, [/-S*, /.S. ]l

- u*s-,[1-l.s*s. - I./-s.s*]l
/-1 -1 \

= [/.S-,1 i t- S. - --jl-S. l]\4 4 )

= [1*S-,0] = 0

= [Ai,tA;' ,Q]l = U.S*,U.S-,I.Ell

= ¡r.s*,(/ls-E - /:Es-)r

= rr.r.,(åris- + jr:s 
)t
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lB.sel

and similarly for the Hermitian conjugate (note that I:=+). Thus the

contribution to the equation of motion for (¿S.) for q=1 at the

frequency of the single quantum S transitions is proportional to:

tB.60l

The single quantum 1 transitions yield:

tB.61l

The Hermitian conjugate (/.E) gives the same result, therefore the

contribution to the equation of motion for (¡.E) for Q =l at the

frequency of the single quantum 1 transitions is proportional to:

,s*s- + j{r: )r,r.,r --iØ1.s-s* - j(r:;r.s-s.

*'.)- 
å,.(å - *)

=!(,?\t2t"
| -(l

=-l_l -4 '\2

= ]¡-s-
2"

U-s.,[1*s., 1.s.]l = tI-E,(s.'?/. I, - s:l J.))

= r1-s.,(-s : ï,. - |s:r.)t
= -åo(å -'.). i',(i.',)
= 1t.s-

2"

¡t"(rrX¡.E)

"rtt'(r,X¡,E)

For the double quantum transitions, q=2, p=l one finds:

lB.62l
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[.f-^S-, [1*S*, 1.S. ]] = U-S-, [1*/.S*S.

= tr-r-,(å.¿ns* - !rs.)l

= [/-S-,0] = 0

- 1,/"S.Stll

lB.63l

The contribution to the equationa similar result is obtained for 1*s*.

of motion for (1.s.) is:

J"'(r,+ ør)(r.S.)= o tB.64l

The equation of motion for (¡,S.) undergoing dipolar relaxation is

therefore given by:

tB.65l

where 6o,*r* = -llll+\r,r,o and the spectral densities are not
\2 )\ar )' " "

normalized (see F's in equation [2.1.11]):

¡øt (arat)= 2j rø,O7{0) e-,,," cos(at)dt

.t 2!n

= + | [ r,n,10¡r,o)(o)sin 1dedyI e-'t", cos(at)dt
4fr to| 

o

where tc is the overall molecular correlation time. Note that for

normalized spectral densities, their ratio is one to one for dipolar

relaxation of (¡,E)'
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J(r,):/(arr)

Substitution of the A's of equation 12.1.321 (Part B' Theory) into

equation t2.L7l (Part B, Theory) and calculation of the double

commutators gives the relaxation of (/.E) due to the CSA

Hamiltonian. The ,4: terms of the CSA Hamiltonian give:

Vq: JAl,/,.s" ll = [1,,[/., {s,ll = o

For the single quantum / terms ( Ar*'), one finds:

lB.66l

tB.68l

tB.6el

lr* ,U- ,t,s.ll = t/...,(å/-s. + 1¡-s.)f

=fIs,-rrs,
='.(;*',)-o[å-t)

- 21,5, tB.67l

and similarly for I-. The equation of motion for (¡,E) for CSA

relaxation is therefore:

where

!,Q,t,) = (#) [ 
+ i ( a,, )]( r,s. )

t-
IJlT

lro ô,)= (r,y,no,[,ffi)(i^")6cro = (rrY,B)(

The spectral densities for the CSA Hamiltonian are normalized
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j<ø(rrø\ 2 f FqO),C"O e-'t', cos(cor)ttt- \- I ¡rør(6)p(e)(0)¿ ..

Jla¡ = _

The calculation for the equation of motion of (¡.E) is analogous

to that for (¿S.). For the dipolar Hamiltonian, one finds:

t,41, tA,', /.s, ll = u.s., [1,s., 1*E ]l

= U,E,(s.'?/.1. - s;1./.)l
1

=llrSr,7l')

=ls-/.r* -LsJ*t.
TI

1

= ! SJ* 18.71 l

14 J,qf, ,rs,ll = [1*.ç-,U-s*,I.E]l

= U.s-,(1-l*s*E - I./-s.s.)l
(-ç*t,t 

,l_S. 1.1*rll= t1.s-,1;[; -.. ) z \z ' -, ))
-.ç*=ll.S-, Z l

1 _.^_^. I _..- -:1*S-S* + l1'S*S-
22

=-J:(!_s l*411*r.l2 \2 ',) 2\2 ')
_ -l* , /-{ , /* ,_ I*E=- + r+-J4242
- 1.E 18.12)

For the Hermitian conjugate:
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LA:,lAl, I*s.ll = U-s*, U*s-, /*s. Jì

= ¡/-S*,(/*/.S-S. - 1.1.ES-)l

= [/-5*,0]= 0 tB.73l

where we have taken advantage of the following relationship

(/.)t = O. Computation of the double commutators for the single

quantum S transitions yields:

lB.7 4l

and the Hermitian conjugate gives:

tB.75l

For the single quantum .I transitions, we find:

[/-E,[1.8,1.E]l =l- 5,,(t* I. S: - r r S:)l

=[/-S.,0]=0 tB.76l

The Hermitian conjugate yields:

U,s.,U.s-,1.Ell = tt t-,(å1*s- - 1¡.s- 
)f

= [/,S',0] = 0

U.s-,[/.s.,1.E]l = tt t-,(-+1*,s- - J¡.s-)f

= [1.S-,0] = 0

u*s-,u-E,/.s.ll = u.E,(1- rs: -1./-s:)l
( rt \ ^/l \'ì

= r/.E,ts:l;-,,)- s;[; *,,)f
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I.S: I]'-)

The double quantum operators of the dipolar Hamiltonian give:

(ç2 " q--
= U*S.,[ =î - I,Si - ,
=U- Sr,-ZI.S:l

= -2S2,SJ* I, +25:SJ,I*

= 11*^s-
2',

- u*s*,s-]

- u*s*s- - I*s-s*l

--r(!*sl-,.(!-\2 ') \2

= 2l* S,

The Hermitian conjugate gives:

=¡,.r.,(ï +*T*+)

E)

u-s-,[/*s*, /*s.]]

= [/-S-,0] = 0

= ¡1*S*,(1-1*S-E - /./-ES-)l
\ -ç-/1 \lI,)-;l;+ I, )ll
/ - 

\! /.)

u*s*,[1-s-,1*E]l

=r,.r.,{ï(;_

lB.77l

tB.78l

tB.7el

= [/-.s-, (1*/*s*s. - /"/.s.s. )]

since (1.)'=0.

1J"'lø,) +
2

+ os)

'l-cos)l
l{r"s.)
l' 'r

l
fi{rt,)

r 
Jro) ( a,36 \'¡

tB.80l
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when multiplied by the average values (over the surface of a sphere)

of the F's of the dipolar Hamiltonian, the ratio of the spectral

densities is:

where the spectral densities are understood to be normalized.

The contribution to the relaxation of (¡.S.) due to CSA

Hamiltonian is calculated via evaluation of the double commutators

in equation t2.1.71. The zeto quantum operator of the CSA

Hamiltonian gives:

[8.8 l ]

The single quantum operators yield:

J(r, - co,):3J(a,) : +J(0) :I2J(a, - @r)

813U.,U,,1*,S.11 = 813U,,(l.l.s - /*/.s. )l

str,, .( D* Iå\ =8ß( L r.r* s.- ]r.r s.l-t':'l 1 1 f '1,)1 - ') '-)
\ ¿ L / \¿

R

= I /"S_

[1*,[/-,1*s,11 = [1.,(I-l.E - /./-E)]

= r,.,{+[] - 1. 
) 
- *(; . ,,)]

=rr.,(+-/.E -+ ¡.s.)l

- ll* ,-2l rs,l

=I-ZI* I rS, + 2l ,1" S,)

- 2I* S, tB.82l
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The Hermitian conJugate glves:

Combining equations [8.81]

l2.l.7l gives the contribution

Hamiltonian:

and [8.82] and

to the relaxation

ÍI- ,ll* ,r s.Jl = [/-,(f I*E - 1.1.S.)]

= [/-,0]= 0 tB.83l

substituting into equation

of (¡.E) due to the CSA

tB.84l

In summary, the total relaxation rates of the operators (for an amide

pair, / is l5N and S is lH) undergoing dipolar and CSA relaxation may

be written:

ftU. 
s,) =(#)[å t,0, + 21 (a,l](r+ )

n*(N.n.)= 
[ 2h2 )r,', 

{',) + -r(,)(ø, )l .(#j+i(ø, )]

.7 P)
¿ þDIPOLAR lB.85l

tB.86l

R* ( N., H,) = (ry,| 
[l ; :ï 

+ 

.': :,t; 
) * *'''' ('' - *' 

]

.(#)låt,', +zi(a,)f

where the spectral

normalized and the

normalized.

densities for the dipolar

spectral densities for the

Hamiltonian are

CSA Hamiltonian

not

are
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If the S spin (proton) is being relaxed by coupling to several

dipotar (proton) partners, we can approximate the longitudinal

relaxation rate as a sum of pairwise dipolar interactions and we add

the following expression to equations tB.85l and [8.86]:

p¡¡x¡¡r = ì 63*",^* ilr+rJ(.) 
(ø"n - ø", ) *2 J"' (rr. ) * 

å 
J(2) 1cd"n tB.87l

and the F's are the same as those given

* r",1]

where 63,-ro*

in equations

=-(i)(h),*

[2. I .1 1].
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APPENDIX C

Tabulated Relaxation Parameters

Residue 27 oC:. MeOH (s-') 5 oC:MeOH (s-^) 27 "C: SDS (s-')

I r.24+.0'3 I.66+.04 | .11+.04
2
J 1.83+.06 1.91+.04
4 1.45!.02
5 1.66+.01 2.05+.04
6 I.'t2+.0r 2.07+.01
'7 1.66+.01 2.U0+.Uð r.99+.01
8 r,67!.tJZ 2.r!.1
9 t.óE+.u2 2.0I+.05
10 1.91+.tJz 2.23+.07 2.r4+.08
11 r.62+.05 2.01+.01 7.t+.r
TZ 1.65r.03 2.01+.05
t3 r.81+ .t)'¿ 2.23+.tJj 2.06r,0ó
T4
l5 1.81+.03 2.t2+.05
i6 1.68r.02 2.051.0ó 2.rJz+.04
t7 1.5E+.02 1.95+.0ó 2.06+.0ó
18 1.64+.01 r.94+.01 2.01+.1)¿

19 1.53+.02 1.93+.0ó i.9ó+.06
2tJ I.'3'¿t..0 | l.6E+.05 1.80+.04

Table C.1. 11.7 Tesia longitudinal relaxation rates ( RN(N.) ) for alaniethicin dissolved

in methanol (MeOH) at27 oC,5 oC, and in SDS (sodium dodecyl sulfãte) at 27 oC (see

Figures 4.1.1 and 4.1.8). Errors are standard deviations of the fits.
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Residue 27 oC MeOH (s-1 5 oC: MeOH (s-r) 2l oC SDS (s ')
I 1.52+.U3 2.41+.06 5.5+.09
2
a
J 2.6'3+.0',3 5.ót.l
4 1.67+.03
5 t.9ó+.03 6.8+.2
6 2.031.01 6.4+.1
7 1.9ó+.02 3.01+.03 6.8+.2
I 1.9ó+.02 l.l)+.'¿
9 2.08+.05 6.5+.2
IO '¿.'3'¿+.U'¿ 3.53r.06 -1 lJ- aI . r -!-.L

I L90+.004 7.E6+.01 6'6'+)
I2 1.93+.05 1.l+.2
13 2.'39+.t)'3 3.ó3+.04 1.2+.2
t4
15 '¿.IU+.U¿ 3.r3+,07
16 7.0'2+.0'3 3.55t.0ó 6.El.'2
T1 r.14t.02 2.79+.04 6.4+.2
t8 I.EE+.U3 2.96+.04 ó.ót.,J
t9 2.10+.03 3. i5+.0ó 6.3+.1
20 2.01+.03 '¿. | ft.u5 5.5+.2

Table C.2. 11.7 Tesla [ansverse relaxation rates (,RN(N.,r)) for alarnethicin dissolved in

methanol at27 oC,5 oC, and in SDS af 2l oC (see Figures 4.1.2 and 4.1.9)' Errors are

standard deviations of the fits.
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Resldue '¿ | "c: MeuH 5 "C: MeOH 27 "U: SDS

I -0.71+.rJS U+.UJ 0.29+.1)'¿

2
'3 0.02t.u3 0.3E+.U2
/l -0.E6+.04
5 -0.34!,04 0.55+.02
6 -0.44+.09 0.53+.03
1 -0.53+.04 0.2It.u3 0.53+.02
8 -0.37+.03 t¿.49+.1)'¿

9 -0.48+.04 0.54+.03
t0 -0.2ó+.03 0.63+.03

-0.53+.05 0.33+.U3 0.51+.02
t7 -0.69+.04 u.)b+.u,'t
t3 -u.¿9+.u3 0.08+.04 U.ÓE+.UJ

I4
I5 -0.32!.04 0.36+.04
16 -0.3 t+.03 0.12+.03 0.46+.Q2
t] -0.57+.04 0.02+.02 tJ.46+.1)'¿

l8 -0.ó7+.u4 0.10+.03 0.41+.02
I9 -0.34r.08 0.2I+.U3 0.50+.02
20 1.09+.05 -0.27!.03 0.24+.02

Table C.3. 11.7 Tesla {tg}ttN heteronuclear Overhauser enhancenents (1+¡r) for
alamethicin dissolved in methanol at2l oC, 5 oC, and in SDS at 27 oC (see Figures 4.1.3

and 4.1.10). Errors were determined from the rms baseplane noise in the two-dimensional
1H-15N cor¡elation spectra (see Figure 3.2.6).
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Resldue 27 oC:MeOH (s-1) 5 oC: MeOH (s-1)

I ?1+) 3.6+.2
2
J 3.E+.3
4 3.0+. I
5 3.0+.1
6 2.9+.'¿
7 2.8+.2 4,4!.3
8 3.1+.1
9 3.4+.1
l0 3.1t.1 4.6+.'3
t 3.0+. 1 4.5!.2

12 3.6+.2
I3 3. i+.04 4.4+.3
t4
15 3.11. I 4.6+.3
T6 3.2+.1 4.1+.3
L] 2.9+. 4.ll-.'3
I8 3.01. I A 1+')

-.LL.L

t9 3.1+.l 4.4!.'3
20 2.9!.2 3.8+.3

Table C.4. 11.7 Tesla antiphase coherence relaxation rates R*(2HlN,.)) for

alamethicin dissolved in methanol at 27 oC, and 5 oC (see Figure 4.1.4). Errors ¿ue

standa¡d deviations of the fits.
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Kesldue 27 oC: MeOH (s-' 5 oC: MeOH (s-')
2.85t.0E 3.0+.I

2
õ
J 3.3+.1
4 2.47+.01
5 2.18+.08
6 2.94+.t0
I z.ðu+.u / 3.9!.2
I 2.83+.08
9 3.00+.10
IO 2.92!.08 4.0+. t
II 2.83+.0ó 4.U+.3
T2 2.8ó+.08

3.02+.05 4.0+.'2
T4
15 2.85+.20 4.0+.2
1ó 3.05+.09 4.0+.1
T1 2.84+.06 3.1+.r
18 2.E3+.Uó 3. l+.1
I9 2.87+.06 3,1+.r
20 2.33+.U5 ¿.9+.1

Table C.5. 11.7 Tesla iongitudinal two-spin orderrelaxation rates RNi{(2H)N.) for

alamethicin dissolved in methanol at2l oC, and 5 oC (see Figure 4.I.5). Errors are

standard deviations of the fits.
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Kesl0ue 27 oC: MeOH (s-') 5 oC: MeOH (s-')
I .223t+.00r0 t70l+.0006
2
-J .l ðJU'1-.UUU /
4 ,'¿'t'¿'¿+.0001
5 .'¿'¿5¿+.0u0'3
6 .z)u9+.uuub
7 .2582+.0003 1595+.000ó
I .232r+.0003
9 .¿)¿Jï,UUU5
t0 .'¿445+.t)003 l)24+.UUU)
It .2522+.0008 1929+.000ó
l2 .2832t.00U5
l3 .2445+.0003 r37l+.0004
1/1t-

15 .2442+.0004 t 3ó7+.0003
16 .2240+.0003 i 830+.000ó
T1 .2521+.0003 193I+.000ó
IE .¿ / t4+.uuu¿ I7E3+.UUUÓ
I9 .2079+.0003 1550+.0005
20 .2u51+.00u2 .2158+.0006

Table C.6. 1 1.7 Tesla cross-relaxation rate RN (H) Ð N, ) tbr alamethicin dissolved in
methanol (MeOH) at27 "C, and 5 oC (see Figure 4.1.6). The cross relaxation rat€ was
obtained viathe heteronuclear nOe (see equation 3.4.13).
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Resldue 27 oC. MeOH (s-') 5 oC: MeOH (s-r)
.\ aa-L t\/'lL.LL-:-.W+ 1.ó11.05

2
3 I.)J+.UO
4 1.ó0+.05
5 1.ó3+.06
ó 1.ó9+.03
1 t.l2+.tJz l.óó+.uE
8 I.69+.04
9 I .82+.03
10 1.7 it.04 1.63t.06

r.67+.04 1.55+.08
T2 1.80+.05
I3 I.óó+.02 1.5ó+.0ó
I4
t5 t.71t.u'3 1.75+.09
16 I.85+.05 1.77+.06
t] 1.83+.02 1.83+.06
18 1.83t.02 |.14+.06
T9 I.75+.01 1.68+.06
20 r.10+.0't L5E+.06

Table C.7 . 11.7 Tesla proton longitudinal relaxation rates ( RH (H) ) ) fbr alamethicin
dissolved in methanol at2T oC and 5 oC (see Figure 4.I.7). Errors a¡e standard deviations
of the fits.
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APPENDIX D

Pulse Sequences
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;Double INEPT XH correlation for measuring 15-N longitudinal
;relaxation.

;Kay, L.E., et al, J. Magn. Reson. 97,359-375 (1992)

;with spinlock purge and scramble pulses for water elimination.
;X-nucleus on f2
;1D version for unresolved amide 1-H resonances.

7ze
2d1do
3 d72 thi hl1

p1 ph1 ;90 on 1-H
d4 dhi
(p2 phl) þaphQ'f2 ;180 on both nuclei
d4
p7 ph7
(p1 phs) (p3 ph3):f2 ;90 on both nuclei
d4 ;7 / 4I J = X-H coupling constant
(p2 ph1) (p4ph{):fZ ;180 on both nuclei
d4
(p3 ph6):f2 ;90 on X
d27

a p2 ph1,
d27
Io to 4 times 11 ;11. determines length of relaxation delay
p8 ph1 ;spinlock scramble pulses [1.5 msl
p9 phz
(p3 ph7):f2 ;90 on X
d4
(p2 phl) @aph4):f2 ;180 on both nuclei
d4
(p1 phl) (p3 ph2):f2 ;90-x on H, 90-y on X
d4
(p2 phl) (p4 ph4):f2 ;180 on both nuclei
d4 dlo
go=2ph31 cpd ;acqu with GARP decoupling
d11 do wr #0 ;dl[O]= power level for X-decoupling
exit ;NS=n*16

ph1=0 )phase cycling program
ph2=1
ph3=0 0002222
ph4=0
ph5=11111i11

-õ^44õ-^JJJJJJJJ
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ph6=3 1

ph7=0 0 2 2
ph31=0 2202002

2A 020220

;hl1=normal ecoupler power level for observe

;dl[0]=power level for X-decoupling

;d4=7 / 4J [2.75 msec for 15-N]

;d11=30ms for disk write
;d1.2=power switching time for [20 usec]

;dl3=short delay to compensate delay line [3 usec]

;d21=delay befween l.-H 180's (appiied during relaxation deiay to remove CSA

;and dipolar cross-correlation)15.0 - 10.0 msecl

ip1= 1H 90 from ecoupler at power level hl1 [4dB]
)p2= 7H 180 from ecoupler
ip3= X 90 from BSV1Ox

)p4= X 180 from BSV1Ox

;p7= spinlock purge pulse [1 msJ

ip8 and p9 spinlock scramble pulse [1.5 ms]

;

;11 is an even integer that defines the length of the tau-value used

;the value of the tau-increment is 11*(d21 + p2)+(p8+P9)

;
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;Doubie INEPT XH correlation for measuring 15-N transverse
;relaxation.

;Kay, L.E., et al, J. Magn. Reson. 97,359-375 (7992)

;Peng, J.W., et al, J Magn. Reson. 94,82-700 Q991)
;
;with spinlock purge and scramble pulses for water supression,
;X-nucleus on f2
;1.-D version for unresolved 1-H amide resonances

d23=d21-pl
7ze
2d1do

d12 thi hl1 ;1-H transmitter to high power
p1, ph7 ;90 on 1-H
d4 dhi
(p2 ph7) (p4 ph7):f2 ;780 on both nuclei
d4
p7 pln7 ;spinlock purge pulse [1 ms]
(pl ph1) (p3 ph2):f2 ;90 on both nuclei
d4 ;1/ 4 J = X-H couPling constant
(p2 ph7) (pa ph7):f2 ;780 on both nuclei
d4

3 dz7
(p4ph7):f2
d21
d27
(p4 ph7):f2
d23
(pZ ph7) ;CPMG sequence with l-H 180 applied - every 5 ms, at
d23 ;every 2nd echo. Length of CPMG defined by 13 (even #)

@a ph7):f2
d27
d27
(pa ph7):f2
d27
lo to 3 times 13 ;13 defined by desired length of tau-value
(p3 ph1):f2
p8 ph7 ;spinlock scramble pulse, [12 ms]
p9 ph6
(p3 ph7):f2
d4
(p2 ph7) (pa ph3):f2 ;180 on both nuclei
d4
(pl ph7) (p3 pha):f2 ;90 on both nuclei
d4
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(p2 phs) Qaph7):f2 ;180 on both nuclei
d4 dlo dlO
go=2ph31 cpd ;acqu with GARP decoupling
dl1 do wr #0 ;dl[O]=power level for X decoupling
exit

ph1=1 3
ph2=0 0 22
ph3=00000000

00000000
2 2222222
222 22222

ph4=11111111
^^^^^^õ4JJJJJJJJ

ph5=00001111
ph6=1
ph7=0
ph31=0 022220 0

22000022

lhll=r,or-al ecoupler power level for observe

;dl[0]=power level for X-decoupling
;d4=7 / 4I t235 msec for 15-Nl
;d11=30ms for disk write
;d12=power switching time for [20 usec]

;d13=short delay to compensate delay line [3 usec]

;d2l=delay which is much shorter than 1/2J [a.Sus for 15-N]

;1/(2J) = 5.5ms for 15-N
ip1= 1H 90 from ecoupler at power level hl1 [4dB]
)p2= IH 180 from ecoupler
ip3= X 90 from BSV1Ox

)p4= X 180 from BSV10x

)p6= X 180 (high power) from BSV10x [4dB attenuator out]
;p7= spinlock purge pulse
ip8 and p9 = spinlock scrambling pulses
;d1= relaxation delay
;13 is an even integer whose value is defined by the desired

;tau value

)phase cyciing program
;NS=n*8
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;Double iNEPT XH correlation for measuring 15-N /l-}jl Antiphase

;coherence relaxation {RNH[2H(z,N)N(x,y)]]'

;Peng and Wagner, J. Magn. Reson.

i
;with spinlock pur.ge and scramble pulses for water elimination.

;X-nucleus on f2

1. ze
2d1do
3 d72 rhi hl1

p1 phl ;90 on l-H
d4 dhi
(p2 ph1) (p  ph1):f2 ;180 on both nuclei
d4
p7 ph1 ;1-H spinlock purge pulse [lms]
(pl ph4) (p3 ph3):f2 ;90 on 1-H,90 on 15-N
d12 dlo dll

  þ6 ph1):f2 ;15N spinlock, [2.5 - 3.0 kHz]
(p6 ph6):f2
lo to 4 times 11

d12 dhi
(pl ph1) (p3 ph5):f2
pS pt Z ;1-H sPiniock Y [.5 - 1 ms]
d4 ;1/ aJ J = X-H couPling constant
(p2 phl) (pa ph1):f2 ;180 on both nuclei
d4 dlo dlO

p9 phl ;1-H sPinlock x [.5 - 1 ms]
go=Zph3l cpd ;acqu with GARP decoupling
¿tt ab wr #0 ;dl[O]= Power level for X-decoupling
exit

ph1=0 iphase cycling
ph2=1
ph3=1 3
ph4=11113333
ph5=1 1 3 3
ph6=2
ph31=0 2202002

;
;hl1=normal ecoupler Power level for observe

;dl[O]=power level for X-decoupling

;d4=1/ 41 12.75 msec for 15-Nl
;d11=30ms for disk write
;d72=power switching time for [20 usec]
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;d13=short delay to compensate delay line [3 usec]

;d21=delay for antiphase magnetization relaxation

ip1= 1H 90 from ecoupler at power ievel hl1 [4dB]
)p2= 7H 180 from ecoupler
ip3= X 90 from BSV1Ox

)p4= X 180 from BSV1Ox

;p7= spinlock purge pulse [1 msl
;p8 and p9 spinlock scramble pulse [.5 - 1 ms]
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;Double INEPT XH conelation for measuring 15-N /7-F{ Longitudinal
;two-spin order relaxation.

;Peng and Wagner, J. Magn. Reson.

;with spinlock purge and scramble pulses for water elimination.
;X-nucleus on f2

'1, ze
2dldo
3 d1,2 thi hl1
p1 ph1 ;90 on 1-H
d4 dhi
(p2 ph1) (p  ph1):f2 ;180 on both nuclei
d4
p7 phl ;spinlock x l-H [1ms]
(p1 ph3) ;90 on l-H
d27 ;d27=7 /2 the relaxation delay,
(p2 ph1) ;should be set according to desired
d27 ;tau value.
(p3 phS):f2
3u
(p2 phl)
3u
(p1 ph1) (p3 ph6):f2
p8 ph2 ;spinlock y 1-H [.5 - 1 ms]
d4 ;7/aJ J = X-H coupling constant
(p2 phl) (p4ph7):f2 ;180 on both nuclei
d4 dlo
p8 ph1 ;spinlock x L-H [.5 - 1 ms]

fio=2 ph31 cpd ;acqu with GARP decoupling
d11 do wr #0 ;dl[O]= power level for X-decoupling
exit

ph1=0 iphase cycling
ph2=1
ph3=1 3
ph5=11113333
ph6=1 1 3 3
ph31=0 2202002

;hl1=normal ecoupler power levei for observe
;dl[0]=power level for X-decoupling
;

;d4=7/41t2.75 msec for 15-Nl
;d11=30ms for disk write
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;d1.2=power switching time for [20 usec]

;d13=short delay to compensate delay line [3 usec]

;d2L=1/2 tli.e delay f.or zz relaxation
;
ip1= 1H 90 from ecoupler at power level hl1 [4dB]
ìp2= 7H 180 from ecoupler
ip3= X 90 from BSV1Ox

)p4= X 180 from BSV1Ox

ip7= spinlock purge pulse [1 ms]
;p8 and p9 spinlock scramble pulse [.5 - 1 ms]
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;Double INEPT XH correlation for measuring 1H relaxation
;of protons bound to 15-N.

;Peng and Wagner, J. Magn. Reson.

;with spinlock purge and scramble pulses for water elimination.
;X-nucleus on f2

'J. ze
2d1do
3 d72 rhi hll
pl ph1 ;90 on 1-H
d4 dhi
(p2 ph2) (p  ph1):f2 ;180 on both nuclei
d4
p7 ph7
(p1 phs) (p3 ph6):f2 ;90 on 7-H,90 on 15-N
3u
p2 ph1
3u
(pl ph2) (p3 ph7):fz
p8 ph1 ;spinlock x l-H [.5 - 1 ms]
d4 ;1/ aI i = X-H coupling constant
(p2ph2) (p4 ph1):f2 ;180 on both nuclei
d4 dlo
p9 phz ;spinlock y i-H [.5 - 1 ms]
p1 ph3
d21 ;Variable delay for H relaxation
pl pha
go=2ph31 cpd ;acqu with GARP decoupling
d11 do wr #0
exit

ph1=0
ph2=7
ph3=2
ph4=3 ;dl[O]= power ievel for X-decoupling
ph5=11113333
ph6=0 2
ph7=0 0 22
ph31=0 2202002

;h11.=normal ecoupler power level for observe
;dl[0]=power level for X-decoupling

;d4=1./4J [2.75 msec for 15-N]
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;d1L=30ms for disk write
;d1,2=power switching time for [20 usec]

i¿f g=äfrort delay to cõmpensate delay line [3 usec]

;d21=delay for zz relaxation

ip1= 1H 90 from ecoupler at power level hl1 [4dB]

)p2= IH 180 from ecouPler

ip3= X 90 from BSV1Ox
')p4= X 180 from BSV1Ox

;þ7= spinlock purge pulse [1 msJ

;þS uttä p9 spinlock scramble pulse [.5 - 1 ms]

;
;11 is an even integer that defines the length of the relaxation delay used
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;Double INEPT XH correlation for measuring 15-N longitudinai

;relaxation.

;Kay, L.E., et al, J. Magn. Reson. 97 ,359-375 (7992)

;with spinlock purge and scramble pulses for water elimination.

;X-nucleus on f2
;2D version for unresoived amide l.-H resonances.

7ze
2d1do
3 d72 rhi hl1
pl ph1 ;90 on l-H
d4 dhi
(p2 ph1) (pa ph1):f2 ;180 on both nuclei
d4
p7 ph7
(p1 ph2) (p3 ph3):f2 ;90 on both nuclei
d4 ;7 / aJ J = X-H couPling constant
(p2 ph1) (papha):fZ ;180 on both nuclei
d4
d0 ;GI)/z
p1 phl
p2phZ ;comPosite 180 (90x180Y90x)

p1 phi
d0 ;ftt)/z
(p3 ph6):f2 ;90 on X
d21,

a p2 ph1
d21
lo to 4 times 11

p8 ph1 ;spinlock scramble pulses [17 ms]

p9 ph2
(p3 ph7):f2 ;90 on X
d4
(p2 phl) (pa ph1):f2 ;180 on both nuclei
d4
(p1 ph1) (p3 phz):f2 ;90-x on H, 90-y on X

d4
(p2 ph4) (p4 ph1):f2 ;180 on both nuclei
d4 dlo
go=2ph31 cpd ;acqu with GARP decoupling
d11 do wr #0 if #0 idO dp6 zd
lo to 2 times td1
exit
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phl=0
ph2=1
ph3=0 0002222
ph4=00000000

11L11111
22222222
^^^ôõõ^õJJJJJJJJ

ph6=1 3
ph7=0 0 2 2
ph31=0 2202002

;hl1=normal ecoupler power level for observe

;dl[0]=power level for X-decoupling

;d4=7/4J [2.75 msec for 15-N]

;d11=30ms for disk write
;d1,2=power switching time for [20 usec]

;d1.3=short delay to compensate delay line [3 usec]

;d21=delay between 1-H 180's (applied during t1 to remove CSA

;and dipolar cross-correlation)[S.O - 10.0 msec]

ipl= 1H 90 from ecouPler at Power level hll [4dB]
)p2= lH 180 from ecouPler

ip3= X 90 from BSV1Ox

)p4= X 180 from BSV1Ox

;p7= spinlock purge pulse [1 msJ

;p8 and p9 spinlock scramble pulse [17 ms]

;

;11 is an even integer that defines the length of the tau-value used

;in the particular 2D experiment.
;the value of the tau-increment is 11.(d21 + p2)+(p8+p9)

;A T1 experiment is set uP by specifying as many 2D experiments as there

;are tau-values and changing the 11 parameter according to the desired

;tau-value for that 2D data set.

;dt[0]= power level for X-decoupling
.m¡1-+nni
tLtr\1-.yyL

;nd0=4
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;Double iNEPT XH correiation for measuring 15-N transverse

;relaxation.

;Kay,L.E., et al, J. Magn. Reson. 97,359-375 (7992)

;Peng, J.W., et al, J Magn. Reson. 94,82-1'00 (7991)

;with spinlock purge and scramble pulses for water supression.

;X-nucleus on f2
;2-D version for unresolved 1-H amide resonances

d23=d27-pl
7ze
2dldo

d12 thi hl1 ;1-H transmitter to high Power
p1 ph7 ;90 on 1-H
d4 dhi
(pZph7) þaph7):fz ;180 on both nuclei
d4
p7 ph7 ;spinlock pr-irge pulse [1 ms]
(pl ph1) (p3 ph2):f2 ;90 on both nuclei
a+ ;1/4 J = X-H couPling constant
(pZph7) (paph7):fz ;180 on both nuclei
d4

3 d21

þa phz):fz
d21,

d21
(p4phz):fZ
d23
(p2 ph7) ;CPMG sequence with 1-H 180 applied - e1'9ry.? Tt, ut

ag- ;every 2nd echo. Length of CPMG defined by 13 (even #)

(p4 phz):fz
d27
d27

þa phz):fz
d21,

lo to 3 times 13 ;13 defined by desired length of tau-value
do ; (tr)/z
pt ph7
p2 ph6 ;comPosite 180 Pulse
pl ph7
do ; ft1)/2
(p3 ph1):f2

fA pnZ ;spinlock scramble pulse, [12 ms]

pe ph6
(p3 ph7):fz
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d4
(p2 ph7) (pa ph3):f2 ;180 on both nuclei
d4
(pl ph7) (p3 pha):f2 ;90 on both nuclei
d4
(p2 ph5) QaphT):f2 ;1.80 on both nuclei
d4 dlo diO

So=2ph31 cpd ;acqu with GARP decoupling
d11 do wr #0 if #0 idO íp2 zd
Io to 2 times tdl
exit

ph1=l 3
ph2=0 0 22 ;dl[0]=power level for X decoupling
ph3=00000000

00000000 ;mc2=tppi
22222222
22222222

ph4=1 1111111 ;nd0=4
õõ-aaaõõ
JJJJJJJJ

ph5=00001111 ;NS=n*8
ph6=1
ph7=0
ph31=0 0 22220 0

22000022

;hl1=normal ecoupler power level for observe
;dl[O]=power level for X-decoupling
;d4=1,/41[2.75 msec for 15-N]

;dl1=30ms for disk write
;dl2=power switching time for [20 usec]

;dl3=short delay to compensate delay line [3 usec]

;d21=delay which is much shorter than l. /21 l4.5us for 15-Nl

;1/ (21) = 5.5ms for 15-N
ipl= lH 90 from ecoupler at power level hl1 [4dB]
ip2= 7H 180 from ecoupler
ip3= X 90 from BSV1Ox

)p4= X 180 from BSV1Ox

)p6= X 180 (high power) from BSV10x [4dB attenuator out]
;p7= spinlock purge pulse
;p8 and p9 = spinlock scrambling pulses
;dl= relaxation delay
;13 is an even integer whose value is defined by the desired
;tau value

;aT2 experiment is set up by specifying as many 2D
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;experiments as there are tau values and changing the 13

;paiameter according to the desired tau value for the 2D

;data set.
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;Proton detected heteronuclear NOE measurement via refocused iNEPT

;for measuring 15-N NOE's'
;2D Version WITH NOE!!
;
;Kay, L.E., Torchia, D.4.,

;X-nucleus on f2

d21=20m
7ze
2dldo

d13 dhi
d12 hl1

3 p2*0.6667 ph29
d27
Io to 3 times IL
(p3 ph1):f2
d0
p2 ph29

Bax, A, Biochemistry 28,8972-8979 (1989).

d0
d4
(p2
d4
(p1

d4
(p2 ph6) @a phz):fz
d4 dlo
go=2ph31 cpd
d11 do wr #0 if #0 idO iPI zd
Io to 2 times tdL
exit

ph1=0000000022222222
ph2=0 2

ph3=1 1 3 3
ph4=0 2

ph5=0 0 0 0 1 7 7 1' 22223 333
ph6=0 2027313
ph29=0
ph31=0 0221,1,33

;mc2=tppi
;nd0=4

;h11.: normal ecoupler Power levei for observe

;h12: presat power level
;d1[0]: power level for X-decoupling
;d0: incremented delay
;d4 I/ 4J [2.75 msec for 15-N]

;delay before power switching
;proton transmitter to high Power
;120 pulses 20 msec aPart, aPPlied

;90 on X

pha) (pa ph2):f2

phs) (p3 ph3):f2

l/aI
;180 on both nuclei

;90 on both nuclei

;180 on both nuclei

;acq with GARP decouPling
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;d11: 30 msec for disk write
;d1,2: power switching time [2O usec]

;d20: äelay between 1H 120's [10 msec]

;d21: slightly less than 1/4J [2.30 msecì

;p1: 1H 90 from ecouPler

;p2: lH 180 from ecouPler
;p3: X 90 from BSV1Ox

)p4: X 180 from BSV1Ox

;p28: 1H 120 from ecouPler

;
;11: is an integer whose value will make the total time the 120 pulses

; are appiied 3 sec (1H saturation)

';A2D 
data set without NOE must also be recorded (no 120 1H pulses)
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;Proton detected heteronuclear NOE measurement via refocused INEPT

;for *.ururing 15-N NOE's. This generates data WITHOUT NOE!!

;2D Version WITHOUT NOE !!!

;Kay, L.E., Torchia, D.4., Bax, A, Biochemistty 28,8972-8979 (i989)'

;with scramble pulses for water suppression.

;X-nucleus on f2

7ze
2d1do
3 drz tlo hl2

d13 dhi ;delay before Power switching
d12 htl thi ;Proton transmitter to high Power
p7 ph29
1m
p7 ph29
(p3 ph1):f2 ;90 on X
d0
pz ph29
d0
d4 ;l/aI
(p2 pha) @4phZ):f2 ;180 on both nuclei
d4
(p1 ph5) (p3 ph3):f2 ;90 on both nuclei
d4
(p2 ph6) (p4 ph2):f2 ;1'80 on both nuclei
d4 dlo
fio=2ph31 cpd ;acq with GARP decoupling
dl1 do wr #0 if #0 idO iP1' zd
1o to 2 times td1
exit

ph1=0000000022222222
ph2=0 2 ;mc2=tPPi
ph3=1 133 ;nd0=4
p};.4=0 2
ph5=0 0 0 0 1 1, 1 7 22223 3 3 3

ph6=0 2 0 21, 31 3
ph29=0
ph31=0 02271.33

;hl1: normal ecoupler Power level for observe

;hl2: presat power level
;dl[0]: power level for X-decoupling
;d0: incremented delay
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;d4: 7 / 41 12.75 msec for 15-Nl

;d11: 30 msec for disk write
;d12: power switching time [20 usec]

;d21: itightly less thanT/ 4J [2.30 msec]

]
ipl: 1H 90 from ecouPler

;p2: lH 180 from ecouPler

;p3: X 90 from BSV1Ox

)p4 X 180 from BSV1Ox

;þ2, tO ms scramble pulse from ecoupler (high power)

;

;This is the 2D data set without NOE
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APFENDIX E

Mathetnatíca Programs
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(*comments are bracketed between (**) for the Mathematica programming lalrguage*)

<<Statistics'NormalDistribution' (*read Mathematica subroutines*)
< <Statis tics'NonlinearFit'

(*define fitting function: this is the exponential decay for R*(2H)N,,y).)
f[1] =113.22,x11,{43.61,,x21,{87.22,x3}, {130.82,x4},1774.43,x5]}, 1278'M,x6Ll26't'65,x7]l,
{303.36,x8}, {348.86, x9}}

g[1] := NonlinearFitlf[1], a1*Exp[-xla2f, {x}, 1.a7,7,17lt, {a2,100,800}}, Maxlterations ->

ãO,tvt"tnoa -> LevenbergMarquãrdt,showProgress -> False,AccuracyGoal -> 6,PrecisionGoal ->

8l

(*define functions to pick randomly from a Gaussian distribution*)
xl = Random[yl]
x2 = Randomly2]
x3 = Randomly3]
x4 = Randomly4]
x5 = Randomly5]
x6 = Random[y6]
xZ = Randomly7]
x8 = Random[]El
x9 = Randomly9]
(*define Gauisian distributions, with means=experimental peak heights and standard

deviations=rms baseline noise*)
ndisl =
NormalDistribution[8.86 (*peak height*), 0.08 (*rms baseline noise or standard deviation*)]
ndis2 = NormalDistribution[7.83, 0.08]
ndis3 = NormalDistributionl6.99, 0.081

ndis4 = NormalDistributionl5.87, 0.08]

ndis5 = NormalDistribution[S.25, 0.08]

ndis6 = NormalDstributionl4.36, 0.08]
ndisT = NormalDistributionl4.03, 0'08]
ndisS = NormalDistributionl3.49, 0.08]

ndisg = NormalDistributionl3.16, 0.08]
y1=ndis1
y2=ndis2
y3=ndis3
y4=ndis4
v5=ndisS
y6=ndis6
y7=ndis7
y8=ndis8

)É=ndis9
rlac = Tablela2 /. gt1l,{500}l (*run 500 fits and tabulate the R*(2HfN,,r) values*)

Savel"rlac",rlac] (*save the 500 values in a file: end of program*)

Figure E.1: Mathematica script for the generaúon oJ.Monte Carlo ensembles of
reiáxaúon data sers for Aib I of alamethiðin dissolved in methanol at27 oC. This script
generates 500 nine-point exponential decays which are fitted to a two parameter exponential

equation to extract RNH (2H)N,,, ) . The standa¡d deviation of a peak height is raken to be

the uncertaintv of a relaxation measurement due to random effors.
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<<n15modelfree2.1 (*read in expressions for R* (N. ), RN (N,,y ), and nOe, written in terms of

Lipari-Szabo spectral densities*)

<<n1Smfc.a (*read in constants lor 77-7 Tesla field*)

h1=1.12410^-9 (*set overall correlation time: derived from RN(N.)/RN(N,,r) ratio*)

(*define lists of experimental relaxatio¡r data*)

(*RN(N.): alamethicin in methanol,2T "C*)

al=|l .242,"1 .447 ,7 .657 ,7.778,'.1 .655,7 .673,7 .682,7 .gO7 ,7 .623 ,7 .654,I .867 ,7 .872,7 .683,1 '579 ,7 '637 ,7 '50,

1.315)

( * RN(N,,))* )

a2=17.5'1,7,1.669,1'.961',2.037,1'.962,1'.960,2.087,2.320,7 '899,1"925,

2.39 2,2.09 6,2.023,1 .7 43,7 .87 8,2.09 8,2 . 009 l

(*nOe*)
ag=Gl)*{.771,.855,.34,.44,.534,.368,.48,'264,.532,'688,'291,'378,'372,
.574,.671,.34,1.093Ì

l* R 'r\t " A* (NT )"*o '
a[=1.03,.02,.01,.01,.01,.02,.02,-02,.05,.03,02,.03,.02,'02,'0\,'02,'07]

fr+R t+\

'"R*(NTr)."0'
¿$={.03,.03,.03,.01,.02,'02,.05,.02,'004,.05,.03,.02,'03,'02,'03,'03,'03}

(*o-.r- *)
¡¡vveXp

a$=1.05,.04,.04,.09,.04,-03,.04,.03,.05,.04,'03,.04,'03,'04,'04,'08,'05)

r1:=Part[a1,n] (*define iterators for picking through lists*)

12:=PartIa2,nl
noe:=Part[43,n]
dr1:=PartIa4,n]
dr2:=PartIa5,n]
dnoe:=PartIa6,n]

(*define objective function: see equation Í3.2.251(Part B, Methods*)

g[1ì :=FindMinimuml((r1 -f111'lD^2 / (dr1 )^2)+((r2 -f1112])^2 / (dr2)^2)

i((noe-f 1 [1 3] )^2 / (dnoe) ^2),1x1,0,1L{y1,200 1 0^-1 2, 1 1 0^-1 2} l

(*for definitions see lists of experimental values and errors (a1-a6) and the iterators shown

above the objective function*)
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cl=Tablelg[l],1n,'1,1711 (*define function for generatings2,rrandresidual for each residue*)

c1a=Transposelcl] (*transpose ouÇut*)
c1b=Part[c1a,1] (*sepaåte residuals from 52 and ø, *)

ç1ç=þ¡sp[c1a,1] (*drop residuals from ouçut list to get 52' r, list for all residues*)

Savel"alameohor.1",c1b] (*save results*)

Save["alameohor.2",c1c] (*end of program*)

Fiqure 8.2 Mathematica script for the model-free arìalysis of 15N relaxation data of

¿ffiåirri"r. á[;óï.4 i" métr,aiot at27 ocusing the Lipâri-Szabo isotropic spectral

densitv.
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f1[1] = (2*h1*x1)/(5*(1 + c^2*h1^2))
¡tizi = (2*(1 - xl ))/(S.(1 + c^2/(h1^(-1) + yl ^C1))^2)*(h1^(-r) + yi ^(-1 )))

fl[3] = (6*h1*xl)/(5*(1 + b^2*h1^2))
fti¿i = (6*(1 - xl))/(S-(i + b^2/(hl^Gl) + y1^C1))^2).(hi^(-1) + y1^(-i)))

fl[5] = (12*h1*x1)/(5*(1 + d^2*h1^2))
friOj = (12*(1 - x1))/(5*(1 + d^2/(h1^!l) + y1^(-1))^2)*(h1^(-l) + y1^(-1)))

f1,Í71 = (8.h1*x1)/(5*(1 + h1^2*i^2))
fl[8] = (B*(1 - x1))/(5'i(1 + i^2/(h1^(-1) + y1^(-1))^2).(h1^(-1) + yl^(-1)))

fl[9] = (12*h1*x1)/(5*(1 + a^2*h1^2))
f1[10ì = (12*(1 -xl))/(5*(1 + a^2/(h7^(-1) +y1^(-1))^2).(h1^(-i) + y1^(-1)))

fl[11] = (e^2/4)*((f7 [1]+f1[2])+(f1[3]+f1[a])+(f1tsl+flt6l))+ k*((1/3)*(f1[3]+fl[a]))

Í'tl1.2l = (e^2/8)*((f1t7l+f1t8l)+(f1[1]+f1[2])+(ft[3]+f1[a])+(f1[9]+f1[10])+
(fl tSl +f1 t6l))+j.((f1 [7ì+fl [8])+(f1 [3] +f1 tal ))

fl[13]=1+(((1/(4*f1[11])))*e^2*((2.6752*10^8)/ç2.7108*10^7))*((f1[S]+fl[6])-(f1tt] +flt2Ì)))

(*
DEFINITIONS:

f1[1]+fl[2]= J(a¡-c¡)
f1[3]+f1[4]= g {úì\)
fl [5] +fl [6]= 6 J( rrh+ah)
fl[7]+f1[8]= 4 J(0)

f1[9]+f1[10]= ø J(as)

t ^2\' '(rr-ro^-)+3J(al*' ' r| 'r t[-l(ar*)]11[11]=Rffi*(NT)+ ng(Ni) =l+ |[r(r" - øn) + 3r(ar*) + 6l(a,+ øn )l + I

\+/-

fl[13]=nOe=

nttzt=Rffi* (NT, ) + nffi (Ni, )=

Ir' {or1o) 
+ 6r(ø" ) + r(ø" - r^ )l 

+ ;f +,r(o) + 3"r(ø* )]
Ia/L*¡.r(a¡*)+6J(ar+øx) I "''



[/^2 \

,_l_aj lïlrn'"+@*) 
-r(," 9l'.l.^Jl 

l
The spectral densities are given by equations 13.2.231 andlS'2'241

with

x1=52

Yl=T"
hL=?c

111t¡r

---I-î.t1r rc te

square of the generalized order parameter

internal correlation time

overall molecular correlation time

a,b,cd,e,i,j,k: constants defined in a separate file, see Figure E'4'
*)

Figure E.3 Mathemarica script for the expression of nno, (Nf ) , ^* 
(NT., ), and nOe in

tenns of the Lipari-Szabo isotropic specual densiry for backbone amide 15N atoms.

Note: fl[even] corresponds to the first term of equation 13.2.231 (Part B, Methods) and f1[odd] to

the second term of equation 13.2.231. f[11] - f[13] are the relaxation parameter expresslons'

285
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e=(ñ).(#)x(r,,z*).(*)

(*Constants for N15/H1 at 50.68 and 500.14 MHz, respectively (11'7 Tesla)*)

a--3.1.42409468 10^9 (*ø"*)
b=-3.18431831410^8 (*a;¡r*)

c=3.46084129910^9 (*ro" - ar¡*)
d=2.82357763710^9 (*ø" + a;¡*)
e=-72067
i=0
j=1.M212'l'0^8
k=8.652710^8

(*

Note: e = r/D see equation13.2.6l (Part B, Methods)

Tu=2.675 x 108 s-tT-t

TN = -2.711x 107 s-tT-t

Ito=4frx10-7 TmA-t
rM{ = 102 Pm

Figure E.4 Mathematica script for the constants used in the expression of R*"(Nf ),

n*(NTr), and nOe in terms of the Lipari-Szabo isoüopic spectral density for backbone

amide 15N atoms.

l, = (å)* (,*)' * (q, - o,)'

, = (*)* (,*)' * (q, - o')'

(q -o,-)=Â=-160P.P.m.

*)
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